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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Background 

This is a report of a sociolinguistic survey of the Nepali language as spoken in 

Kavrepalanchok, Bhaktapur, Lalitpur, Kathmandu, Dhadhing, Tanahu, Kaski, 

Baglung, Gorkha, Myagdi, Parbat, and Syangja (Phase - I); and  Ilam and Dhankuta 

(Phase - II) districts of Nepal. This report includes a brief description of the Nepali 

language, mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingualism, domains of language 

use, language transmission, vitality and loyalty, language maintenance and shift, code 

mixing, language attitude, language development, and lexical variation. 

Nepal is a multilingual, multicultural and multi-religious country. It is rich in its 

linguistic diversity. The four great language families namely- Indo-European, Sino-

Tibetan, Dravidian and Austro-Asiatic and also include one linguistic isolate i.e. 

Kusunda. According to Eppele et.al. (2012), there are about 124 living languages and 

dialects of four different genetic stocks spoken within the country. The latest official 

census of 2011 records the numbers of speakers for 123 languages and also allows an 

additional category of ‘other unknown languages’ with close to half million speakers. 

This chapter deals with general background of the Nepali language in general. It 

consists of background of the language, its speakers, caste/ethnic groups, religion, 

literacy, and occupation. In this chapter we also discuss the demography and 

distribution the Nepali language, geographical location, linguistic affiliation of the 

language, previous research, purpose and goals of the study, and organization of this 

study. 

1.1 The Nepali language  

Nepali is one of the major languages in the Indo-Aryan language family. It is the 

official language and de facto lingua franca of Nepal and is also spoken in Bhutan, 

Brunei, and India. Nepali has official language status in the formerly independent 

state of Sikkim and in West Bengal's Darjeeling district as well as Assam. The Nepali 

language has also different alternate names such as Eastern Pahadi, Gorkhali, 

Gurkhali, Khaskura, Nepalese, and Parbate (Eppele et.al.: 73).  
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Nepali is a well established language. It is the national as well as the official language 

of the country, Nepal. It is also the contact language and language of wider 

communication in all over the country among the non-Nepali speakers. It is also used 

as the medium of instruction in education. Other resources that are available in the 

Nepali language are oral literature (folktales, songs, religious literature, etc), script, 

phonemic inventory, grammar, dictionary, textbooks, literacy materials, newspapers, 

magazines, films, telefilms, CD/DVD, written literature etc.  

Historically, the language was first called the Khas language (Khas kurā), 

then Gorkhali or Gurkhali (language of the Gorkha Kingdom) before the 

term  Nepali (Nepālī bhāṣā) was taken from Nepal Bhasa. There are different dialectal 

variations in Nepali. They are: Acchami, Baitadeli (Baitadi), Bajhangi, Bajurali 

(Bajura), Bheri, Dailekhi, Darchulali (Darchula), Gandakeli, Humli, Purbeli, Soradi1. 

According to the recent census report of Nepal 2011, Nepali is spoken as mother 

tongue by 44.6 percent (11,826,953) of the total population of the country. Nepali is 

classified as a languge of Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Northern zone, 

Eastern Pahari group. The language is written in Devanagari script. The Nepali 

language in Devnagari script shall be the language of official business (Interim 

Constitution of Nepal, 2007). Nepali is commonly written in the Devanagari script.  

1.1.1 Linguistic features of Nepali 

Linguistic features of the Nepali language are as follows: 

a. Nepali is an SOV language i.e. a verb final language; 

b. Postpositions follow the nominal expressions they express; 

c. Genitives, adjectives, and numerals precede the head nouns they modify; 

d. Relative clauses often precede their antecedents;  

e. The adverb precedes the verb it modifies; and  

f. The auxiliary follows the main verbs; 

g. Noun head final;  

h. Eleven noun classes or genders;  

i. Content q-word in situ;  

j. One prefix, up to five suffixes;  

k. Clause constituents indicated by case-marking;  
                                                 
1 However, some of these dialects (Achhami, Baitadeli, Bajhangi, Bajureli, Dailekhi and Darchuleli) 
appear as separate languages in the National Census of Nepal (2011). 
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l. Verbal affixation marks person, number and gender of subject;  

m. Split ergativity;  

n. Both tense and aspect; and passives and active voice; 

o. Nontonal; and 

p. Twenty-nine (29) consonant and eleven (11) vowel phonemes (Eppele et.al. 

2012). 

1.2 The Nepali speaking people 

This subsection deals with a brief introduction of the Nepali speaking people in 

general. It includes caste/ethnicity of the Nepali speakers, their religion, literacy in 

Nepali speech community, and the occupation of Nepali speakers.  

1.2.1 Caste/ethnic groups  

The people of Nepali speech community live in all the 75 districts of the country. It is 

a community of different caste and ethnic groups. Nepali is a speech community of a 

large number of caste/ethnic groups. In Nepali speech community different people of 

different caste and ethnic group live together.  

Picture 1.1: A group photo of the researchers with the participants in Baglung 
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The language is spoken by Chhetri, Brahman (Hill), Thakuri, Kami, Damai, Sarki, 

Sanyasi, Gaine, Badi, etc. as their mother tongue. Many of the ethnic groups have also 

shifted to Nepali. Their socio-cultural existence was influenced by Hindu culture. 

1.2.2 Religion  

There are ten types of religion categories reported in the census of 2011. Hinduism is 

followed by 81.3 percent (21,551,492) of the total population of the country. Most of 

the Nepali mother tongue speakers are following Hinduism and only a few of the 

Nepali speakers are following, Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, etc. religions. In the 

process of data collection most of the respondents said that they are following 

Hinduism as their religion.  

Picture 1.2: A group picture of the researchers in the field 

 

Only three speakers said that they are following Buddhist and only two participants 

responded that they are following Islam religion. The major festivals in the Nepalese 

society are Dashain, Deepawali, Bhaitika, Teej, Janai Purnima, Kuse Aunsi, etc.  

1.2.3 Literacy 

Overall literacy rate (for population aged 5 years and above) of the country in the 

census 2011 has increased to 65.9. Male literacy rate is 75.1% compared to female 

literacy rate of 57.4%. The highest literacy rate is reported in Kathmandu district 
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(86.3 %) and lowest in Rautahat (41.7%). Generally speaking, literacy in Nepali 

speech community is good. Women are deprived of formal education, though this 

seems to be changing with the younger generation. The survey has estimated the 

general trends of literacy in this community. Table 1.1 presents the situation literacy 

in Nepali speech communities in the key survey points.  

Table 1.1: Literacy in Nepali speech community 

Literacy 

Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Literate  Illiterate  Literate  Illiterate  

45 (94%) 3 (6%) 13 (81%) 3 (19%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 1.1 shows that 94% male and 81% females are literate while 6% males and 19 

percent females are illiterate. It shows that literacy rate of Nepali speech community 

is higher than the total literacy of the country i.e. 65.9%.  

1.2.4 Occupation 

People of the Nepali speech community live in all the 75 districts of the country. The 

main occupation of this community is agriculture i.e., farming, and many other caste 

wise occupations like blacksmith, tailoring, mason, washerman, cobbler, etc. They are 

also involved in government jobs, military service, NGOs and INGOs, and in many 

other modern professions. Nepali speakers are engaged in different types of business 

and also involved in international employment worldwide.  

1.3 Demography and distribution 

Nepali, the official language of the country, is spoken all over the country. According 

to the national Census report 2011, Nepali is spoken as mother tongue by 44.6 percent 

(11,826,953) of the total population of the country comprises of 5,618,291 male and 

6,208,662 female speakers. Table 1.2 presents development region-wise distribution 

of Nepali speakers. 
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Table 1.2: Development Region-wise distribution of Nepali speakers

Development Regions No. of speakers

Eastern Development Region 2,007,024 

tral Development Region 3,481,894 

Western Development Region 2,903,955 

Mid Western Region 2,663,758 

Far Western Region 770,322 

National Population and Housing Census 2011(National Report)

The distribution of Nepali speakers can also be shown through the following figure. 

1.4 Geographical location of the survey points in Nepali 
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municipalities of Kaski district; Thulopokhari, Shankarpokhari, and Kusma of Parbat 

Adhikari Chaur, Bungadobhan, and Rajkot VDCs of Baglung district; 

Arupokhari and Choprak VDCs of Gorkha district; Sikh VDC of Myagdi; and 

Panchamus VDC of Syangja district.  

Linguistic map of the study area of Nepali (Phase 

The circled areas in the above map indicate the tentative survey
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Linguistic  map of the study area of Nepali (Phase 

The circled areas in the above map indicate the tentative survey areas.

1.5 Linguistic affiliation  

Nepali is classified as a language of Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo

Northern zone, Eastern Pahari group. The Indo-Aryan languages spoken in Nepal can 

be genetically subcategorized in the following diagram. 

Nepali (Phase - II) 

 

the tentative survey areas. 

Iranian, Indo-Aryan, 

Aryan languages spoken in Nepal can 
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Source: Yadava (2003)  

1.6 Previous research works 

There has been a number of works on the linguistic, literary, cultural, religious, 

economic aspects as well as different genres related to the Nepali speech community. 

Here, we are dealing with some of the works related to Nepali language and 

linguistics in brief. 

 The first detailed study of the Nepali language was Ayton's Grammar of the Nepali 

Language (1820) which was written at the Fort William College, Calcutta.The task of 

collecting vocabulary of the language was undertaken earlier by historians such as 

Kirkapatrick and Wright, the grammar and vocabulary both were presented by 

Turnbull (1987) as well as Dopping-Happenstal and Burathoki (1899). It was the time 

when foreign  scholars studied Nepali language with reference to modern Indo-Aryan 

languages. By the end of the 19th century it was  established that Nepali is close to the 

north Indian languages and much closer to the Pahari languages such as Kumani and 

Garhawali. 
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After printing was introduced in Nepali language, the need for a balance between the 

sound system of the language and its orthography was highly felt by the native 

scholars.  Birendra Keshari Aryal (1906) Jaya Prithwi Bahadur Singh (1909) Ram 

Mani Acharya Dixit (1908), Dikshitacharya (1909) and Hema Raj Pandit (1913) 

contributed in writing   grammars of the Nepali language. With the development of 

teaching of Nepali shorter versions of Nepali grammar were prepared by Som Nath 

Sharma in Kathmandu and Paras Mani Pradhan in Darjeeling in 1920. 

In the beginning of the 20th century, the idea of the linguistic survey of India was put 

into reality. Grierson (1906, 1909, and 1916) also wrote on Nepali in the Linguistic 

Survey of India, Vol. IX, Part IV (1916). This particular volume remained as one of 

the most important reference materials for the students of Nepali. An English-Nepali 

bilingual dictionary was also compiled by Dravid (1903) and published in Banaras. 

Kilgaur's concern in Nepali which was first shown in "Paradigms in Nepali Verbs" 

(1907) resulted in making an English-Nepali dictionary (Kilgaur, 1923).  

Historical studies of the modern Indo-Aryan languages opened the ways for 

establishing relations between them. Chatterjee in his "Origin and Development of 

Bengali" (1926) referred to the relation of Nepali with Khasa Prakrit. Turner (1931) 

has discussed about the relation of Nepali with other Indo-Aryan languages. After 

studying the phonetic changes of the modern Indo-Aryan languages he observed that 

Nepali must have been originated from the same source as other of north western 

India such as Sindhi, Lahanda and Panjabi (Turner, 1931). Turner's A comparative 

and Etymological Dictionary of the Nepali Language, published in 1931, is a 

monumental work in the history of the Nepali language.  

Under the new banner of Nepali Bhasa Prakashini Samiti (Nepali Language 

Publication Committee) several works were started in the middle of the 30's of this 

century. Rana (1938-39) headed the compilation of a English-Nepali Dictionary also 

Samiti's Nepali Kasari Suddha Lekhane (How to write correct Nepali)? was published 

Chakrapani compiled Nepali mono-lingual pocket dictionary (1941) and a thesaurus 

(1942) and Pande (1940, 1943) presented the items of Nepali grammar as well as the 

spelling rules in the simpler way. In the "Roots of Nepali"(1956) Turner explained 

how Nepali developed from Sanskrit and remarked that Nepali and Hindi were 

different languages. The purist movement called Jharrobadi Andolan emerged and 

the young grammarians interested in the promotion of Nepali suggested for 
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reformation of orthography, simplification of word formation and syntax in Nepali. 

Some of them such as Bal Krishna Pokharel, Tara Nath Sharma and Bllabh Mani 

Dahal contributed as prominent Nepali linguists and the spirit of movement is still 

maintained by Chudamani Regmi( 1995) of Jhapa. 

The beginning of the sixties marked the starting point of modern Nepali linguistics. It 

was the time when the native and foreign scholars both attempted to study Nepali with 

modern linguistic approaches. Linguistics was introduced in the post-graduate study 

of Nepali at Tribhuvan University. The historical study of Nepali was seriously taken 

and several documents of the old Nepali were collected and interpreted. As linguistic 

studies of Nepali extended to various aspects of Nepali language at this period, we 

will summarize here briefly the studies made in the fields of historical, comparative 

and descriptive Nepali linguistics. 

Historical Studies: The historical studies of Nepali by Shrivastava (1962), Pokharel 

(1963, 1965) and Regmi (1968) follow the line set by Turner and Chatterjee. There 

has been some attempt to explain and interpret the older forms of Nepali by Pokharel 

in his works (1963, 1965). Attempt has also been made to study the split of Nepali 

dialects on the basis of the gloto-chronology (Bandhu, 1973). Several works by 

Sapakota give light on the various aspects of the Nepali language including its 

etymology. Wallace (1981, 1982) and Aryal (1987) have studied syntactic changes of 

Nepali that occurred a period of time. The studies on the phonetic changes from 

middle to modern Nepal were made by Dahal (1984) and the origin of the pronominal 

manner adverbs of Nepali by Gautam (1984) recently. Timilsina (2006) and Chalise 

(2007) studied and analyzed historical instructions in their doctoral dissertations. 

Khanal (2012) presented Nepali language inscriptions of last one thousand years.  

Descriptive Studies: Though prepared for the learners of the language, the most 

elaborated study of Nepali done in the early 1960's was that of Clark's (1963).  By the 

middle of the sixties other language learning courses were also developed and some 

more scholars entered into the field of Nepali linguistics. In 1969 students of the 

Department of Linguistics of Kerala University studied various aspects of Nepali 

language. The phonological studies were also done in Bandhu et. al. (1970), Dahal 

(1974) and Bandhu (1973). Bandhu collect materials from Jumli, the central dialect of 

Nepali, called Singali (Bandhu, 1973). Relatively much attention was paid to the 

study of Nepali syntax. Southworth (1967) Abdulky (1969) did it described Nepali 
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sentences within the Chomskyan model of transformational grammar and on 

Filmorian Case-Crammar framework. Clauses of Nepali were described in details in 

Bandhu (1973) and the sentences in Hari (1973) in Tagmemic model.   Dahal (1974) 

described the phonology, morphology and syntax of Nepali both literary and 

colloquial and both standard Kathmandu and Darjeeling varieties in his doctoral 

dissertation. Several aspects of Nepali language were taken by Abdulky in her 

dissertation "A Formational Approach of the Semantics of Nepali (1974)" while 

ergativity of Nepali was discussed in Abadie (1974). Sharma (1974) presented his 

"Outline of Nepali Transformation Syntax" (1974) briefly following Chomsky's 1965 

Model. Specific topics of Nepali were discussed by Abdulky (1974), Regmi (1978), 

Sharma (1980) and Pradhan (1982) in their doctoral dissertations. Regmi described 

the processes of relative clause formation in his "Relativization in Nepali" (1878) in 

the Chomskyan Aspects model. Wallace took the models of Government and Binding 

as well as the Relational Grammar to describe the Nepali language. Regmi (1988) 

made an attempt to analyze the clause structure of the standard Nepali within the TG-

framework while Gautam (1996) analyzed Nepali phrase structure within G-B model.  

Lexicographical and semantic studies: Some works have been done at the lexical 

level in lexicographical and semantic studies. Several dictionaries were prepared at 

different times. The dictionary compiled by Bal Chandra Sharma (1962) was the first 

of its kind in Nepali and was widely used almost for more than two decades after its 

publication. The publishing of Brihat Nepali Shabdakosh, a dictionary by the Royal 

Nepal Academy in 1984, which was revised and published 7th edition in 2011. A 

concise dictionary of Nepali (Gyawali et. al., 1983) was also published by the Royal 

Nepal Academy for students. Ekta Books published several volumes of Nepali-

Nepali, Nepali-English and English-Nepali dictionaries in early 2010s. Chakrapani 

Chalise, Mahananda Sapakota, Harshanath Bhattarai, Basant Kumar Nepal, Hemang 

Raj Adhikari , Narendra Chapagain, Badir Bishal Bhattarai, Tika Karki, Tika Datta 

Baral, Shakar Dev Pathak and Kamal Adhikari are some of the  lexicographers who 

produced monolingual  and bilingual  dictionaries of Nepali.  These dictionaries have 

certainly widened the study of Nepali at the lexical level. Basnyat (1986) and 

Chakrapani Khanal have produced dissertations on   the semantic study of Nepal.  

Nepali Applied Linguistics: The works in the field of applied linguistics owe much to 

the descriptive studies of Nepali.  As language teaching activities spread out, several 
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books were prepared. Nepali Self-Taught (1964) by Dasgupta and Karmacharya is an 

old-fashioned Nepali language learning book. It starts with alphabet and proceeds to 

word grammar and syntax. Nepali Conversational Manual (1966), which follows the 

conversational language, was another language learning handbook prepared by 

Schimdt (1966). Several other books were also prepared in this period. Maria Hari's 

Conversational Nepali (1972) contains lessons in conversation with grammatical 

notes and drills. The same method was used in Basic Course in Spoken Nepal (1974) 

prepared by Tika Bahadur Karki and Chij K. Shrestha with more emphasis on 

conversation and less in drills. A set of two volumes together with two tapes were 

prepared by Verma and Sharma (1979) at the University of Wisconsin. The first 

volume Intermediate Nepali Structure contains morpho-syntactic categories of the 

Nepali languages though most of the forms of the language might have not been 

covered. The second volume Intermediate Nepali Reader presents reading materials 

in various styles such as tales, poems, one act plays, royal speeches, newspaper 

articles, etc. A course in Nepali by Mathews (1984) also emphesises on the spoken 

form of Nepali. 

Some of the works can be mentioned in the field of the sociolinguistics study of 

Nepali. Schmidt (1968) has studied the use of pronouns in Nepali society. The social 

stratification and linguistic behaviour of the people of Sinja valley, the area of central 

dialect of Nepali, has been discussed by Bandhu (1972). The multilingual situation of 

Nepal has been discussed in Dahal and Subba (1968) and the bilingual situation of the 

terai is reported in Subba (1974). Recently, Thapa (2008) and Pokharel(2012) did  

sociolinguistic studies of Nepali and presented  them in their  doctoral  dissertations.  

There have been discussions on the need of clear-cut language policy and planning 

(Dahal and Subba, 1986; Bhatta, 1987). There are detailed references in Dahal and 

Subba (1986) and Hutt (1988) about the systematic planning for the development of 

the national language that have been done. Subba (1983) studied the language of 

media and suggested how Nepali in media can be simplified. The stylistic analysis of 

the text has just begun in Nepali and a few articles have appeared in Nepali magazine. 

Kakshapati (1986) has attempted to analyze the language of Nepali advertisements in 

her dissertation. Yadav (1990) made a study of language policy of Nepal and has 

recommended for language planning in Nepalese context in his doctoral dissertation.  
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Comparative studies: The development of comparative Nepali linguistics that was 

taken up by Turner (1931) was expedited later period by the bilingual dictionaries, 

multilingual dictionaries and word-books, glossaries of the language of Nepal and by 

the in-depth studies of several scholars. During the period of 1965-75 various 

languages of Nepal were studies by the Summer Institute of Linguistics under the 

auspices of the Tribhuvan University. The Dictionary of the languages of Nepal 

prepared by the Royal Nepal Academy and compiled by Joshi and Lohani (1973) 

included 14 languages, and the glossaries, a comparative word list by Hale (1973) 

contained 11 languages of Nepal including Nepali. Another dictionary of basic words 

of the Nepalese languages was compiled by the Royal Nepal Academy which contains 

words of the 17 languages of Nepal. Modern linguistics opened the ways for the 

comparative studies of the language at various levels. A phonological comparison of 

Nepali, English and Newari was made by Sthapit (1979). At the level of grammar 

comparative study of the word order of Nepali and English was made by Sharma 

(1969), complementation of Nepali and English by Paudyal (1974) and a comparative 

study of Sharma's and Nesfield's Grammar by Achrya (1980). Bendix (1974) in his 

paper made a comparative study of Nepali and Newari verbal systems.  Ramarao 

(1980) made a comparison of the phrasal relatives of Telagu, Bangali and Nepali and 

concluded that there might have been some kind of contacts of the speakers of these 

languages. Gupta and Tuladhar (1980) compared the system of dative subject 

constructions in Nepali, Hindi and Marathi. In a recent study by Yadava (1985) an 

attempt has been made to show how anaphors in Nepali exhibit properties similar to 

those in Maithili but different from those in English. 

Pandharipande (1986) compared the passive constructions in Nepali, Hindi and 

Marathi languages while Bhandari (1986) compared the morphological system of 

Nepali with that of Hindi Bimal (1986) did the same type of study taking Nepali, 

Maithili, and Hindi. Coughley's paper on the onomatopoeic words in Nepali, Sunwar 

and Chepang indicate the similarities that these languages possess and Toba on the 

typological comparison of the Nepali and Japanese clearly shows how they are similar 

at the very primary level. Recently some comparative studies within functional –

typological model have been done in the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

and Central Department of Linguistics.    
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Contrastive works of Nepali and Hindi (Timsina, 1982) was completed as a doctoral 

dissertation. Error-analysis of the Nepalese learners of English was attempted by 

Kansakar (1973) while of the Maithili speakers of Nepali was done by Bhandari and 

Ghimire (n.d.).  An attempt for the testing of Nepali as a second language was made 

by Tuladhar and Tuladhar (1979). Various contrastive studies related to Nepali and 

other languages have been done in the faculty of education at Tribhuvan University. 

1.7 Purpose and goals 

The main purpose of this study is to present the sociolinguistic situation of the Nepali 

language. The specific goals /objectives of the study are as follows:  

a) To gather information regarding the resources available in the language 

and language development for the implementation of mother-tongue based 

multilingual education in Nepali;  

b) To assess the mother tongue proficiency and extent of community 

bi/multilingualism of Nepali mother tongue speakers; 

c) To look at  the vitality of the  language by investigating the patterns of 

language use  in certain domains;  

d) To evaluate the language maintenance and the  attitudes of the speakers  

towards their language; and  

e) To examine the dialectal variation by assessing the levels of lexical 

similarity among the selected varieties in the language. 

1.8 Organization of the study 

This report is organized into ten chapters. Chapter 1 is the introductory one that 

presents general background information about the language including the purpose 

and goals of the study. In chapter 2, we deal with the methodology used in the survey.  

In chapter 3, we look at the mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingualism in 

Nepali. Chapter 4 deals with the domains of language use. In chapter 5, we look at 

language transmission, vitality and loyalty. Similarly, in chapter 6, we discuss 

language maintenance and shift in the Nepali speech community.  Similarly, chapter 7 

deals with code mixing in the use of the Nepali language. In chapter 8 we present the 

attitude of the Nepali mother tongue speakers towards their mother tongue and 

chapter 9 deals with language resources that make them feel proud, dreams and plans 

of the speech community for language development in Nepali. In chapter 10, we look 
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at dialectal variation and lexical similarity among the key survey points in Nepali. In 

chapter 11, we present the summary of the major findings and some recommendations 

for the development of the language. The annex includes phonetic symbols, wordlists, 

and sociolinguistic questionnaire. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.0 Outline 

In this chapter, we present the research methodology employed in this survey in 

detail. It consists of 3 sections. Section 2.1 deals with a brief overview of the major 

goals of the survey and the research methods/tools used in the survey. It also deals 

with a brief description of the all the methods/tools including the major focus of the 

tools in the survey. In section 2.2, we discuss the different types of research tools, 

their basic characteristics, and the ways they were employed in the survey. Similarly, 

section 2.3 deals with the limitations of this survey.  

2.1 Overview 

The sociolinguistic survey of Nepali has been carried out in two phases. In the first 

phase of survey we used four different methods/tools in order to fulfill its goals. The 

methods/tools consist of Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ), Wordlist Comparisons 

(WLC), Sentence Repetition Test (SRT), and Recorded Text Testing (RTT). The 

Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ) consists of 115 questions. In the second phase 

we used three sets of Sociolinguistic Questionnaires: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A 

(SLQ A), Sociolinguistic Questionnaire B (SLQ B), and Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 

C (SLQ C); and Wordlist. The Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ A) consists of 80 

questions. The Sociolinguistic Questionnaire B comprises of four Participatory 

Method (PM) tools: Domains of Language Use (DLU), Bilingualism (BLM), Dialect 

Mapping (DLM), and Appreciative Inquiry (ACI). Table 2.1 presents the major goals 

of the survey, the research methods/tools used, a brief description of the 

methods/tools, and the major focus of the tools in the survey.  
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Table 2.1: Overview of the major survey goals, methods and focus of the tools 

 GOALS OF THE SURVEY  RESEARCH 

METHODS / 
TOOLS 

BRIEF  

 DESCRIPTION 

FOCUS OF THE 

METHODS /TOOLS  

PHASE I 

1.1 To examine the patterns of 
language use in certain 
domains, language attitudes, 
and  language vitality, 
language maintenance,  
mother-tongue proficiency 
and multilingualism and  
language resources in 
Nepali; 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires 
(SLQ) 

115 questions  to be 
administered on 
individual of 
different age groups, 
sex and literacy in at 
least five points 
including the core 
point 

• Language resources 

• Mother-tongue 
proficiency and 
multilingualism 

• Domain of language 
use 

• Language vitality 

• Language maintenance 

• Language attitudes 

1.2 To assess the levels of 
lexical similarity among the 
selected varieties in the 
language; 

Wordlist 
Comparisons 
(WLC) 

Lexical comparison 
of 210 

words 

Lexical variation among 
selected  varieties in 
Nepali 

PHASE II 

2.1  To examine the patterns of 
language use in certain 
domains, language attitudes, 
and  language vitality, 
language maintenance,  
mother-tongue proficiency 
and multilingualism and  
language resources in 
Nepali; 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires 
(SLQ) 

Consisting of three 
sets: A, B and C 

 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires 
A 

 (SLQ A) 

80 questions  to be 
administered on 
individual of 
different age groups, 
sex and literacy in at 
least five points 
including the core 
point 

• Language resources 
• Mother-tongue 

proficiency and 
multilingualism 

• Domain of language 
use 

• Language vitality 
• Language maintenance 
• Language attitudes 

Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires-
B 

(SLQ B) 

The four tools: DLU 
, BLM, DLM and 
ACI  be  used in  a 
group of   at least   
eight to twelve 
participants of 
mixed category  

• Domain of language 
use 

• Dialect mapping 
• Multilingualism  
• Appreciative enquiry 
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Sociolinguistic 
Questionnaires- 
C 

(SLQ C) 

21 questions  to be 
administered on 
language activist or 
village head 

• Language attitudes 
• Language maintenance 
• Language vitality 
• Language 

development 

2.2 To assess the levels of 
lexical similarity among the 
selected varieties in the 
language 

Wordlist 
Comparisons 
(WLC) 

Lexical comparison 
of 210 

words 

Lexical variation among 
selected  varieties in 
the language 

2.2 Research methods/tools  

2.2.1 Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SLQ) 

Sociolinguistic Questionnaires, consisting of 115 questions in phase I and 80 

questions in phase II, are intended to be administered to the individuals of the speech 

community. The main purpose of these sets are to gather information from the 

individuals about the language resources, mother tongue proficiency and 

bi/multilingualism, domains of language use, language transmission, vitality and 

loyalty, language maintenance and shift, code mixing, language attitude, and language 

development. The opinions from the individuals are often influenced by factors such 

as location, education, age and sex. But in course of administration the researchers 

used the questionnaires randomly. Prior to the administration of this questionnaire, 

five districts of central development region and 7 districts of western development 

region were selected on the basis of pre-information about the Nepali speech 

community (Kavrepalanchok, Bhaktapur, Lalitpur, Kathmandu, Dhadhing, Tanahu, 

Kaski, Baglung, Gorkha, Myagdi, Parbat, and Syangja districts). And in the second 

phase of the survey, we selected only two district of Eastern Development Region 

(Ilam and Dhankuta). 

In the second phase of the survey, the individuals were chosen from different 

categories of sex, age and educational background from each survey points.2 Figure 

2.1 presents a model for sampling of informants from each point in Phase II in the 

Nepali speech community. 

 

                                                 
2 For the purpose of the survey, the age range of the informants has been categorized into three sets: 

15-29 (A1), 30- 59(A2) and 60 and above (A3).  
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Figure 2.1 Model for sampling informants in the survey points 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

A1= 15-29, A2= 30-59, A3= 60 and above, L= Literate, IL= Illiterate 

Table 2.2: Checklist for sociolinguistic questionnaire A 

Checklist for sociolinguistic questionnaire (SLQ) A 

Male Female 

A1 A2 A3 A1 A2 A3 

L IL L IL L IL L IL L IL L IL 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

A1= 15-29, A2= 30-59, A3= 60 and above, L= Literate, IL= Illiterate 

Following the sampling model to the maximum, at least 12 informants were selected 

age ranging 15-29 (A1), 30- 59(A2) and 60 and above (A3) with their sex and 

educational background in each survey point.  The questions were asked by the 

administrators in Nepali to the informants and the answers given by the informants 

were recorded in the questionnaire in Nepali. After the data collection the answers 

were counted manually and analyzed for general patterns and trends that would 

contribute to fulfilling the research goals. 

 

 

Male Female 

Sampling model of informants in survey 

A2 A3 A1 

IL  L 

A2 A3 A1 

IL  L IL  L IL  L IL  L IL  L 
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2.2.2 Participatory methods 

We have used a set of four participatory tools with the groups of Nepali participants 

in the above mentioned districts in the second phase of the survey. The tools include 

Domains of Language Use (DLU), Bilingualism (BLM), Dialect Mapping (DLM) and 

Appreciative Inquiry (ACI).  The main purpose of these tools is to help the speech 

community to think about the dialects of Nepali, how bilingual Nepali speaking 

people are, in which situations they use their mother tongue and what their dreams 

and aspirations are for the development of their language. 

For participatory methods, each tool is equipped with well-written step-by-step 

procedures for the facilitators in the group. There are four criteria for the successful 

implementation of the participatory tools: 

a) The group must consist of eight to twelve participants of mixed category of 

the speech community. Furthermore, it is desirable that there be several 

women and men in each group having of all ages (15 years and older) in the 

group with several older, middle aged and younger participants. 

b)  The participant must belong to the target mother tongue and his/her; at least, 

one parent must be from the target language. 

c)  The participants must be grown up in the survey point and must have lived 

here now. If s/he has lived elsewhere it should not be more than five years and 

s/he must have lived in the village for the past five years.  

Each tool involves the members of the speech community in group discussion on the 

sociolinguistic situation of their language. The purpose and procedure of each tool is 

discussed in short below. 

(i) Domains of language use 

We used the domains of language use tool in order to help the Nepali speakers to 

think about and visualize the languages which they speak in various situations. In this 

tool, the language participants discussed and thought about the situations in which 

they use the language of wider communication (LWC) and wrote them on pieces of 

paper. Then they wrote down the situations in which they use their mother tongue, 

Nepali and the situations in which they use both LWC and their mother tongue. After 

that, they were asked to place the labels LWC, Nepali, and both LWC and Nepali. 
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Then, they were asked to organize the labels in each category according to the 

situations which occurred daily and those occurred less than often. At last, the 

participants concluded by discussing if they would like to use each language in any 

other situations.    

(ii) Dialect mapping (DLM) 

The main purpose of dialect mapping tool is to help the community members to think 

about and visualize the different varieties of Nepali. Participants in the group of 8 

to12 were asked to write on a separate sheet the name of each district and major towns 

where Nepali is spoken and placed them on the floor to present the geographical 

location. Then, they were asked to use to loops of string to show which districts or 

towns spoke the same as others. Next, they used the number to show the ranking from 

easier to understand to most difficult. They were advised to use colored plastic tokens 

to mark those they understand very well, average and poorly.    

(iii) Bi/multilingualism 

We used this tool to help the community members to think about and visualize the 

levels of fluency in both Nepali and language of wider communication (LWC) by 

different subsets of the Nepali speech community. The participants were asked to use 

two overlapping circles, one representing the Nepali people who speak mother tongue 

well and the other the Nepali speakers who speak LWC well. The overlapped area 

represents those who speak both the languages well. Then, the participants were 

advised to write down the names of subgroups of people that spoke LWC well. For 

each group they also discussed whether they also spoke Nepali well or not so well. 

Then, they were asked to place them in the appropriate location in circles. After 

having done this they were advised to write down the names of the subgroups of 

Nepali speakers who spoke their mother tongue well. At the end, they discussed 

which of the three circle sections had the most people, which was increasing and how 

they felt about that. 

(iv) Appreciative inquiry 

This tool was used to gather information about the dreams and aspirations for the 

language the Nepali speech community members have in different survey points. In 

this tool, the participants were asked to describe things that made them feel happy or 

proud about their language and culture. Then, they were asked to express the dreams 
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about how they could make their language and culture even better. They were advised 

to categorize the dreams from the easiest to the most difficult, specify which ones 

were most important and to choose a few to start on developing plans such as who 

else should be involved, what the first step should be and what resources they needed. 

Hasselbring (2009 as cited in Regmi 2011:21) points out that the first three tools 

helped the participants to verbalize things they already knew intuitively about their 

language where as this tool helped them to think about future possibilities. 

2.2.3 Wordlist  

The basic wordlist contains 210 items. The main purpose of this wordlist is to 

determine the thresholds of lexical similarity uniting groups of languages and dialects 

at various percentage levels on the basis of standard word lists elicited from the 

mother tongue Nepali speakers. The results have been presented in a table which 

illustrates the relative linguistic distances among various speech communities, and 

lexical differences have been compared in an exhaustive matrix of pairs. 

From each survey points, at least six informants were chosen as the wordlist source.  

In the selection, those speakers were selected who were  born in the village or in the 

near vicinity, had to speak Nepali as his/her mother tongue and should not have lived 

outside the village for extended periods of time. 

For each item on the word list, the researcher elicited, in Nepali, the local Nepali word 

from a Nepali mother tongue speaker. The responses were transcribed using the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Afterwards, the words were entered into the 

computer software popularly known as WordSurv (word survey) and the lexical items 

were compared in order to determine similarities and differences among the varieties 

sampled. This tool provides an initial indication of possible dialect groupings in 

Nepali.  

2.3 Limitations of the survey 

This study is limited to only a sociolinguistic study of the Nepali language. This is 

carried out in two phases. In the first phase of the survey only five districts 

(Kavrepalanchok, Bhaktapur, Lalitpur, Kathmandu, and Dhadhing) of Central 

Development Region and 7 districts (Tanahun, Kaski, Baglung, Gorkha, Myagdi, 

Parbat, and Syangja districts) of Western Development Region were selected and in 

the second phase of the survey, 5 survey points from Ilam district and 4 survey points 
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from Dhankuta district were selected. This study is based on the Nepali language 

spoken in only these 14 districts. Only 12 sociolinguistic questionnaire are 

administrated in each survey point and six wordlists are administrated in each survey 

point in Phase – I. Similarly, in the second phase of the survey, we administered 12 

sociolinguistic questionnaires A, four participatory method tools i.e. sociolinguistic 

questionnaire B, two sociolinguistic questionnaire C, and 6 wordlists in each survey 

points.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MOTHER TONGUE PROFICIENCY AND BI/MULTILINGUALISM 

3.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingual of the Nepali 

mother tongue speakers. It consists of 4 sections. Section 3.1 deals with mother 

tongue proficiency of Nepali mother tongue speakers in their mother tongue. 

Similarly, in section, 3.2 we present bilingualism or multilingualism of Nepali 

speakers in different languages, multilingualism in Nepali family, script and 

translation. Similarly, in section 3.3 we present the participatory methods used in the 

II phase of the survey, and in section 3.4 we present the summary of this chapter. 

3.1 Mother tongue proficiency 

As Nepali is spoken by nearly 50% population of the country as their mother tongue, 

it is the language of wider communication, national as well as language of 

administration in government offices, medium of instruction in education, most of the 

Nepali mother tongue speakers are very much proficient in their mother tongue. 

Table 3.1: First language/mother tongue they learnt to speak 

Nepali 

Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

A1 (n=12) A2 (n=25) A3 (n=11) A1 (n=9) A2 (n=5) A3 (n=2) 

12 (100%) 25 (100%) 11 (100%) 9 (100%) 5 (100%) 2 (100%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.1 shows that all the respondents including male and females of all the three 

age groups: A1, A2, and A3 learn their own mother tongue i.e. Nepali as their first 

language. 
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Picture 3.1: Dr. Ambika Regmi, a researcher, taking information from a 

participant 

 

Similarly, 3.2 presents the proficiency of Nepali speakers in their mother tongue in all 

the four skills of language: understanding, speaking, reading, and writing. 

Table: 3.2 Proficiency of Nepali speakers in their mother tongue 

N=64 How proficient are you in your mother tongue/first language? 

Male (n= 48) Female (n=16) 

 Good Average Poor Good Average Poor 

Understanding 48 (100%)   16 (100%)   

Speaking  48 (100%)   16 (100%)   

Reading  37 (77%) 3 (6%)  12 (75%) 2 (12%)  

Writing  37 (77%) 3 (6%)  12 (75%) 2 (12%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.2 shows that all the Nepali speakers are very much proficient in their mother 

tongue as they are all good in understanding and speaking their mother tongue. 
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Similarly, 77% male speakers are good in reading and writing their mother tongue and 

6% male speakers are average in reading and writing their mother tongue. Regarding 

the female speakers 75% speakers are good in reading and writing their mother 

tongue whereas only 12% of the female speakers are average in reading and writing 

their language. From this analysis we can conclude that all the Nepali speakers are 

proficient in understanding and speaking their language; and most of the speakers 

both male and females are also good in reading and writing. It shows that literacy rate 

in Nepali speaking community is very high.  

3.2 Bi/multilingualism  

Majority of Nepali speakers are bilingual in English and Hindi languages. Table 3.3 

presents the situation of multilingualism in Nepali speech community. 

Table 3.3: Bi/multilingualism in Nepali speech community by sex 

N=64 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Nepali 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

English 22 (46%) 9 (56%) 

Hindi 25 (52%) 10 (62%) 

Newar 5 (10%) 2 (12%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.3 shows that most the Nepali speakers are bi/multilingual as they speak more 

than one language. They speak their own mother tongue Nepali, English and Hindi 

languages. The table also displays that 46% male and 56% female speakers are 

bilingual in English, 52% male and 62% female speakers are bilingual in Hindi; and 

10% male and 12% female speakers are bilingual in Newar. This analysis can also be 

shown through the figure below. 



 

3.2.1 Language proficiency in English

As mentioned above in Table 3.3, majority of Nepali speakers are bilingual in 

English. Proficiency of the 

Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Proficiency of Nepali speakers in English

N=64 

 Good

Understanding 16 (73

Speaking  12 (55%)

Reading  15 (68%)

Writing 11(50

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (20

Table 3.4 shows that out of the total 22 male Nepali speakers who are bilingual in 

English, 73% are good in understanding English, 9% are average and 18 

understanding English. Similarly, out of the total English
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.1 Language proficiency in English 

As mentioned above in Table 3.3, majority of Nepali speakers are bilingual in 

of the Nepali speakers in the use of English 

Table 3.4: Proficiency of Nepali speakers in English

How proficient are you in English?

Male (n= 22) Female (n=

Good Average Poor Good 

16 (73%) 2 (9%) 4 (18%) 7 (78%) 2 (22%)

12 (55%) 6 (27%) 4 (18%) 7 (78%) 2 (22%)

15 (68%) 4 (18%) 3 (14%) 7 (78%) 2 (22%)

11(50%) 8 (36%) 3 (14%) 7 (78%) 2 (22%)

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (20

shows that out of the total 22 male Nepali speakers who are bilingual in 

are good in understanding English, 9% are average and 18 

understanding English. Similarly, out of the total English bilingual male speakers

English Hindi Newar

Figure 3.1: Bi/multilingualism in Nepali speech community

 

As mentioned above in Table 3.3, majority of Nepali speakers are bilingual in 

in the use of English is presented in the 

Table 3.4: Proficiency of Nepali speakers in English 

How proficient are you in English? 

Female (n=9) 

Average Poor 

2 (22%)  

2 (22%)  

2 (22%)  

2 (22%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

shows that out of the total 22 male Nepali speakers who are bilingual in 

are good in understanding English, 9% are average and 18 are poor in 

bilingual male speakers 

Figure 3.1: Bi/multilingualism in Nepali speech community
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55%, 27%, and 18% are good, average, and poor respectively in speaking English. 

Likewise, 68%, 18%, and 14% male speakers are good, average, and poor 

respectively in reading English. Similarly,   50%, 36%, and 14% male speakers are 

good, average and poor respectively in writing in the English language.   

Similarly, out of the total 9 female speakers who are bilingual in English, 78% and 

22% are good and average respectively in all the four skills of language: 

understanding, speaking, reading, and writing.  

3.2.2 Language proficiency in Hindi 

As mentioned earlier in Table 3.3, majority of Nepali speakers are bilingual in Hindi. 

Table 3.5 presents the proficiency of the Nepali speakers in the use of the Hindi 

language.  

Table 3.5: Proficiency of Nepali speakers in the use of Hindi 

N=64 How proficient are you in Hindi? 

Male (n= 25) Female (n= 10) 

 Good Average Poor Good Average Poor 

Understanding 17 (68%) 5 (20%) 3 (12%) 7 (70%) 2 (20%) 1 (10%) 

Speaking 9 (36%) 11 (44%) 3 (12%) 6 (60%) 2 (20%) 1 (10%) 

Reading 16 (64%) 3 (12%) 4 (16%) 6 (60%) 2 (20%)  

Writing 10 (40%) 5 (20%) 6 (24%) 3 (30%) 1 (10%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.5 shows that out of the total 25 male Nepali speakers who are bilingual in 

Hindi, 68%, 20%, and 12% are good, average and poor respectively in understanding 

Hindi. Similarly, out of the total Hindi bilingual male speakers 36%, 44%, and 12% 

are good, average, and poor respectively in speaking Hindi. Likewise, 64%, 12%, and 

16% male speakers are good, average, and poor respectively in reading Hindi. 

Similarly, 40%, 20%, and 24% male speakers are good, average and poor respectively 

in writing Hindi.   
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Similarly, out of the total 10 female speakers of Nepali speech community who are 

bilingual in Hindi, 70%, 20%, and 10% are good, average and poor in understanding 

Hindi. Likewise, 60%, 20%, and 10% female speakers are good, average, and poor 

respectively in speaking Hindi. Similarly, 60% and 20% are good and average 

respectively in reading Hindi; and 30% and 10% female speakers are good and 

average respectively in writing Hindi languages.  

3.2.3 Language proficiency in Newar 

As mentioned earlier in Table 3.3, only a few Nepali speakers are bilingual in Newar. 

Table 3.6 below presents the proficiency of the Nepali speakers in the use of the 

Newar language. 

Table 3.6: Proficiency in the use of Newar 

N=64 How proficient are you in Newar? 

Male (n= 5) Female (n= 2) 

 Good Average Poor Good Average Poor 

Understanding 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 1 (50%) 1 (50%)  

Speaking 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 1 (50%) 1 (50%)  

Reading 1 (20%)      

Writing 1 (20%)      

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.6 shows that out of the total 5 male Nepali speakers who are bilingual in 

Newar, 40%, 40%, and 20% are good, average and poor respectively in understanding 

and speaking Newar. Similarly, out of the total 5 Newar bilingual male speakers only 

one speaker is good in reading and writing Newar. 

Similarly, out of the total 2 female speakers of Nepali speech community who are 

bilingual in Magar 50%-50% are good and average in understanding and speaking 

Newar. 
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3.2.4 Multilingualism in Nepali family 

As mentioned earlier in the Table 3.3, majority of the Nepali speakers are 

bi/multilingual in some major languages like English and Hindi. The same is the case 

of multilingualism in the family members of the Nepali speech community. 

Picture 3.2: Researchers are taking information from the participants in the field 

 

Table 3.7 presents the situation of multilingualism in Nepali speaking families. 
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Table 3.7: Situation of multilingualism in Nepali speaking families 

N=64 Other languages known to your family members …… 

English Hindi Sanskrit Other 

Grandfather 2 (3%) 5 (8%) 10 (16%) 5 (8%) 

Grandmother  3 (6%) 1 (2%) 5 (8%) 

Father 6 (9%) 6 (9%) 10 (16%) 4 (6%) 

Mother  1 (2%) 2 (3%) 1 (2%) 4 (6%) 

Spouse 8 (12%) 6 (9%) 1 (2%) 5 (8%) 

Children 24 (37%) 7 (11%) 1 (2%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.7 shows that out of the total 64 respondents, 3%, 8%, 16%, and 8%’s 

grandfathers are multilingual in English, Hindi, Sanskrit, and other languages 

respectively. Similarly, 6%, 2%, and 8%’s grandmothers are bilingual in Hindi, 

Sanskrit and other languages respectively. Likewise, 9%, 9%, 16%, and 6% 

respondents’ fathers are bilingual in English, Hindi, Sanskrit and other languages 

respectively. Similarly, 2%, 3%, 2% and 6% Napali speakers’ mothers can speak 

English, Hindi, Sanskrit, and other languages respectively. In the same way, 12%, 

9%, 2%, and 8%’s spouses can speak English, Hindi, Sanskrit and other languages 

respectively; and 37%, 11%, and 2%’s children can speak English, Hindi, and 

Sanskrit languages respectively. 

The situation of multilingualism can also be shown through the figure below. 



 

3.2.5 Scripts and translation

Nepali language is written by using Devanagari script. Almost all the literate Nepali 

speakers can read and write in Devanagari script. Similarly, some educated Nepali 

speakers can also read and write in Roman script. 

speakers can read and write.

Table 3.8: 

N=64 

 A1 (n=12)

Devanagari 12 (100%)

Roman 8 (67%)

Bangla  

Urdu  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (20

Table 3.8 shows that all the male respondents of A1 age group can read and write 

Devanagari script and 67% Nepali s
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nd translation 

Nepali language is written by using Devanagari script. Almost all the literate Nepali 

speakers can read and write in Devanagari script. Similarly, some educated Nepali 

speakers can also read and write in Roman script. Table 3.8 presents the 

speakers can read and write. 

Table 3.8: Scripts Nepali speakers can read and write

Male (n=48) Female

A1 (n=12) A2 (n=25) A3 (n=11) A1 (n=9) A2 (n=

%) 16 (64%) 8 (73%) 9 (100%) 5

) 12 (48%) 5 (45%) 7 (78%) 1

 1 (9%)   

 1 (9%)   

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (20

Table 3.8 shows that all the male respondents of A1 age group can read and write 

Devanagari script and 67% Nepali speakers of this group can read and write Roman 

script. Similarly, 64% and 48% male speakers of A2 age group can read and write 

Figure 3.2: Situation of multilingualism in Nepali speaking 
families
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Female (n=16) 

A2 (n=5) A3 (n=2) 
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1 (20%)  
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Devanagari and Roman scripts respectively. Likewise, 73% and 45% male speakers 

of A3 age group can read and write Devanagari and Roman scripts respectively and 

only one male speaker of this age group can read and write Bangla script and same is 

the case of Urdu (Arabic) script. 

Similarly, Table 3.8 also shows that all the female respondents of A1 and A2 age 

groups can read and write Devanagari whereas only one female respondents of A3 

age group can read and write Devanagari script. Similarly, 78% female respondents of 

A1 age group and 20% female respondents of A2 age group can read and write 

Roman script. 

Similarly, majority of educated Nepali speakers can translate from English and Hindi 

to their mother tongue and vice-versa. Table 3.9 presents the languages from and to 

which Nepali speakers can translate. 

Table 3.9: Translated from and to mother tongue 

N= 64 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

 A1 (n=12) A2 (n=25) A3 (n=11) A1 (n=9) A2 (n=5) A3 (n=2) 

English 8 (67%) 12 (48%) 2 (18%) 7 (78%) 2 (40%) 1 (50%) 

Hindi 7 (58%) 8 (32%) 1 (9%) 4 (44%) 2 (40%) 1 (50%) 

Sanskrit  3 (12%)   1 (20%)  

Other  4 (16%) 2 (18%) 2 (22%)   

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.9 shows that out of the total 12 male respondents of A1 age group 67% and 

58% responded that they can translate English and Hindi respectively from and to 

their mother tongue. Similarly, out of the total male speakers of A2 age group 48% 

can translate English from and to their mother tongue, Nepali, and 32% can translate 

Hindi from and to their mother tongue. Similarly, 12% speakers of male A2 age group 

can translate Sanskrit from and to their mother tongue, and 16% can translate other 

languages from and to their mother tongue. 
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Likewise, out of the total female respondents of A1 group, 78% and 44% responded 

that they can translate English and Hindi languages respectively from and to their 

mother tongue, Nepali and 22% can translate other languages from and to their 

mother tongue. Similarly, 40% female respondents of A2 group can translate English 

and Hindi languages from and to their mother tongue and 20% can translate Sanskrit 

from and to their mother tongue. Out of the two female respondents of A3 age group 

50% can translate English and Hindi from and to their mother tongue. 

3.2.6 Understanding of the language 

As all the Nepali speaking children have acquired Nepali as their mother tongue, they 

don’t have difficulties in understanding Nepali when they first go to school. Table 

3.10 presents the levels of understanding of Nepali when a Nepali speaking child first 

goes to school. 

Table 3.10: Understanding of Nepali when a small child first goes to school 

N=64 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Understand All 44 (92%) 15 (94%) 

Understand a little 4 (8%) 1(6%) 

Don’t understand at all   

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 3.10 shows that almost all the Nepali speaking children can understand 

everything their Nepali speaking teacher says when they first go to school as 92% 

male and 94% female respondents said that their children understand all their Nepali 

speaking teacher say when their children first go to school. Similarly only, 8% male 

and 6% female respondents said that their children understand a little their Nepali 

speaking teacher say when their children first go to school. 

3.3 Participatory methods 

In order to examine the situation of bi/multilingualism in Nepali, bilingualism, a 

participatory tool, to be used in a group of at least eight and more participants of 

mixed category was administered in all the reference points in the second phase of the 

survey. The bilingualism tools used in Ilam and Dhankuta district present the situation 

of bi/multilingualism in Nepalese society.  
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This participatory method generated three common findings:  

1. Most of the preliterate people of Nepali speech community are monolingual. 

Similarly, most of the educated Nepali speakers are bilingual in English to some 

extent and they are also bilingual in the Hindi language. Some older people both 

the male and female speakers of the old age group, pre-school going children, 

farmers, house wives, and Dharm gurus are monolingual. 

2. The Nepali speakers who speak the Nepali language as a language of wider 

communication better are educated people, government job holders, prestigious 

people of the society, businessmen, journalists, literary personalities, artists etc. 

3. Educated people, leaders of the community, businessmen, teachers, and students 

are bilingual in both Nepali as a mother tongue and Nepali as a language of wider 

communication (LWC), and also bilingual in English and Hindi languages. 

Similarly, a few Nepali speakers are also bilingual in some Rai Kiranti languages 

used in the society.  

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed mother tongue proficiency and bi/multilingual of 

the Nepali mother tongue speakers. Nepali speakers both male and female of all the 

age groups (A1, A2, and A3) are very much proficient in their mother tongue as they 

are all good in all the four skills of language. Most of the Nepali speakers are 

bi/multilingual in English, and Hindi languages and only a few speakers are also 

bilingual in the Newar language. Most of the Nepali speakers can read and write 

Devanagari and Roman scripts. Similarly, some of the educated Nepali speakers can 

translate English and Hindi from and to their mother tongue. Almost all the Nepali 

speaking children can understand everything their Nepali speaking teacher says when 

they first go to school. Old people, pre-school going children, farmers, house wives, 

and Dharm gurus speak their mother tongue well. The Nepali speakers who speak 

Nepali as a language of wider communication well are educated people, government 

job holders, businessmen, journalists, literary personalities, artists etc. Similarly, 

educated people, leaders of the community, businessmen, teachers, and students are 

bilingual in both Nepali as a mother tongue and Nepali as a language of wider 

communication (LWC), and they are also bilingual in English and Hindi languages.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DOMAINS OF LANGUAGE USE 

4.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with domains of language use in Nepali. It consists of seven 

sections. Section 4.1 presents the use of the language or languages in common 

domains. Similarly, section 4.2 deals with language used in educational, social and 

family matters and section 4.3 deals with the language used with the speakers of other 

language. Likewise, section 4.4 presents the use of the language in writing 

letters/telephoning. In section 4.5, we present the use of the Nepali language in radio 

or TV programs and in section 4.6 we discuss medium of instruction at school. In 

section 4.7, we present the participatory methods used in the survey and in section 

4.8, we present the summary of this chapter. 

4.1 Language used in common domains 

A domain refers to a context ‘in which one language variety is more likely to be 

appropriate than another’. Domains of language evaluate the vitality of the language. 

As Nepali is a well established as well as the official language of the nation, it is used 

by all the Nepali speakers in all the domains of daily communication as well in all the 

common domains of language use such as counting, singing, joking, 

shopping/marketing, storytelling, debate, praying, talking to servant, abusing, singing 

at home, family gathering, meeting, invitation for marriage, dreaming, minute writing, 

talking to friends, playing, and public meeting.  

4.2 Language used in educational, social and family matters 

All the speakers of Nepali speech community use only their mother tongue with their 

family members discussing different family matters. The same is the case in talking 

about educational and social matters with their family members. 
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Picture 4.1: A researcher is getting information from the informants in the field 

 

Table 4.1 presents the situation of language use discussing educational, social, and 

family matters with the family members in Nepali speech community. 
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Table 4.1 Languages most frequently used at home in educational, social, and 

family matters 

N=64  Nepali 

  Male Female 

Educational matters Grandfather 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Grandmother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Father 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Mother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Spouse 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Children 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Social events Grandfather 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Grandmother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Father 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Mother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Spouse 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Children 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Family matters Grandfather 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Grandmother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Father 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Mother 48 (100%) 16 (100%) 

Spouse 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Children 42 (87%) 12 (75%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 4.1 shows that all the respondents of Nepali speech community use only their 

mother tongue, Nepali, while discussing educational, social and family matters with 

their family members as all the respondents responded that they use their mother 

tongue with their grandparents and parents. Similarly, 87% male and 75% female 
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respondents responded that they use their mother tongue, Nepali, while discussing 

educational, social, and family matters with their spouse and children.  

Regarding the question how often do you use your mother tongue; all the respondents 

responded that they use their mother tongue, Nepali, every day. Similarly, in response 

to the question how often do you use the language of wider communication (LWC); 

most of the respondents reported that they use the language of wider communication 

(LWC) as the need and context. In the Nepalese context, the Nepali language is used 

both as the mother tongue and the language of wider communication, so it is used 

very frequently by Nepali mother tongue speakers. 

4.3 Language used with the speakers of other language 

In response to the question which language do you use to communicate with speakers 

of other languages in Nepalese context? Table 4.2 presents the responses of the 

respondents of Nepali speech community. 

Table 4.2: Languages used with the speakers of other languages in Nepalese 

context 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Nepali 35 (73%) 12 (75%) 

Nepali and English 2 (4%) 1 (6%) 

Nepali and Hindi 10 (21%) 3 (19%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 4.2 shows that out of the total male respondents 73% responded that they use 

only their mother tongue to communicate with the speakers of other languages. 

Similarly, 4% male speakers use both Nepali and English, and 21% use both Nepali 

and Hindi languages to communicate with the speakers of other speech communities. 

 Likewise, out of the total female respondents 75% responded that they use only their 

mother tongue, Nepali, to communicate with the speakers of other languages. 

Similarly, 6% female respondents use both Nepali and English languages and 19% 

female respondents use both Nepali and Hindi languages to communicate with the 
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speakers of other languages in Nepalese context. Figure  4.1 can make this analysis 

more comprehensible. 

 

Similarly, in response to the question which language do you use when a group of 

friends belonging to different language groups visit you at home; most of the 

respondents said that they use Nepali, and only a few respondents said that they use 

Nepali, Hindi, and English languages as per the situation demands. Likewise, in 

response to the question which language do you use to talk to neighbors belonging to 

different language groups; most of the Nepali speakers responded that as Nepali is the 

language of wider communication or contact language, we use Nepali with them. 

Only a few respondents said that they use Nepali, Hindi, and English languages as the 

situation demands. 

4.4 Use of language in writing letters/telephoning 

As Nepali is used in almost all the domains of language use, most of the Nepali 

speakers use only Nepali in writing letters and/or telephoning their family members. 

Table 4.3 presents the use of the languages in writing letter and/or telephoning their 

family members. 
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Table 4.3: Language used in letter writing or telephoning family members 

Male=48 

Female=16 
 

Language used in letter writing/telephoning  

Nepali Nepali and English 

Male  Female  Male Female 

Grandfather 48 (100%) 16 (100%)   

Grandmother 48 (100%) 16 (100%)   

Father 48 (100%) 16 (100%)   

Mother 48 (100%) 16 (100%)   

Spouse 36 (75%) 11 (69%) 5 (10%) 2 (12%) 

Children 36 (75%) 11 (69%) 5 (10%) 2 (12%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 4.3 shows that all the respondents both male and female said that they use only 

their mother tongue, Nepali, in writing letters and/or telephoning their family 

members such as their grandparents and parents. Similarly, 75% male and 69% 

female respondents responded that they use Nepali in writing letters and/or 

telephoning their spouse and children. Likewise, 10% male and 12% female 

respondents responded that they use both Nepali and English languages in writing 

letters and/or telephoning their spouse and children.  

4.5 Languages used in radio or TV programs 

As Nepali is the official language of the nation, it is the most frequently used 

language in the field of mass media. In response to the question which language is 

most frequently used in different radio or TV programs? Table 4.4 presents the 

responses of the respondents from different survey point. 
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Table 4.4: Languages most frequently used in different radio or TV programs 

Male: 48 

Female: 16 

Nepali N and E N and H N+H+E 

Male Female Male Male Female Male 

News 40 (83%) 16 (100%) 8 (17%)    

Folklore 48 (100%) 16 (100%)     

Cinema/songs 31 (65%) 8 (50%) 2 (4%) 14 (29%) 8 (50%) 1 (2%) 

Radio/TV 32 (67%) 12 (75%) 6 (12%) 8 (17%) 4 (25%) 2 (4%) 

Public speech 48 (100%) 16 (100%)     

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

N= Nepali, E= English, H= Hindi 

Table 4.4 shows that Nepali is most frequently used in different radio and TV 

programs. Regarding the news 83% male and 100% female speakers responded that 

Nepali is most frequently used while 17% male speakers responded that both Nepali 

and English languages are most frequently used in new. Similarly, all the respondents 

responded that Nepali is most frequently used in folklore programs and public speech. 

Likewise, 65% male speakers responded that Nepali is most frequently used in 

cinema and songs, 4% male speakers said that both Nepali and English are used in 

cinema/songs, 29% responded that both Nepali and Hindi languages are most 

frequently used in cinema/songs, and only 2% male respondents responded that 

Nepali, Hindi, and English languages are most frequently used in cinema/songs. 

Similarly 50%-50% female speakers responded that only Nepali and all the Nepali, 

Hindi, and English languages are most frequently used in cinema and song programs. 

Likewise, 67% male speakers responded that Nepali is most frequently used in 

different radio/TV programs, 12% responded that both Nepali and English languages 

are used in radio/TV programs, 17% male speakers said that both Nepali and Hindi 

are used in different TV programs, and only 4% responded that all the three languages 

Nepali, Hindi and English are used in radio/TV programs. Similarly, 75% female 

speakers said that only Nepali is used in radio and TV programs whereas other 25% 

responded that both Nepali and Hindi languages are used in different radio/TV 

programs. 
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4.6 Medium of instruction at school 

As Nepali is the medium of instruction at all levels of education, most of the parents 

like their children to learn in the medium of Nepali, the national as well as the official 

language of the country. But, in recent time they also prefer their children to learn in 

medium of English, the international language as the whole world is being globalized.  

Picture 4.2: A researcher getting information from the informants 

 

Table 4.5 presents the responses of the respondents of Nepali speech community for 

the question what languages do you prefer for your children's mediums of instruction 

at school? 

Table 4.5: Children’s medium of instruction at different levels of school 

 Nepali English Nepali + English Nepali+ Sanskrit+ 
English 

 Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Primary 26 (54%) 11 (69%) 8 (17%)  13 (27%) 4 (25%) 1 (2%) 1(6%) 

L. Secondary 25 (52%) 10 (63%) 8 (17%) 1(6%) 14 (29%) 4 (24%) 1 (2%) 1(6%) 

Secondary 24 (50%) 10 (63%) 7(14%) 1(6%) 16 (33%) 4 (25%) 1 (2%) 1(6%) 

Higher 22 (45%) 10 (63%) 7 (14%) 1(6%) 18 (37%) 4 (25%) 1 (2%) 1 (6%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 
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Table 4.5 shows that 54% male and 69% female speakers preferred Nepali, their 

mother tongue, as their children’s medium of instruction at primary level of 

education.  Similarly, out of the total male respondents 52%, 50%, and 45% preferred 

Nepali at lower secondary, secondary, and higher education respectively as their 

children’s medium of instruction, and 63% female respondents said that they prefer 

Nepali as their children’s medium of instruction at lower secondary, secondary, and 

higher education. Similarly, 17% male respondents preferred English for their 

children’s medium of instruction at primary and lower secondary levels; 14% male 

speakers preferred English at secondary and higher level of education. Likewise, only 

6% female respondents said that they prefer English as their children’s medium of 

instruction at lower secondary, secondary and higher level of education.  

Similarly, 27%, 29%, 33%, and 37% male respondents preferred both English and 

Nepali languages for their children’s medium of instruction at primary, lower 

secondary, secondary, and higher level of education respectively, 25% female 

respondents preferred both English and Nepali languages for their children’s medium 

of instruction at primary, lower secondary, secondary, and higher levels of education. 

Similarly, only one male and female speaker preferred all the three languages: Nepali, 

Sanskrit, and English languages for their children’s medium of instruction at all levels 

of education. 

4.7 Participatory methods 

In order to examine the domains of language use in the Nepali speech community, 

domains of language use, a participatory tool in a group of at least eight and more 

participants of mixed category was administered in all the reference points of the 

survey in the II phase of survey. The pictures of domains of language use tools used 

in the Nepali speech community presents the use of different languages in different 

situations and with different types of people.  
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Picture 4.3: Domains of language use at Deurali, Sulubung-1, Ilam 

 

Picture 4.4: Domains of language use at Mangalbare, Ilam 
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Picture 4.5: Domains of language use at Karphok, Ilam 

 

Picture 4.6: Domains of language use at Bauddha Dham, Ilam 
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Picture 4.7: Domains of language use at Dhankuta Municipality, Dhankuta

 

Picture 4.8: Domains of language use at Pakhribas, Dhankutta 
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Picture 4.9: Domains of language use in the first phase of the survey in Naikap, 

Kathmandu 
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The major findings from this participatory method are as follows: 

1. Nepali, the mother tongue, is used in the family, government offices, talking with 

friends, while talking to Nepali speakers, in day to day communication, with 

neighbors, in most of the of household works, as a medium of instruction in 

government/public schools, etc. 

2. They use the Nepali language, the language of wider communication, in the 

government offices, as a language of wider communication with non-Nepali 

speakers. Similarly, they use English while studying English, teaching their 

children, while talking to English mother tongue speakers, and while talking to 

foreigners. Similarly, they use Hindi while talking to Hindi speakers, in watching 

movies, while talking to Indian nationalities, and listening to Hindi music for 

entertainment. Likewise they use Sanskrit for ritual works and worshiping Gods. 

They also use Newari and Tharu languages while talking to Newar and Tharu 

speakers respectively.  

3. Both Nepali as a mother tongue, and Nepali as a language of wider communication 

(LWC) is used in government and non-government offices, in the government 

schools, trainings, district headquarters, in NGO and INGO offices, general 

assemblies and business etc. 

4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we have analyzed the domains of language use in the Nepali society. 

Nepali is used in all the common domains of language use such as counting, singing, 

joking, shopping/marketing, storytelling, debate, praying, talking to servant, abusing, 

singing at home, family gathering, meeting, invitation for marriage, dreaming, minute 

writing, talking to friends, playing, and public meeting. All the respondents of Nepali 

speech community use only their mother tongue while discussing educational, social 

and family matters with their family members. All the Nepali speakers use their 

mother tongue daily and most of the respondents reported that they use the language 

of wider communication (LWC) as the need and context. Most of the Nepali speakers 

use only their mother tongue to communicate with the speakers of other languages 

and only very few of them use Hindi and English languages. Similarly, most of the 

respondents use only their mother tongue, Nepali, in writing letters and/or telephoning 

their family; and only very few respondents said that they use both Nepali and English 
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languages in writing letters and/or telephoning. Nepali is most frequently used in 

different radio and TV programs, folklore programs, public speech, cinema, and 

songs. Similarly, most of the Nepali speakers preferred Nepali, their mother tongue, 

as their children’s medium of instruction in education. 

They use Nepali in all the domains of language use. They use English while studying 

English, teaching their children, talking to foreigners; and they use Hindi while 

talking to Hindi speakers, watching movies, talking to Indian nationalities, and 

listening to Hindi music for entertainment.  
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CHAPTER 5 

LANGUAGE TRANSMISSION, VITALITY AND LOYALTY 

5.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language transmission, vitality and loyalty in Nepali. It 

consists of four sections. Section 5.1 presents language transmission in Nepali. 

Similarly, section 5.2 deals with language vitality in Nepali and section 5.3 presents 

language loyalty in the Nepali. Similarly, section 5.4 presents the summary of the 

chapter. 

5.1 Language transmission 

Language transmission refers to the transfer of language from one generation to 

another. In other words, how language is transferring form older generation to the 

younger generation is language transmission. The Nepali speech community in 

common is seemed to have maintained their language transmission. The rate of 

shifting toward other languages is not found. Even small children of the community 

speak their mother tongue. In response to the question ‘Do all your kids speak your 

mother tongue (MT)?’ all the respondents responded that their children speak their 

mother tongue. It shows that the there is 100% transmission of the Nepali language 

from the older generation to the younger generation.  
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Picture 5.1: Data collection in the survey point by Dr. Ambika Regmi 

 

Similarly, in response to the question ‘Is language transmission of your language 

satisfactory in your new generation?’ Table 5.1 presents the responses of the 

respondents from the key survey points. 

Table 5.1: Satisfactory in the transmission of Nepali to new generation 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 35 (73%) 14 (88%) 

No 13 (27%) 2 (12%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.1 shows that 73% male and 88% female respondents said that language 

transmission of Nepali is satisfactory in their new generation whereas 27% male and 

12% female responded that language transmission of Nepali is not satisfactory in the 

younger generation. From this analysis we can conclude that every child of the Nepali 

speech community speaks his/her language and the transmission of the language to 
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the new generation is satisfactory. The result of language transmission can be shown 

though Figure 5.1 more clearly. 

 

5.2 Language vitality 

In response to the question ‘Do you think all your kids will speak MT even after 

marriage?’ Table 5.2 presents the responses of the Nepali speakers of the key survey 

points. 

Table 5.2: Projection of the children’s language after their marriage 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 44 (92%) 14 (88%) 

No 4(8%) 2 (12%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.2 shows that out of the total male respondents 92% responded that their 

children will speak their mother tongue, Nepali, even after they get married and 

remaining 8% said that their children will not speak their mother tongue after they get 

married. Similarly, 88% female respondents said that their children will speak their 

mother tongue, Nepali, even after they get married while remaining 8% responded 

that they will not speak their mother tongue after they get married.  The analysis of 

language vitality can be shown through the figure below more clearly.   
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Similarly, Table 5.3 presents the responses of the Nepali speakers from the key survey 

points on the question ‘Do you think the same kids will speak your mother tongue 

even in old age?’ 

Table 5.3: Use of mother tongue by the Nepali children when they become old 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Speak 32 (67%) 12 (75%) 

Won't speak 4 (8%) 1 (6%) 

Don’t know 12 (25%) 3 (19%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.3 shows that out of the total male respondents 67% responded that their 

children will speak their mother tongue even they become old whereas 8% of them 

said that their children will not speak their mother tongue, Nepali when they get old; 

and remaining 25% responded that they don’t know whether their children will speak 

their language or not even in old age. 

Similarly, out of the total female respondents 75% said that their children will speak 

their mother tongue when they become old while 6% female respondents responded 

that their children will not speak their mother tongue even in old age, and remaining 

19% said that they don’t know whether their children will speak their mother tongue 

or not when they become old. This can also be shown through the figure below. 
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Likewise, in response to the question ‘Do young people in your village/town speak 

your language well, the way it ought to be spoken?’ Table 5.4 presents the responses 

provided by the respondents in the key survey point. 

Table 5.4: The way of speaking mother tongue by the younger generation 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 33 (69%) 12 (75%) 

No 15 (31%) 4 (25%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.4 shows that out of the total male respondents 69% responded that young 

people in their village/town speak their language well, the way it ought to be spoken 

whereas remaining 31% said that young people of their village/town do not speak 

their mother tongue well, the way it ought to be spoken. Similarly, out of the total 

female respondents 75% responded that young people of their village/town speak 

their language well, the way it ought to be spoken while remaining 25% said that they 

do not speak their language well, the way it ought to be spoken. The figure below can 

present it more clearly. 
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5.3 Language loyalty 

In response to the question ‘Do you accept mother tongue speaker to those who has 

ceased speaking your mother tongue (MT)?’ Table 5.5 presents the responses of the 

Nepali mother tongue speakers from the key survey points. 

Table 5.5: Acceptance of the speakers when they left speaking their MT 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Accept 29 (60%) 9 (56%) 

Don’t accept 19 (40%) 7 (44%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.5 shows that out of the total male respondents 60% responded that they accept 

the mother tongue speakers to those who have left speaking their mother tongue, 

whereas other 40% said that they do not accept mother tongue speakers to those who 

have left speaking their mother tongue. Similarly, out of the total female respondents 

56% said that they accept the mother tongue speakers to those who have left speaking 

their mother tongue, Nepali while remaining 44% responded that they do not accept 

them as their mother tongue speakers to those who have left speaking their mother 

tongue. 

Acceptance of the Nepali speakers when they left speaking their mother tongue can be 

presented through the figure below to make it more comprehensible.  
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Similarly, in response the question ‘How do you feel when your language community 

left speaking your MT? Table 5.6 presents the responses provided by the Nepali 

mother tongue speakers in the key survey point. 

Table 5.6: Feeling of the Nepali speakers when their speech community left 

speaking MT 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Good 4 (8%) 2 (12%) 

Bad 44 (92%) 13 (88%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 5.6 shows that out of the total respondents only 8% male and 12% female 

speakers responded that they feel good when their language community left speaking 

their mother tongue. Similarly, 92% male and 8% female respondents said that they 

fell bad when their speech community left speaking their mother tongue. Figure 5.6 

makes it more comprehensible. 
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Likewise, in response to the question ‘Do you encourage the younger generation to 

speak your native language?’ all the respondents including both male and female 

responded that they encourage the younger generation of their speech community to 

speak their native language. 

Similarly in response to the question ‘If yes, why do you encourage the younger 

generation to speak your native language?’ most of the respondents responded that 

they encourage the younger generation to speak their mother tongue because: it is the 

matter of self identity, being their own mother tongue, language of the national 

identity, language of wider communication, to preserve and promote their mother 

tongue, everybody can understand, language development, making the language 

lively, being their ancestral language, and so on. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have analyzed language transmission, vitality and loyalty in Nepali 

Every child of the Nepali speech community speaks his/her language and the 

transmission of the language to the younger generation is satisfactory. Most of the 

Nepali speakers responded the young people in their village/town speak their 

language well, the way it ought to be spoken. Similarly, most of the respondents said 

that they feel bad when their speech community left speaking their mother tongue. 

Likewise, all the respondents including both male and female responded that they 

encourage the younger generation of their speech community to speak their native 

language. They encourage the younger generation to speak their mother tongue 

because: it is the matter of self identity, being their own mother tongue, language of 

the national identity, language of wider communication, to preserve and promote their 

mother tongue, everybody can understand, language development, making the 

language lively, being their ancestral language, and so on. 
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CHAPTER 6 

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE AND SHIFT 

6.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language maintenance and shift. It consists of three sections. 

Section 6.1 presents language spoken in the childhood by Nepali mother tongue 

speakers. Similarly, in section 6.2, we present the situation of other languages in 

home. Likewise, section 6.3 presents a brief summary this chapter. 

 6.1 Language spoken in the childhood 

In response to the question ‘What languages did you speak in your childhood?’ Table 

6.1 presents the responses provided by the Nepali speakers in the key survey point. 

Table 6.1: Languages spoken by Nepali speakers in their childhood 

Languages Nepali Hindi Other 

 Male Female Male Male Female 

At home 48 (100%) 16 (100%)    

With friends 39 (81%) 14 (88%) 3 (6%) 6 (13%) 2 (12%) 

With neighbors 41(86%) 14 (88%) 5 (10%) 2 (4%) 2 (12%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 6.1 shows that all the male and female respondents used only their mother 

tongue, Nepali, at their home in their childhood. Similarly, 81% male and 88% female 

used Nepali with their friends in their childhood. Similarly, 6% male speakers used 

Hindi with their friends in their childhood. Likewise, 13% male and 12% female 

speakers used other than Nepali and Hindi languages with their friends in their 

childhood. Similarly, 86% male and 88% female speakers used only Nepali with their 

neighbors in their childhood, and 10% male speakers used Hindi with their neighbors 

in their childhood. Likewise, 4% male and 12% female speakers used other than 

Nepali and Hindi languages with their neighbors in their childhood. From this 

analysis we can conclude that most of the Nepali speakers used only their mother 

tongue in their childhood in the different situations such as at their home, with friends 
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and with neighbors. The analysis of the languages used by Nepali speakers in their 

childhood can also be presented as in the Figure 6.1. 

 

6.2 Other languages increasing at home 

Table 6.2 presents the responses provided to the question ‘Is the use of language other 

than mother tongue increasing at home?’ by the Nepali speakers from the key survey 

points. 

Table 6.2: Use of other languages increasing at home 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 10 (21%) 3 (19%) 

No 38 (79%) 13 (81%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 6.2 shows that out of the total male respondents only 21% responded that use of 

language other than mother tongue is increasing at home where as 79% male 

respondents said that use of language other than mother tongue is not increasing at 

home. Similarly, 19% female respondents said that use of language other than mother 

tongue is increasing at home while remaining 81% responded that use of language 

other than mother tongue is not increasing at home. Figure 6.1 makes it more 

comprehensible to understand. 
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Similarly, in response to the question ‘What languages do your children speak in the 

following situations?’ Table 6.3 presents the responses provided by Nepali speakers in 

the key survey points. 

Table 6.3: Language used by children in different situations 

Situations Languages Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

At home Nepali 32 (67%) 10 (63%) 

English 4 (8%) 1 (6%) 

Newar 2 (4%)  

Hindi 2 (4%)  

With friends Nepali 32 (67%) 10 (63%) 

English 4 (8%) 1 (6%) 

Hindi 3 (6%)  

Newar 1 (2%)  

With neighbors Nepali 36 (75%) 10 (63%) 

English 1 (2%) 1 (6%) 

Hindi 2 (4%)  

Newar 1(2%)  

In school Nepali 23 (78%) 6 (37%) 

Englsih 17 (35%) 5 (31%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 
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Table 6.3 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 67% 

male and 63% responded that their children use Nepali at home. Similarly, 8% male 

and 6% female responded that their children use English at home. Likewise, 4% male 

respondents said that their children use Newar and Hindi at home. Similarly, out of 

the total respondents of Nepali speech community 67% male and 63% responded that 

their children use Nepali with their friends. Likewise, 8% male and 6% female 

responded that their children use English with their friends. Similarly, 6% male 

respondents said that their children use Hindi with their friends and only one male 

respondent said that their children use Newar with their friends.  

Similarly, 75% male and 63% female respondents responded that their children use 

Nepali with neighbors while only one male and female said that their children use 

English with neighbors. Similarly, 4% male respondents said that their children use 

Hindi with neighbors and 2% male respondents said that their children use Newar 

with neighbors. In the same way, out of the total respondents of the Nepali speech 

community 78% male and 37% female responded that their children use Nepali in 

school whereas 35% male and 31% female respondents said that their children use 

English in school. 

Nepali speakers have very positive attitudes towards the maintenance of their 

language. In response to the question ‘Do you want to educate your children through 

your mother tongue?’ Table 6.4 presents the responses of the Nepali speakers from 

key survey points.   

Table 6.4: Likeness of the children’s learning/studying in mother tongue 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 36 (75%) 10 (62%) 

No response 12 (25%) 6 (38%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 6.4 shows that out of the total respondents or Nepali speech community 75% 

male and 62% female responded that they want to educate their children through their 

mother tongue whereas remaining 25% male and 38% female responded that they do 

not want to educate their children through their mother tongue. 
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6.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed language maintenance and shift. Nepali speakers 

have very positive attitudes towards the maintenance of their language. Most of the 

Nepali speakers used only their mother tongue in their childhood in the different 

situations such as at their home, with friends and with neighbors. Similarly, use of 

language other than mother tongue is not increasing at home and only. Likewise, most 

of the respondents said that their children use Nepali at home, with friends, with 

neighbors, and at school where as only a few speakers said that their children use 

English and Hindi languages at home, with friends, with neighbors, and at school. 

Similarly, most of the parents of Nepali speech community want to educate their 

children through their mother tongue.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CODE MIXING 

7.0 Outline 

Chapter 7 deals with code mixing in the Nepali language in general. It consists of 3 

sections. Section 7.1 presents code mixing in the Nepali language and section 7.2 

deals with differences in the use of language between two generations in Nepali 

speech community. Similarly in section 7.3, we present the summary of this chapter. 

7.1 Code mixing in Nepali 

The use of element, most typically nouns from one language in an utterance 

predominantly in another language is called code-mixing. Hudson (1998: 53) says that 

code mixing is a change from one language to the next because of the meet between 

fluent bilinguals. Nepali mother tongue speakers generally mix or switch to other 

languages while speaking their mother tongue. 

In response to the question ‘Do you generally mix or switch to other languages while 

speaking your language?’ Table 7.1 presents responses provided the Nepali mother 

tongue speakers in the key survey points. 

Table 7.1: Code mixing/code switching while speaking Nepali 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 28 (59%) 12 (75%) 

No 20 (41%) 4 (25%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 7.1 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 59% 

male and 75% female responded that they generally mix or switch to other languages 

while speaking their mother tongue. Similarly, remaining 41% male and 25% female 

responded that they do not mix or switch to other languages while speaking their 

mother tongue. This can also be shown through the figure below. 
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The reasons behind why they mix/switch to other languages while speaking their 

mother tongue are presented in the table 7.2. 

Table 7.2: Reasons for code mixing/code switching to other languages 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Appropriate words and phrases are easily available for 

objects and ideas in other languages 

27 (56%) 12 (75%) 

It is easy to talk on certain topics in other languages 23 (48%) 6 (38%) 

It is a symbol of prestige to use sentences/words from 

other languages 

6 (12%) 3 (19%) 

Others 16 (33%) 1 (6%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 7.2 shows that out of the total respondents from Nepali speech community, 

56% male and 75% female speakers responded that they mix/switch to other 

languages because appropriate words and phrases are easily available for objects and 

ideas in other languages than their mother tongue. Similarly, 48% male and 38% 

female respondents replied that they mix or switch to other languages because it is 

easy to talk on certain topics in other languages. Likewise, 12% male and 19% female 
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speakers responded that they mix or switch to other languages because it is a symbol 

of prestige to use sentences/ words from other languages; and 33% male and 6% 

female respondents responded that there are other reasons for which they mix or 

switch to other languages. 

Similarly, in response to the question ‘How do you think about mixing words from 

other languages?’ Table 7.3 presents the responses provided by the responds from the 

key survey point. 

Table 7.3: Thinking about mixing words from other languages 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

It will enrich your language 14 (29%) 6 (38%) 

It will spoil the beauty and purity of your MT 20 (42%) 10 (63%) 

It will make your language more intelligible 18 (37%) 4 (25%) 

Others 10 (21%) 3 (19%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 7.3 shows that out of the total respondents 29% male and 38% female 

responded that they think mixing words from other languages will enrich their 

language whereas 42% male and 63% female respondents think that it will spoil the 

beauty and purity of their mother tongue. Similarly, 37% male and 25% female 

respondents think that mixing words from other languages will make their language 

more intelligible, and 21% male and 19% female think that there are some other 

effects to the language. 

Similarly, Table 7.4 presents the responses to the question ‘Do your children mix 

other languages more than you do?’ provided by Nepali mother tongue speakers from 

the key survey points. 
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Table 7.4: Mixing of other language by the children 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 32(67%) 12 (75%) 

No 16 (33%) 4 (5%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 7.4 shows that out of the total respondents 67% male and 75% female 

responded that their children mix other languages more than they do. Similarly, 33% 

male and 16% female responded their children do not mix other languages more than 

they do. Mixing of other language by Nepali speaking children can be shown through 

the figure below to make it more comprehensible. 

 

7.2 Differences in the use of language between two generations  

In response to the question ‘Do you think that the language spoken by you is different 

from your grandparents?’ Table 7.5 presents the responses provided by the Nepali 

mother tongue speakers in the key survey points. 

Table 7.5: Differences between the languages spoken by two generations 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 32 (67%) 10 (62%) 

No 16 (33%) 6 (38%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 
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Table 7.5 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 67% 

male and 62% female think that the language spoken by them is different from their 

grandparents. Similarly, remaining 33% male and 38% female respondents think that 

the language spoken by them is not different from their grandparents. This analysis 

can also be shown through Figure 7.3 to make more comprehensible. 

 

Regarding the responses in Table 7.5, ‘If yes, how do you think the language spoken 

by you is different from your grandparents?’ Table 7.6 presents the responses 

provided by the respondents in the key survey points. 

Table 7.6: The ways of differences in language between two generations 

If yes, how do you think the 
language spoken by you is 
different from your grandparents? 

Male (n=32) Female (n=10) 

Pronunciation 30 (94%) 9 (90%) 

Vocabulary 30 (94%) 6 (60%) 

Use of specific type of sentences 16 (50%) 2 (20%) 

Mixing of other languages 16 (50%) 8 (80%) 

Way of speaking 24 (75%) 4 (40%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 7.6 shows that out of the total respondents from Nepali speech community who 

said that the language spoken by them is different from their grandparents, 94% male 

and 90% female responded that the language spoken by them is different from their 
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Figure 7.3: Differences between the languages spoken 
by two generations
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grandparents is different in pronunciation. Similarly, 94% male and 60% female said 

that the differentiation is in the use of vocabulary. Likewise, 50% male and 20% 

female said that their language is different from their grandparents in term use of 

specific type of sentences. Similarly, 50% male and 80% female speakers said that 

their language differentiate from their parents in terms of mixing of other languages; 

and 75% male and 40% female respondents said the differentiation between the two 

generations is in the way of speaking.   

7.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed code mixing in Nepali. Code mixing/switching is 

very common in Nepalese society. Most of the respondents said that they generally 

mix or switch to other languages while speaking their mother tongue. They 

mix/switch to other languages because appropriate words and phrases are easily 

available for objects and ideas in other languages than their mother tongue, it is easy 

to talk on certain topics in other languages, and it is a symbol of prestige to use 

sentences/words from other languages. Similarly, they think mixing words from other 

languages will enrich their language whereas some of the respondents think that it 

will spoil the beauty and purity of their mother tongue. Nepali children mix other 

languages more than the older people do. Most of the Nepali speakers think that the 

language spoken by them is different from their grandparents. The language spoken 

by them is different from their grandparents in terms of pronunciation, use of 

vocabulary, use of specific type of sentences, mixing of other languages, and the way 

of speaking.   
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CHAPTER 8 

LANGUAGE ATTITUDE 

8.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language attitude of the Nepali speakers towards their mother 

tongue. It consists of eight sections. Section 8.1 deals with the usefulness of Nepali 

against other languages. Similarly, in section 8.2, we present the feeling of Nepali 

speakers towards their mother tongue and in the section 8.3; we present the problem 

on the Nepali speakers because of being a native speaker of Nepali. Likewise, section 

8.4 deals with feelings about children’s marriage with non-Nepali speakers. In section 

8.5, we present the language used by the children of the present children and in 

section 8.6 we present the first language their children should speak first. Similarly, 

section 8.7 presents the two languages Nepali speakers speak most, and in section 8.8, 

we summarize the major findings of the chapter. 

8.1 Usefulness of Nepali against other languages 

Nepali is the National as well as the official language of the country. In course of 

study most of the Nepali speakers responded that their language is useful against other 

languages in getting jobs, in business, social mobility, literature, medium of 

instruction, and science and technology. In response to the question ‘How do you 

consider your mother tongue useful against other tongues in following terms?’ Table 

8.1 presents the responses provided by the Nepali mother tongue speakers. 

Table 8.1: Usefulness of Nepali against other languages 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Jobs 44 (92%) 14 (88%) 

Business 42 (88%) 14 (88%) 

Social mobility 42 (88%) 12 (75%) 

Literature 36 (75%) 13 (81%) 

Medium of instruction 36 (75%) 12 (75%) 

Science and Technology 30 (62%) 8 (50%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 
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Table 8.1 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 92% 

male and 88% responded that their mother tongue Nepali is useful against other 

languages in getting jobs. Similarly, 88% male and female speakers responded that 

their language is useful against other languages in business. Likewise, 88% male and 

75% female respondents responded that their mother tongue Nepali is useful against 

other languages in terms of social mobility. Similarly, 75% male and 81% female 

speakers responded that their mother tongue is useful against other languages in terms 

of literature. In the same way, 75% both male and female responded that their 

language is useful against other languages as it is used as medium of instruction in 

education. Similarly, 62% male and 50% female respondents said that their mother 

tongue is useful against other tongues in terms of science and technology. 

8.2 Feeling of Nepali speakers towards their mother tongue 

In general, Nepali speakers have very positive attitudes towards their language.  In 

response to the question ‘When you speak your mother tongue in the presence of the 

speaker of the dominant language what do you feel?’ Table 8.2 presents the responses 

of Nepali speakers of the key survey points. 

Table 8.2: Feeling of speaking mother tongue in the presence the dominant 

languages speakers 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Prestigious 18 (37%) 8 (50%) 

Embarrassed  8 (17%) 4 (25%) 

Neutral 22 (46%) 4 (25%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.2 shows that out of the total male respondents of Nepali speech community 

37% male and 50% female speakers responded that they feel prestigious when they 

speak their mother tongue in the presence of the speakers of the dominant languages. 

Similarly, 17% male and 25% female respondents responded that they feel 

embarrassed when they speak their mother tongue in the presence of the speakers of 

dominant languages. Likewise, 46% male and 25% female responded that they neither 
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feel prestigious nor embarrassed i.e. they are neutral when they speak their mother 

tongue in the presence of the speakers of the dominant languages.  Figure 8.1 can 

present the feeling of Nepali speakers while speaking their mother tongue in the 

presence of the speakers of the dominant languages. 

 

8.3 Problem because of being a native speaker of Nepali 

In response to the question “Have you ever had any problem because of being a native 

speaker of your mother tongue?” the Nepali native speakers have provided the 

responses as presented in Table 8.3. 

Table 8.3: Having problems because of being a native speaker of Nepali 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 7 (15%) 3 (19%) 

No 41 (85%) 13 (81%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.3 shows that 15% male and 19% female responded that they had problems 

because of being the native speaker of their mother tongue/first language whereas 

remaining 85% male and 81% female said they did not have problems because of 

being the native speakers of their mother tongue/first language. This can also be 

shown through the figure below. 
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Similarly, in response to the question ‘If yes, what kinds of problems have you ever 

had?’ based on the table 8.3 most of the respondents said that they have problems in 

travelling abroad, as well as travelling in the Tarai region of Nepal.  

8.4 Feeling about children’s marriage with non-Nepali speakers 

Majority of the Nepali speakers do not like their son or daughter married someone 

who does not know their mother tongue. Regarding the question, ‘Would you like 

your son or daughter to marry someone who does not know your  language?’ Table 

8.4 presents the responses of the Nepali speakers from the key survey points.  

Table 8.4: Likeness of children’s marriage with non-Nepali speakers 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 12 (25%) 2 (12%) 

No 36 (75%) 14 (88%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.4 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 25% 

male and 12% female respondents said that they like their son or daughter to marry 

someone who does not know their mother tongue. Similarly, 75% male and 88% 

female respondents responded that they do not like their son or daughter to marry 

someone who does not know their mother tongue. 

8.5 Grandchildren’s language 

Nepali speakers are positive towards their language and culture. Most of the Nepali 

speakers said that their grandchildren will speak their language. Table 8.5 presents the 
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responses in the key survey points regarding the question ‘When the children of your 

village grow up and have children do you think those children might speak your 

language?’ 

Table 8.5: Projection of language spoken by the children of the present Nepali 

children 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Yes 31 (64%) 10 (62%) 

No 9 (19%) 3 (19%) 

Don’t know 8 (17%) 3 (19%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.5 shows that out of the total respondents 64% male and 62% female 

respondents said that when the present children of their village/town grow up and 

have children they think that those children might speak their language. Similarly, 

19% male and female responded that they do not think that the children of the present 

children of their village/town might speak their language whereas 17% male and 19% 

female respondents responded that they don’t know whether the children of the 

present children of their village/town might speak their language or not. 

Similarly, regarding the question, “If yes, how do you feel about this?” Table 8.6 

presents the responses of the Nepali speakers in the key survey points. 

Table 8.6: Feeling of the speakers if the children of the present children will 

speak their language 

 Male (n=31) Female (n=10) 

Good 27 (87%) 9 (90%) 

Bad   

Indifferent 4 (13%) 1(10%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 
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Table 8.6 shows that out of the total 31 male respondents who said that the children of 

the present children might speak their language, 87% respondents responded that they 

feel good if those children will speak their language where as remaining 13% said that 

the feel neither good nor bad but they feel indifferent. Similarly, out of the total 

female respondents 90% feel good if those children will speak their language and 

remaining 10% feel indifferent. 

8.6 First language of the children 

Since Nepali speakers have positive attitudes towards their language, most of them 

said that their children should speak their mother tongue, Nepali, first. Table 8.7 

presents the responses for the question “What language should your children speak 

first?” from the respondents of the key survey points. 

Table 8.7: Language/s Nepali speech community children should speak first? 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Nepali 41 (86%) 12 (75%) 

English 6 (12%) 3 (19%) 

Magar 1 (2%) 1 (6%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.7 shows that out of the total respondents of Nepali speech community 86% 

male and 75% female responded that their children should speak their own mother 

tongue, Nepali first. Similarly, 12% male and 19% female responded that their 

children should speak English language first and remaining 2% male and 6% female 

responded that their children should speak Magar language first. The figure below can 

present this analysis more clearly.  
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8.7 The two languages Nepali speakers speak most 

In response to the question ‘What are the two languages the first language people 

speak most?’ Table 8.8 presents the responses of the language participants in the key 

survey points. 

Table 8.8: The two languages the Nepali speaking people speak most 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Nepali+ English 17 (35%) 6 (38%) 

Nepali+ Hindi 13 (27%) 4 (25%) 

Nepali+ Sanskrit 1 (2%) 1 (6%) 

Nepali+ Newar 2 (4%)  

Nepali+ Magar 1 (2%)  

Nepali only 14 (29%) 5 (31%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.8 shows that out of the total respondents 35% male and 16% female 

responded that Nepali and English are the two languages that the first language people 

speak most. Similarly, 27% male and 25% female speakers responded that the first 
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Figure 8.3: Language/s Nepali speech community 
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language people speak Nepali and Hindi languages most whereas only one male and 

female responded that Nepali mother tongue speakers speak Nepali and Sanskrit 

languages most. Similarly, 4% male respondents responded that the first languages 

speakers speak Nepali and Newar languages most whereas only one male responded 

that the first language speakers speak Nepali and Magar languages most. Similarly, 

29% male and 31% female responded that Nepali mother tongue speakers speak only 

Nepali, the mother tongue most. 

Nepali speakers have positive attitude towards their language as most of the speakers 

responded that they love their mother tongue most. In response to the question 

‘Among the languages that you speak, which one do you love the most?’ Table 8.9 

presents the responses provided by the Nepali language speakers in the key survey 

points. 

Table 8.9: Language/s Nepali speakers love the most 

 Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Nepali 43 (90%) 14 (88%)  

English 3 (6%) 2 (12%) 

Newar 1 (2%)  

Magar 1 (2%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 8.9 shows that out of the total respondents 90% male and 88% female 

responded that among the languages that they speak, they love Nepali, the mother 

tongue most. Similarly, 6% male 12% female responded that among the languages 

they speak, they love English the most. Similarly, only one respondent i.e., 2% male 

responded that he love Newar and/or Magar languages most. 

8.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed language attitude of the Nepali speakers towards 

their language. Nepali speakers have positive attitude towards their language. Nepali 

is useful against other languages in getting jobs, in business, social mobility, 
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literature, medium of instruction, and science and technology. They feel prestigious 

when they speak their mother tongue in the presence of the speakers of the dominant 

languages. Nepali speakers do not like their son or daughter to marry someone who 

does not know their mother tongue. Nepali speakers said that when the present 

children of their village/town grow up and have children they think that those children 

might speak their language. They feel good if those children will speak their 

language. Nepali children should speak their own mother tongue, Nepali first. Their 

children should speak Nepali and English languages most. Some of the respondents 

said that their children should speak Nepali and Hindi languages most. Similarly, 

most of the respondents love Nepali, the mother tongue most and only a few of them 

love the English language, most.  
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CHAPTER 9 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

9.0 Outline 

This chapter deals with language development in general. It consists of four sections. 

Section 9.1 deals with appreciative inquiry in the Nepali language. Similarly, in 

section 9.2 we present the involvement of the people for the development of the 

Nepali language. Similarly, section 9.3 deals with preservation and promotion of 

Nepali, in section 9.4, we present the appreciative inquiry in the second phase of the 

survey, and in section 9.5, we present a brief summary of the language. 

9.1 Appreciative inquiry 

In the survey, a participatory tool known as appreciative inquiry was used in all key 

survey points. The main purpose of this tool was to gather information about the 

dreams and aspirations of the Nepali speech community members for the 

development of their language as well as their culture. It was conducted in each point 

in a group of participants of different demographic categories of age, sex, and 

educational status. The participants in each key point were asked to describe things 

that made them feel happy or proud of their language or culture. In response to the 

question “What are the things in your language that make you feel proud of?” Table 

9.1 presents the responses of the Nepali speakers in the key survey points. 
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Table 9.1: Things in Nepali language that make the speakers feel happy or proud 

 

 

 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.1 shows that out of the total respondents 35% male and 63% female 

responded that they feel proud of being the native speakers of their mother tongue 

Nepali. Similarly, 29% male and 25% female respondents responded that they feel 

proud of their language as it is the national as well as the official language of the 

nation. Likewise, 17% male and 44% female respondents said that they feel happy 

and proud because their language is simple and easy to communicate. Similarly, 10% 

male and 25% female respondents responded that they feel proud and happy because 

Nepali is their ancestral language. Similarly, 4% male and 6% female speakers 

responded that they feel happy and proud because their mother tongue Nepali is rich 

in comparison to other languages. Likewise, 2% male and 12% female respondents 

responded that they feel proud because the Nepali language reflects their culture. 

Similarly, 17% male and 12% female speakers responded that they feel happy and 

proud because their mother tongue, Nepali is used as contact language among the 

speakers of other languages in Nepal. Likewise, 10% male and 6% female speakers 

feel happy and proud because their language is sweet in comparison to other 

What are the things in your language 
that make you feel proud of? 

Male 
(n=48) 

Female (n=16) 

Mother tongue 17 (35%) 10 (63%) 

Language of the nation 14 (29%) 4 (25%) 

Simple and easy  8 (17%) 7 (44%) 

Ancestral language 5 (10%) 4 (25%) 

Rich in comparison to other languages 2 (4%) 1 (6%) 

It reflects culture 1 (2%) 2 (12%) 

Contact language 8 (17%) 2 (12%) 

Sweet in comparison to other languages 5 (10%) 1 (6%) 

Grammars 3 (6%) 2 (12%) 

Films 7 (15%)  

Literatures 5 (10%)  
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languages. Similarly, 6% male and 12% female speakers responded that they feel 

happy and proud because in there are grammars in their mother tongue Nepali. 

Similarly, 15% and 10% male speakers responded that they feel happy and proud 

because there are films and literatures in their language. 

Picture 9.1: Appreciative Inquiry in Naikap, Kathmandu 

 

Except these things, the participants in the participatory methods responded that they 

feel happy and proud of their mother tongue, Nepali because it is their ancestral 

language, it is known to everybody, language of unity, there are riddles, proverbs, 

onomatopoeic terms, kinship terms, rich in word formation, word formation process, 

use of particles, use of classifiers, international recognition, language of the god, and 

medium of instruction in their language. 

Similarly, in response to the question “What are the dreams for your mother tongue or 

how they could make their language even better?” they responded that their dreams 

for the development of Nepali are: development of standard grammar, purification of 

language used in mass media, establishment of research centre, preservation of 

folklore, development of Nepali software, use of Nepali language in the field of 

science and technology, internationalization of the Nepali language, world famous 

literary works should be translated into Nepali. 
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9.2 Involvement of the people 

To materialize their dreams there are the involvement of different organizations and 

bodies.  In response to the question “To materialize your dreams who could be the 

people to be involved?” Table 9.2 presents the responses provided by the Nepali 

mother tongue speakers in key survey points. 

Table 9.2: Involvement of the people to materialize their dream 

To materialize your dreams who 
could be the people to be involved? 

Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

Government 36 (75%) 14 (88%) 

Community 32 (67%) 13 (81%) 

Other 15 (31%) 4 (25%) 

Nepal Academy 5 (10%) 1 (6%) 

Sajha Prakashan 2 (4%)  

Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya 2 (4%)  

Central Department of Nepali, TU 2 (4%)  

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.2 shows that 75% male and 88% female Nepali respondents said that to 

materialize their dreams, there should be the involvement of government. Similarly, 

67% male and 81% female speakers responded that community should be involved to 

materialize their dreams. Likewise, 31% male and 25% female respondents responded 

that there should be the involvement of other than government and community. 

Similarly, 10% male and 6% female responded that there should be the involvement 

of Nepal Academy to materialize their dreams. Similarly, 4% male responded that 

there should be the involvement of Sajha Prakashan, Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya, 

and Central Department of Nepali, Tribhuvan University. 

Similarly, in response to the question “To promote your language what the 

community can do itself?” Table 9.3 presents the responses provided by Nepali 

mother tongue speakers in the key survey points. 
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Table 9.3: Community can do itself to promote their language 

To promote your language what the 
community can do itself? 

N=64 

Everybody should speak  35 (55%) 

Use in education 17 (27%) 

Street play  7 (11%) 

Reformation of literature 1 (2%) 

Use in media 7 (11%) 

Establishment of organizations 4 (6%) 

Use in administration 4 (6%) 

Language development 4 (6%) 

Film making 1 (2%) 

Preservation of language and culture 11 (17%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.3 shows that out of the total respondents of the Nepali speech community, 

55% responded that to promote their language everybody should speak or use their 

language. Similarly, 27% of them responded that their community should use their 

language in education. Likewise, 11% respondents said that to promote their language 

their community should use it in street plays and in different means of mass media. 

Similarly, 6% respondents responded that to promote their language they should 

establish organizations, use their language in administration, and develop their 

language. Likewise, 2% respondents said that their community should reform the 

literature and produce films or cinemas to promote their language; and 17% 

respondents responded that to promote their language their community should 

preserve their language and culture.  

Similarly in response to the question “To promote your language what the 

Government and non-government should do?” Table 9.4 presents the responses 

provided by the respondents in the key survey points. 
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Table 9.4: What the Government and NGOs should do to promote Nepali  

To promote your language what the 
Government and non-government should do? 

N=64 

Use in administration 25 (39%) 

Use in education 26 (41%) 

Use in media 9 (14%) 

Preservation of language and culture 6 (9%) 

Language development 3 (5%) 

Literary improvement 1 (2%) 

Mention in constitution 3 (5%) 

Access to the government policy 3 (5%) 

Research 1 (2%) 

Publication 1 (2%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.4 shows that out of the total respondents 39% responded that to promote the 

Nepali language the government and non-government organizations should use the 

language in administration.  Similarly, 41% responded that the government and other 

non-government organizations should use the Nepali language in education. Likewise 

14% respondents said that the language should be used in media and the government 

and non-government organizations should preserve their language and culture. 

Similarly, 5% responded that to promote their language the government and non-

government organizations should develop their language, mention the language in 

constitution, and provide access to the government policy. Similarly, 2% respondents 

responded that to promote their language, the government should improve the Nepali 

literature, do researches in the language and publish them.    

9.3 Preservation and promotion of Nepali 

 Different persons can support for the preservation and promotion of their mother 

tongue differently. In response to the question “How can you support for the 
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preservation and promotion of your mother tongue?” Table 9.5 presents the responses 

of the Nepali mother tongue speakers in the key survey points.  

Table 9.5: Support for the preservation and promotion of Nepali 

How can you support for the preservation and 

promotion of your mother tongue? 

Male (n=48) Female (n=16) 

by devising the script 8 (17%) 4 (25%) 

by making the spelling system systematic  10 (21%) 5 (31%) 

by compiling dictionary 12 (25%) 2 (12%) 

by writing grammar 12 (25%) 2 (12%) 

by encouraging people to write literature in MT 24 (50%) 6 (28%) 

by writing and publishing textbooks 18 (37%) 5 (31%) 

by publishing newspapers 18 (37%) 5 (31%) 

by making use of the language in administration 9 (19%) 6 (38%) 

by making use of Nepali as medium of 

instruction at primary level 

16 (33%) 8 (50%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.5 shows that out of the total respondents 17% male and 25% female 

respondents said that they can support for the preservation and promotion of their 

mother tongue by devising the script. Similarly, 21% male and 31% female speakers 

responded that they can support for the preservation and promotion of their mother 

tongue by making the spelling system systematic. Likewise, 25% male and 12% 

female respondents said that they can preserve and promote their language by 

compiling dictionary and writing grammar.  

Similarly, 50% male and 28% female respondents responded that they can support for 

the preservation and promotion of their language by encouraging people to write 

literature in the mother tongue, Nepali. Likewise, 37% male and 31% female 

respondents responded that they can preserve and promote their mother tongue by 

writing and publishing textbooks and by publishing newspapers. Similarly, 19% male 

and 38% female speakers can help their language by making use of the language in 

administration, and 33% male and 50% female respondents can support for the 

preservation and promotion of their language by making use of Nepali as medium of 

instruction at primary level of education. 
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Similarly, in response to the question “In your opinion, what things are to be done for 

the development of your language?” Table 9.6 presents the responses of the Nepali 

mother tongue speakers in the process of data collection in key survey points. 

Table 9.6: Things to be done for the development of Nepali 

In your opinion, what things are to be done 

for the development of your language? 

N=64 

Use in education 33 (52%) 

Use in administration 23 (36%) 

Day to day communication 16 (25%) 

Use in media 15 (23%) 

Awareness programs 6 (9%) 

Language preservation and promotion 2 (3%) 

Publications 2 (3%) 

Source:  Field visit, Linguistic Survey of Nepal (2009) 

Table 9.6 shows that a out of the total respondents of the Nepali speech community 

52% respondents responded that for the development of their language, it must be 

used in education as the medium of instruction. Similarly, 36% of respondents said 

that in their opinion Nepali should be used in administration for the development of 

the language. Likewise, 25% Nepali speakers responded that for the development of 

their language it should be used in media and 9% said that awareness programs should 

be conducted for the development of their mother tongue. Similarly, for the 

development of their mother tongue, in their opinion, 3% respondents responded that 

language preservation and promotion, and publications should be done. 

9.4 Participatory methods  

In order to examine the language development in the Nepali language the appreciative 

inquiry, a participatory tool, was administered in all the reference points of the survey 

in Nepali societies of Ilam (5 survey points) and Dhankuta (4 survey points) districts. 

The pictures of appreciative inquiry tools used in these survey points present the 

language development and the ambitions to the development of Nepali.  
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Picture 9.2: Appreciative inquiry in Deurali, Sulubung, Ilam 

 
Picture 9.3: Appreciative inquiry in Mangalbare, Ilam 
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Picture 9.4: Appreciative inquiry in Ilam Municipal ity, Ilam 

 
Picture 9.5: Appreciative inquiry in Karphok, Ilam 
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Picture 9.6: Appreciative inquiry in Bauddhadham, Ilam 

 
Picture 9.7: Appreciative inquiry in Dhankuta Munic ipality, Dhankuta 
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Picture 9.8: Appreciative inquiry in Pakhribas, Dhankuta 

  
Picture 9.9: Appreciative inquiry in Hile, Dhankuta 
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Picture 9.10: Appreciative inquiry in Belhar-1, Dhankuta 

 
The main focus of this tool is to help the participants to verbalize things they already 

knew intuitively about their language and culture. However, the appreciative inquiry, 

as the name suggests, is designed to help the participants think of future possibilities 

about their language and culture. Table 9.7 presents the summary of the responses to 

major queries related to preservation and promotion of the language. 
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Table 9.7:  Findings from the appreciative inquiry tool in the Nepali language 

Survey 

 points 

Good  things that made 

Nepali speakers feel 

happy or proud about 

their language 

Dreams about how they 

could make their language  

even better 

Most important 

dream to  start on 

planning   

Deurali, 

Sulubung-1, 

Ilam 

� Having stocks of 

vocabularies 

� Contact language, 

official language, 

national language 

� Poet laurite like 

Laxmi Prasad Devkota 

� Simple to 

communicate 

� Also used in abroad 

� Having cinemas 

� Non-Nepali speakers 

are also contributing 

in Nepalese 

literatures. 

� Their language should 

be used in science and 

technology.  

� The language should be 

globalized. 

� Globalization of 

the language 

Mangalbare, 

Ilam 

� Contact languge 

� Used in other 

countries 

� Melodious and sweet 

languge 

� Onomatopoeic words 

� Rich culture 

� Mentioned in the 8th 

� Standard grammar and 

uniformity in writing 

system  

� Research centre should 

be established for the 

study of Nepali language 

and literature 

� Priority in media 

� Standard 

grammar for the 

uniformity in 

writing Nepali 

language 
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schedule of Indian 

Constitution 

� Stock of vocabularies 

� Simple languge 

� Literary personality 

like Devkota. 

� Preservation of folklore 

� Development of Nepali 

software 

� Use in science and 

technology  

� Spoken form of 

language should get 

priority 

� Globalization of the 

languge 

Ilam 

Municipality, 

Ilam 

� Having large coverage 

of the language 

� Used in education, 

mass media 

� Official, national and 

contact language 

� Onomatopoeic words 

� The language should be 

used in the domains of 

science and technology 

� World renowned 

publications should be 

translated in Nepali 

� Should get the status of 

regional contact 

language in SAARC 

� Status of regional 

contact language 

in SAARC 

Karphok, Ilam � Stock of vocabularies 

� Contact languge in 

Nepalese society 

� Availability of 

resource materials  for 

research 

� Easy to learn 

� Sweet and literary 

language 

� Uniformity in writing 

system 

� Continuity as official/ 

national language 

� Should be used in 

domains of science and 

technology 

� Discipline-wise 

technical dictionary 

� Major works of the 

� Uniformity in 

writing system of 

Nepali. 
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� Using abroad 

� Grammars and 

dictionaries 

� Proverbs, riddles, and 

onomatopoeic words 

� Descendant of 

Sanskrit, the language 

of God. 

Nepali language should 

be translated into other 

languages. 

Bauddhadham, 

Ilam 

� Language of unity in 

diversity 

� Having international 

identity 

� Having its own script 

� Grammars, 

dictionaries 

� Having great literary 

personalities 

 

� The Nepali speakers 

should use their mother 

tongue in abroad without 

any hesitation. 

� Sameness in the 

language throughout the 

nation. 

� World famous works 

should be translated into 

Nepali. 

� The language should be 

recognized in UN. 

� The language 

should be 

recognized by 

UN. 

Dhankuta 

Municipality, 

Dhankuta 

� Simple to use 

� Having rich in 

literature 

� Stock of vocabularies 

� Contact language and 

official language of 

the nation 

� Mentioned in the 8th 

schedule of Indian 

� International language 

� World famous creations 

should be translated into 

Nepali 

� Research centre 

� Should be used in 

science and technology 

� The language should be 

used in medical 

� The language 

should have the 

status of 

international 

recognition.  
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constitution 

� Non-Nepali speakers 

are also contributing 

to the Nepali literature  

� Having different 

layers of honorificity 

� Number of 

dictionaries 

discipline 

� There should be a 

separate university for 

Nepali language 

� The language should 

also be taught as a 

subject in the 

universities abroad. 

Pakhribas, 

Dhankuta 

� Contact language, 

official language 

� Easily known to 

everybody 

� Literary language 

� Spoken abroad as well 

� Dictionaries, 

grammars 

� Mentioned in Indian 

constitution 

� Globalization 

� World renowned literary 

works should be 

translated into Nepali 

� Should be used in the 

field of science and 

technology   

� Globalization 

Hile, Dhankuta � National language, 

official language, 

contact language 

� Grammars, 

dictionaries 

� Used by non-Nepali 

speakers as second 

language 

� Mentioned in Indian 

constitution 

� Should be used all over 

the country as contact 

language 

� Computer software 

should be developed in 

Nepali 

� International recognition 

� Should be used all 

over the nation as 

contact language 
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Belhar, 

Dhankuta 

� Known to everyone 

� Simple script 

� Wide coverage in 

media 

� Grammars 

� Official language 

� The language should be 

used as a subject in 

SAARC nation 

universities 

� International language 

� Research works should 

be published in Nepali 

medium 

� Language should be 

used in computer 

software, E-mail, and 

internet. 

� The language 

should be used as 

a subject in 

SAARC nation 

universities. 

 
9.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have discussed language development and appreciative inquiry in 

Nepal. The good things that make the Nepali speakers feel proud of being the native 

speakers of their mother tongue, Nepali are their mother tongue, national as well as 

official language of the nation, simple and easy to communicate, ancestral language, 

rich in comparison to other languages, it reflects their culture, mother tongue, contact 

language among the speakers of other languages, sweet in comparison to other 

languages, grammars, films and literatures, it is known to everybody, language of 

unity, riddles, proverbs, onomatopoeic terms, kinship terms, rich word formation 

process, use of particles, use of classifiers, international recognition, mentioned in the 

8th schedule of Indian constitution, language of the god, and medium of instruction in 

education. Their dreams for the development of Nepali are: development of standard 

grammar, purification of language used in mass media, establishment of research 

centre, preservation of folklore, development of Nepali software, use of Nepali 

language in the field of science and technology, internationalization of the Nepali 

language, world famous literary works should be translated into Nepali. To 

materialize their dreams, there should be the involvement of government, community, 

Nepal Academy, Sajha Prakashan, Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya, and Central 

Department of Nepali, TU. To promote their language they responded that everybody 
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should speak or use their language, it should be used in education, should be used in 

street plays and in different means of mass media, establish organizations, use their 

language in administration, develop their language, reform the literature, production 

of films or cinemas, preserve their language and culture.  

To promote the Nepali language the government and non-government organizations 

should use the language in administration, education, media, preserve their language 

and culture, develop their language, mention the language in constitution, and provide 

access to the government policy, improve the Nepali literature, and do researches in 

the language and publish them.  They can support for the preservation and promotion 

of their mother tongue by devising the script, by making the spelling system 

systematic, by compiling dictionary and writing grammar, by encouraging people to 

write literature in the mother tongue, by writing and publishing textbooks, by 

publishing newspapers, by making use of the language in administration, and by 

making use of Nepali as medium of instruction at primary level of education. For the 

development of their language, it must be used in education as the medium of 

instruction, in administration, used in media, awareness programs, 
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CHAPTER 10 

DIALECTAL VARIATION 

10.0 Outline 

This chapter consists of three sections. In section 10.1 we discuss lexical variations 

which include methodology of finding lexical variation and lexical similarity among 

the key points in the Nepali language. Similarly, section 10.2 deals with dialectal 

variations in Nepali, and in section 10.3 we present participatory methods used in 

Phase-II of the survey to find out the possible dialects of the language. Similarly, in 

section 10.4, we present the summary of this chapter. 

10.1 Wordlist comparison 

The wordlist consists of 210 words have been compared to estimate the degree of 

lexical similarity among the surveyed districts. In this section, we discuss the 

methodology employed in lexical similarity study, evaluation criteria for lexical 

similarity percentages and the lexical similarity study results in Nepali. 

10.1.1 Methodology 

The methodology consists of the collection of wordlists and tool used in the analysis 

of the wordlists. First, the standardized wordlist of 210 words were elicited in the 

survey points, from the mother tongue speakers (grown up in the target locality, 

representing different sex, age, and literacy), compiled them with phonetic 

transcriptions   and cross-checked from other speakers from the same site (See Annex 

E for 210 wordlist). In each key point, at least six sets of wordlists were administered. 

Secondly, the words from the wordlists were entered into the Wordsurv (Wimbish, 

1989), a tool primarily used to determine the genetic relationship of the language or 

dialects, is used to identify the potential linguistic or genetic relationship between the 

different varieties of the Nepali language. Thirdly, the words from the selected 

wordlist were aligned on the basis of phonetic similarities and dissimilarities. Then 

the lexical similarity percentages were calculated in the WordSurv. 

10.1.2 Evaluation criteria 

The 60% has been generally used as a cutoff point for the evaluation of lexical 

similarity (Regmi, 2011). However, the 60% threshold may not always be a strict 

cutoff point. Using such a method, the speech varieties having a lexical similarity of 

less than 60% are evaluated as different languages.  However, languages or dialects 
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with around 60% or greater lexical similarity should be tested for intelligibility using 

another tool referred to as Recorded Text Test (RTT). The attitudes and the 

perceptions of the speakers are also important factors. Table 10.1 presents the 

evaluation criteria of the lexical similarity percentages between the wordlists. 

Table 10.1: Evaluation criteria of the lexical similarity percentages 

Lexical similarity % 

 

Evaluation Remarks 

60% similarity A cutoff point/threshold 
for the evaluation 

May not always be 
a strict cutoff point 

Less than 60% similarity Different languages  

60% or more similarity Different languages or 
dialects of the same 
language 

Intelligibility  
testing  is required  
by using  RTT 

Higher than 85%  similarity Speech varieties  likely 
to be related dialects 

 

Higher than 95%  similarity Same language  

10.1.3 Lexical similarity among the surveyed districts in Nepali 

Nepali is spoken in a vast stretch of geographical location. However, especially in 

Kavrepalanchok, Bhaktapur, Lalitpur, Kathmandu, Dhadhing, Tanahu, Kaski, 

Baglung, Gorkha, Myagdi, Parbat, and Syangja districts, this language generally does 

not show any variation as such. The lexical similarity in Nepali used in these districts 

ranges from 75% to 96%. Table 10.2 presents the situation of lexical similarity 

comparison in the Nepali language. 
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Table 10.2: Lexical similarity comparison in Nepali 

Varieties Baglung Dhadhing Gorkha ILam Kathmandu Myagdi Parbat Tanahu 

Baglung 100% 91% 91% 90% 90% 79% 84% 93% 

Dhadhing 91% 100% 96% 87% 93% 79% 91% 95% 

Gorkha 91% 96% 100% 86% 91% 78% 91% 94% 

ILam 90% 87% 86% 100% 88% 75% 83% 87% 

Kathmandu 90% 93% 91% 88% 100% 77% 89% 92% 

Myagdi 79% 79% 78% 75% 77% 100% 80% 76% 

Parbat 84% 91% 91% 83% 89% 80% 100% 89% 

Tanahu 93% 95% 94% 87% 92% 76% 89% 100% 

Table 10.2 shows that the Nepali language spoken in Baglung has 91% lexical 

similarity with Dhadhing and Gorkha, 90% with Ilam and Kathmandu, 79% with 

Myagdi, 84% with Parbat and 93% with Tanahu. Similarly, the Nepali variety used in 

Dhadhing has 91% lexical similarity with Baglung and Parbat, 96% with Gorkha, 

87% with Ilam, 93% with Kathmandu, 79% with Myagdi, and 95% with Tanahu. 

Likewise, the speech variety used in Gorkha has 91% lexical similarity with Baglung, 

Kathmandu and Parbat districts, 96% with Dhadhing, 86% with Ilam, 78% with 

Myagdi, and 94% with Tanahu. Similarly, the Nepali variety spoken in Ilam has 90% 

lexical similarity with Baglung, 87% with Dhadhing and Tanahu districts, 86% with 

Gorkha, 88% with Kathmandu, 75% with Myagdi, and 83% with Parbat.  

Likewise, the speech variety of used in Kathmandu has 90% lexical variety with 

Baglung, 93% with Dhadhing, 91% with Gorkha, 88% with Ilam, 77% Myagdi, 89% 

with Parbat, and 92% with Tanahu. Similarly, the Nepali variety spoken in Myagdi 

has 79% lexical similarity with Baglung and Dhadhing, 78% with Gorkha, 75% with 

Ilam, 77% with Kathmandu, 80% with Parbat and 76% with Tanahu. Likewise, the 

speech variety of Nepali in Parbat has 84% lexical similarity with Baglung, 91% with 

Dhadhing and Gorkha, 83% with Ilam, 89% with Kathmandu and Tanahu, and 80% 

with Myagdi. Similarly, the Nepali language spoken in Tanahu has 93% lexical 
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similarity with Baglung, 95% with Dhadhing, 94% with Gorkha, 87% with Ilam, 92% 

with Kathmandu, 76% with Myagdi and 89% with Parbat. 

From this table, it can be concluded that the varieties of the Nepali languages spoken 

in all these districts are mutually intelligible to each other. There is not any dialectal 

variation among these districts.  

10.2 Dialectal variation 

In common the Nepali speaking area is all over the country. The participants 

responded that Nepali is spoken in all the 75 districts of the country and especially in 

all the hill and mountain districts. In response to the question “Where do people speak 

this language exactly the same as you?” the respondents of the Kathmandu valley said 

that the language variety spoken in the Kathmandu Valley and surrounding districts 

are exactly the same. Similarly, the responses of the Nepali speakers in Western 

Development Region (Tanahu, Syangja, Kaski, Parbat, Baglung, Gorkha, and Myagdi 

districts) responded that the Nepali language spoken Western Development region is 

exactly the same. 

Similarly, in response to the question “In which places do people speak this language 

a little bit differently?, most of the respondents of the Kathmandu Valley responded 

that the people outside the Kathmandu Valley except Far Western Development 

Region of Nepal, speak this language a little bit differently. Similarly, most of the 

respondents of Tanahu, Syangja, Kaski, Parbat, Baglung, Gorkha, and Myagdi 

districts responded that the people of Eastern Development Region, Central 

Development Region, and Midwestern Development Region speak the Nepali 

language a little bit differently.  

Likewise, in response to the question “Where do people speak this language so 

differently that it is difficult for you to understand them?, most of the respondents of 

all the survey points responded that the people of Far Western Development Region 

(Bajhang, Bajura, Doti, Achham, Darchula, Baitadi, and Dadeldhura)3 and Karnali 

zone speak Nepali language so differently that it is difficult to understand them. 

 

 

                                                 
3 However the Nepali language spoken these districts (Bajhang, Bajura, Doti, Achham, Darchula, 
Baitadi, and Dadeldhura) appear as separate languages such as Achhami, Bajureli, Doteli, Achhami, 
Darchuleli, Baitadeli, and Dadeldhureli in the National Census report of Nepal (2011). 
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10.3 Participatory methods 

In order to examine dialects among the Nepali language, the dialect mapping, a 

participatory tool was administered in II phase in all the reference points of the survey 

in Nepali speech community. The dialect mapping tool was used to help the 

community members to think about and visualize the different varieties, if any in the 

Nepali language. The participants in group of 8 to 12 in each survey point were asked 

to write on a separate sheet of paper the name of each district and town where Nepali 

is spoken as mother tongue and placed them on the floor to represent the geographical 

location. The pictures of dialect mapping tools used in the Ilam and Dhankuta districts 

present the dialectal variation of the Nepali language. 

Picture 10.1: Dialect mapping at Deurali, Sulubung-1, Ilam 
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Picture 10.2: Dialect mapping at Mangalbare-1, Ilam 

 
Picture 10.3: Dialect mapping at Karphok, Ilam 
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Picture 10.4: Dialect mapping at Bauddhadham, Ilam 

 
Picture 10.5: Dialect mapping at Dhankutta Municipality, Dhankuta 
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Picture 10.6: Dialect mapping at Pakhribas, Dhankuta 

 
The dialect mapping tool was used to help the community members to think about and 

visualize the different varieties, if any in the Nepali language. The participants in 

group of 8 and more in each survey point were asked to write on a separate sheet of 

paper the name of each district and town where Nepali is spoken and placed them on 

the floor to represent the geographical location.  
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Table 10.3: Degree of similarity in the forms of the speech in different places 

Survey 

 points 

Group A Group B Group C Group D 

Deurali, 

Sulubung-1, 

Ilam 

Ilam, Jhapa, Sunsari, 

Dhankuta 

Sankhuwasabha, 

Terhathum, 

Taplejung, Panchthar, 

Saptari, Siraha, 

Morang, Dhanusha 

Bhojpur, 

Solukhumbu, 

Ohaldhunga, 

Khotang, Udayapur 

 

Mangalbare, 

Ilam 

Ilam, Panchthar, 

Jhapa, Terhathum, 

Dhankuta, 

Okhaldhunga, 

Taplejung, Sunsari, 

Morang, Dolkha 

Ramechap 

Saptari, Siraha Baglung, Gorkha, 

Chitwan, Syangja, 

Sindhuli, Udayapur, 

Bhojpur, Dang  

Baitadi, 

Dadeldhura, 

Ilam 

Municipality, 

Ilam 

Ilam, Jhapa, 

Taplejung, 

Terhathurm, 

Dhankuta, Panchthar 

Siraha, Saptari, 

Sunsari, Morang, 

Udayapur 

Bhojpur, 

Sankhuwasabha, 

Okhaldhunga, 

Solukhumbu, 

Khotang 

Jumla, Doti, 

Humla, 

Mugu 

Karphok, Ilam Ilam, Jhapa, 

Panchthar, 

Taplejung, Dhankuta, 

Morang, Khotang, 

Sankhuwasabha, 

Terhathum 

Siraha, Saptari, 

Dhanusha, Sunsari 

Parbat, Palpa, 

Syangja, Lamjung, 

Gorkha 

Dang, 

Kanchanpur 

Bauddhadham, 

Ilam 

Ilam: Shriantu, 

Pashupatinagar, 

Gorkha, Jirmale, 

Nayabazar, 

Samalbung, Jogmai 

Kathmandu, 

Bhaktapur 

Lamjung, Syangja, 

Tanahu 

Doti, Dang, 

Jumla, 

Bajhang, 

Dadeldhura, 

Baitadi, 

Humla. Sakhuwasabha, 

Jhapa, Panchthar, 
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Taplejung, 

Terhathum, Khotang, 

Bhojpur, Sunsari, 

Dhankuta, Udayapur, 

Morang, Siraha 

Dhankuta 

Municipality, 

Dhankuta 

Dhankuta, Bhojpur, 

Sankhuwasabha, 

Terhathum, Sunsari, 

Morang, Ilam, 

Khotang, Panchthar, 

Taplejung, Udayapur, 

Okhaldhunga, 

Solukhumbu 

Siraha, Saptari, 

Ramechhap, Dolakha 

Chitwan, Syangja, 

Palpa, Kaski 

Humla, 

Jumla, 

Achham, 

Dadeldhura, 

Darchula, 

Baitadi 

Pakhribas, 

Dhankuta 

Dhankuta, 

Okhaldhunga, 

Solukhumbu, 

Sunsari, Terhathum, 

Morang, Jhapa, 

Bhojpur, Ilam, 

Khotang, Panchthar, 

Taplejung 

Saptari, Siraha, 

Udayapur 

Kaski, Syangja, 

Palpa, Rupandehi 

Baitadi, 

Dadeldhura, 

Jumla, 

Mugu  

Hile, Dhankuta Dhankuta, Jhapa, 

Morang, Ilam, 

Terhathum, 

Panchthar, 

Taplejung, Bhojpur, 

Sankhuwasabha, 

Khotang, 

Solukhumbu, 

Okhaldhunga, 

Bhojpur 

Siraha, Saptari Makwanpur, Palpa, 

Surkhet 

Doti, 

Jajarkot, 

Rukum, 

Jumla 

Belhar, 

Dhankuta 

Dhankuta, 

Solukhumbu, Ilam, 

Tanahu, Palpa, 

Syangja, Kaski 

Arghakhachi, 

Surkhet 

Dadeldhura, 

Bajura, 
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Okhaldhunga, 

Udayapur, Panchthar, 

Jhapa, Morang, 

Siraha,   

Sankhuwasabha, 

Saptari, Taplejung, 

Sunsari, Bhojpur, 

Terhathum, Khotang 

Achham, 

Doti, Jumla, 

Kailali 

Participants in all the survey points responded that the district in the group A is 

exactly the same with their speech variety. Similarly, there are some lexical variations 

with the speech varieties spoken in group B. Likewise, they have some difficulties in 

understanding the speech varieties in the district of group C, and they do not 

understand the speech varieties spoken in the districts of group D at all. 

Similarly, in response the question “Which forms of speech they preferred for 

preparing reading materials and recording”, the participants in group responded as 

presented in Table 10.4.  

Table 10.4: Preferences of speech variety for developing materials 

Key survey points Preferences of speech variety for developing 

materials 

First priority Second priority Third priority 

Deurali, Sulubung-1, Ilam Okhaldhunga Dhankuta Ilam 

Mangalbare, Ilam Ilam Jhapa Morang 

Ilam Municipality, Ilam Ilam Morang Kathmandu 

Karphok, Ilam Ilam Morang Sunsari 

Bauddhadham, Ilam Kathmandu Morang Sunsari 

Dhankuta Municipality, Dhankuta Dhankuta Morang Udayapur 

Pakhribas, Dhankuta Dhankuta Morang Bhojpur 

Hile, Dhankuta Dhankuta Morang Ilam 

Belhar, Dhankuta Dhankuta Nuwakot Surkhet 

Table 10.4 shows that participants in all the key survey points except Deurali, and 

Bauddhadham of Ilam district, prefer their own district’s speech variety for 

developing reading materials. Similarly, the participants from Deurali and 
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Bauddhadham give first priority to Okhaldhunga and Kathmandu speech varieties 

respectively for developing reading materials. Likewise, they prefer Morang speech 

variety for developing reading materials and recording in most of the survey points. 

10.4 Summary 

In this survey, we have discussed dialectal variation in Nepali. All the varieties of 

Nepali spoken in the survey points are mutually intelligible to each other. There is 

lexical similarity ranging from 75% to 96% among the key survey points in Nepali. It 

may indicate that the Nepali language at present does not show any dialectal variation 

that may hinder the mutual intelligibility among the Nepali speakers residing in 

different key survey points. Most of the respondents of the Kathmandu Valley 

responded that the people outside the Kathmandu Valley except Far Western 

Development Region speak this language a little bit differently while the respondents 

of Western Development Region responded that the people of Eastern Development 

Region, Central Development Region, and Midwestern Development Region speak 

the Nepali language a little bit differently. Likewise, the respondents of all the survey 

points responded that the people of Far Western Development Region: Bajhang, 

Bajura, Doti, Achham, Darchula, Baitadi, and Dadeldhura; and Karnali zone speak 

Nepali language so differently that it is difficult to understand them. 

Participants in most of the survey points in Phase – II grouped the Nepali language 

into four varieties. Similarly, most of respondents prefer their won variety for 

developing reading materials; and they give second priority to Morang speech variety 

for developing reading materials and recording in most of the survey points. 
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CHAPTER 11 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1 Major findings 

The main aim of this study was to look at the sociolinguistic situation of the Nepali 

language, an Indo-Aryan language spoken in Nepal. This survey was conducted in 

two phases. This survey has gathered a good deal of information on the description of 

the Nepali language, its language resources, mother tongue proficiency and 

bi/multilingualism, domains of language use, language transmission, vitality and 

loyalty, language maintenance and shift, code mixing, language attitude, language 

development, and dialectal variation of the Nepali language. 

The major findings of this survey are presented as follows: 

1. Nepali is one of the major languages in the Indo-Aryan language family. It is 

the official language and also the contact language of the country Nepal. It is 

also spoken in India, Bhutan, and Brunei. The Nepali language has also 

different alternate names such as Pahadi, Gorkhali, Gurkhali, Khaskura, 

Nepalese, and Parbate. Nepali is classified as a language of Indo-European, 

Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Northern zone, Eastern Pahari group. 

2. According to the recent census report of Nepal 2011, Nepali is spoken as 

mother tongue by 44.6 percent (11,826,953) of the total population of the 

country. It is spoken all over the country, and their majority of Nepali speakers 

are residing in the hill and mountain districts of the country. 

3. The language is spoken by Chhetri, Brahman (Hill), Thakuri, Kami, Damai, 

Sarki, Sanyasi, Gaine, Badi, etc. as their mother tongue. Their socio-cultural 

existence was influenced by Hindu culture. 

4. The language resources available in the Nepali language are oral literature 

(folk tales, songs, religious literature, etc), script, phonemic inventory, 

grammar, dictionary, textbooks, literacy materials, newspapers, magazines, 

films, telefilms, CD/DVD, written literature etc. 

5. Nepali speakers both male and female of all the age groups acquired their own 

mother tongue, i.e. Nepali as the first language. They are very much proficient 

in their mother tongue. Most of the Nepali speakers are bi/multilingual as they 
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speak more than one language: such as their own mother tongue Nepali, 

English, Hindi, and Newar languages.  

6. Only a parents and grandparents are Bilingual in English, Hindi, Sanskrit, and 

other languages; whereas most of the children in the Nepali speech community 

can speak English and Hindi languages. 

7. Most of the Nepali speakers can read and write Devanagari script and most of 

the educated people of this speech community can also read and write in 

Roman script as well. Similarly, some of the educated Nepali speakers can 

translate English and Hindi from and to their mother tongue.  

8. Nepali is used in all the common domains of language use such as counting, 

singing, joking, shopping/marketing, storytelling, debate, praying, talking to 

servant, abusing, singing at home, family gathering, meeting, invitation for 

marriage, dreaming, minute writing, talking to friends, playing, and public 

meeting.  

9. They use only their mother tongue, Nepali; while discussing educational, 

social and family matters with their family members whereas some of them 

use English while discussing educational, social, and family matters with their 

spouse and children.  

10. All the Nepali speakers use their mother tongue, Nepali, daily; and most of the 

them reported that they use the English and Hindi languages the need and 

demand of the context. 

11. Most of the Nepali speakers use only their mother tongue to communicate 

with the speakers of other languages; friends belonging to different language 

groups; neighbors belonging to different language groups. Similarly, most of 

the Nepali speakers use only their mother tongue, Nepali, in writing letters 

and/or telephoning their family. 

12. Nepali is most frequently used in different radio and TV programs, folklore 

programs, public speech, cinema, and songs. Half of the female speakers 

responded that both Nepali and Hindi languages are used in cinema programs. 

13. They prefer Nepali, their mother tongue, as their children’s medium of 

instruction in education whereas some of the respondents preferred English for 

their children’s medium of instruction in education. 

14. They use English while studying English, teaching their children, talking to 

foreigners and the Hindi language while talking to Hindi speakers, watching 
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movies, talking to Indian nationalities, and listening to Hindi music for 

entertainment. They use Sanskrit for ritual works and worshiping Gods.  

15. Every child of the Nepali speech community speaks his/her language and the 

transmission of the language to the younger generation is satisfactory. Most of 

the Nepali speakers said that the young people in their village/town speak their 

language well, the way it ought to be spoken. They also accept the mother 

tongue speakers to those who have left speaking their mother tongue; and they 

feel bad when the member of their speech community left speaking their 

mother tongue.  

16. Nepali speakers encourage the younger generation of their speech community 

to speak their native language because it is the matter of self identity, being 

their own mother tongue, language of the national identity, language of wider 

communication, being their ancestral language, and so on. 

17. Nepali speakers have positive attitudes towards the maintenance of their 

language. Most of them used only their mother tongue in their childhood in the 

different situations such as at their home, with friends and with neighbors.  

18. Similarly, most of the respondents said that their children use Nepali at home, 

with friends, with neighbors, and at school whereas only a few speakers said 

that their children use English and Hindi languages at home, with friends, with 

neighbors, and at school.  

19. Code mixing/switching is very common in Nepalese society. Most of the 

respondents said that they generally mix or switch to other languages while 

speaking their mother tongue.  

20. They mix/switch to other languages because appropriate words and phrases 

are easily available for objects and ideas in other languages than their mother 

tongue, it is easy to talk on certain topics in other languages, it is a symbol of 

prestige to use sentences/words from other languages, enrich their language 

whereas some of the respondents think that it will spoil the beauty and purity 

of their mother tongue. 

21. They also responded that their children mix other languages more than they 

do. Most of the Nepali speakers think that the language spoken by them is 

different from their grandparents. The differences are in terms of 

pronunciation, use of vocabulary, use of specific type of sentences, mixing of 

other languages, and the way of speaking.   
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22. Nepali speakers have positive attitude towards their language. Most of the 

respondents responded that their language is useful against other languages in 

getting jobs, in business, social mobility, literature, medium of instruction, and 

science and technology. 

23.  Majority of them feel prestigious when they speak their mother tongue in the 

presence of the speakers of the dominant languages while some of the 

respondents feel embarrassed and neutral as well. 

24. When the present children of their village/town grow up and have children 

they think that those children might speak their language. Most of them feel 

good if those children will speak their language. Similarly, they said that their 

children should speak their own mother tongue, Nepali first.  

25. The good things that make the Nepali speakers feel proud of being the native 

speakers of their mother tongue, Nepali are their mother tongue, national as 

well as official language of the nation, simple and easy to communicate, 

ancestral language, rich in comparison to other languages, it reflects their 

culture, mother tongue, contact language among the speakers of other 

languages, sweet in comparison to other languages, grammars, films and 

literatures, it is known to everybody, language of unity, riddles, proverbs, 

onomatopoeic terms, kinship terms, rich word formation process, use of 

particles, use of classifiers, international recognition, language of the god, and 

medium of instruction in education. 

26. Their dreams for the development of Nepali are: development of standard 

grammar, purification of language used in mass media, establishment of 

research centre, preservation of folklore, development of Nepali software, use 

of Nepali language in the field of science and technology, internationalization 

of the Nepali language, world famous literary works should be translated into 

Nepali.  

27. To materialize their dreams, there should be the involvement of government, 

community, Nepal Academy, Sajha Prakashan, Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya, 

and Central Department of Nepali, Tribhuvan University.  

28. To promote their language they responded that everybody should speak or use 

their language, it should be used in education, should be used in street plays 

and in different means of mass media, establish organizations, use their 

language in administration, develop their language, reform the literature, 
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production of films or cinemas, preserve their language and culture, mention 

the language in constitution, and provide access to the government policy, 

improve the Nepali literature, and do researches in the language and publish 

them.    

29. They can support for the preservation and promotion of their mother tongue by 

devising the script, by making the spelling system systematic, by compiling 

dictionary and writing grammar, by encouraging people to write literature in 

the mother tongue, by writing and publishing textbooks, by publishing 

newspapers, by making use of the language in administration, and by making 

use of Nepali as medium of instruction at primary level of education.  

30. All the varieties of Nepali spoken in the survey points are mutually intelligible 

to each other. There is lexical similarity ranging from 75% to 96% among the 

key survey points in Nepali. It may indicate that the Nepali language at present 

does not show any dialectal variation that may hinder the mutual intelligibility 

among the Nepali speakers residing in different key survey points.  

31. The respondents of the Kathmandu valley said that the language variety 

spoken in the Kathmandu and surrounding districts are exactly the same. 

Similarly, the responses of the Nepali speakers in Western Development 

Region responded that the Nepali language spoken their region is exactly the 

same.  

32. Most of the respondents of the Kathmandu Valley responded that the people 

outside the Kathmandu Valley except Far Western Development Region speak 

this language a little bit differently while the respondents of Western 

Development Region responded that the people of Eastern Development 

Region, Central Development Region, and Midwestern Development Region 

speak the Nepali language a little bit differently.  

33. Likewise, the respondents of all the survey points responded that the people of 

Far Western Development Region: Bajhang, Bajura, Doti, Achham, Darchula, 

Baitadi, and Dadeldhura; and Karnali zone speak Nepali language so 

differently that it is difficult to understand them. 

34. Participants in most of the survey points in Phase – II grouped the Nepali 

language into four varieties. Similarly, most of respondents prefer their won 

variety for developing reading materials; and they give second priority to 
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Morang speech variety for developing reading materials and recording in most 

of the survey points. 

11.2 Recommendations 

On the basis of the above findings, the following recommendations are made for the 

promotion and development of the Nepali language: 

a) As Nepali children face difficulty in basic education because of their 

unfamiliarity with the standard variety of the Nepali, the medium of 

instruction at primary level should be the local dialects. 

b) Local varieties of language should be studied out that can preserve the local 

heritage of culture and knowledge. 

c) Textbooks and other teaching materials for the primary level students should 

be developed in such a way that they embody the local needs and local 

settings.  

d) In this speech community, still in rural areas, especially the women over 50 in 

the age are pre-literate. Therefore, non-formal education in their local variety 

and the literacy classes must be conducted to uplift those pre-literates. 

e) Non-formal education program should be carried out in the local varieties 

preparing the suitable reading materials addressing the local needs and 

incorporating the culture, tradition and knowledge.  
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ANNEXES 

Annex A:  Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (Phase - I) 
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/fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, g]kfn ;/sf/sf] /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, g]kfn ;/sf/sf] /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, g]kfn ;/sf/sf] /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, g]kfn ;/sf/sf]     

;xof]udf ;~rflnt;xof]udf ;~rflnt;xof]udf ;~rflnt;xof]udf ;~rflnt    

;dfhefiffj}1flgs k|ZgfjnL;dfhefiffj}1flgs k|ZgfjnL;dfhefiffj}1flgs k|ZgfjnL;dfhefiffj}1flgs k|ZgfjnL    
@)^^@)^^@)^^@)^^    

ljsNk 5gf}6sf nflu lbOPsf] � leq  ×  lrGx nufpg'xf];\ . 
----s_ s_ s_ s_ cfwf/e"t ;"rgfcfwf/e"t ;"rgfcfwf/e"t ;"rgfcfwf/e"t ;"rgf    
!= cg';Gwftf-x¿_ sf] gfdM 

-s_ >L================================================ -cfjZostfcg';f/ c? gfd yk ug{ ;lsg]_      

-v_ >L================================================ ==============================================  

-u_ >L==============================================  ============================================== 

-3_ >L==============================================  =============================================   

-ª_ >L==============================================  ===============================================     

@= cGtjf{tf{sf] dfWodefiff M ========================================== 

#= cGtjf{tf{sf] ldlt M        

-s_ jif{ -lj=;+=_ =========== dlxgf==========  ut]============  ÷tfl/v==========dlxgf=============jif{================-;g\_ 

-v_ jif{ -lj=;+=_ =========== dlxgf==========  ut]============ ÷tfl/v============dlxgf============jif{=================-;g\_ 

-u_ jif{ -lj=;+=_ =========== dlxgf==========  ut]============  ÷tfl/v===========dlxgf============jif{================-;g\_ 

-cfjZostfcg';f/ c? k|sf/sf ldlt pNn]v ug{ ;lsg]_ ====================================================== 

$= cGtjf{tf{sf] :yfg M 

-s_ j8f g+=========-v_ ufpF÷gu/==============================-u_ uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf======================= 

-3_ lhNnf================================ -ª_ c~rn======================== 

%= efiff:f"rs -x¿_ M 

Gffd                  ;+s]t -pbf= %s, %v===cflb_   7]ufgf 

-s_============================= ===========                         ===================================== 

-v_============================= ===========                  ========================================= 

-u_============================= ==========           ========================================= 

-3_============================= ========                                ======================================== 

-ª_=========================================           ========================================= 

-cfjZostfcg';f/ c? gfd yk ug{ ;lsg]_  
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^. lnË M  

-s_ �k'?if  -v_ �dlxnf  -u_ �cGo 

&. pd]/ ;d"x M  

-s_  -c_ �^–!$  -cf_ �!%–#$  -O_ �#%–^) -O{_ �^) eGbfdfly 

-v_  -c_ �^–!$  -cf_ �!%–#$  -O_ �#%–^) -O{_ �^) eGbfdfly 

-u_ -c_ �^–!$  -cf_ �!%–#$  -O_ �#%–^) -O{_ �^) eGbfdfly 

-3_  -c_ �^–!$  -cf_ � !%–#$  -O_ �#%–^) -O{_ �^) eGbfdfly 

-ª_  -c_ �^–!$  -cf_ � !%–#$  -O_ � #%–^) -O{_� ^) eGbfdfly        

*. j}jflxs cj:yf M 

-s_  �ljjflxt  -v_ �cljjflxt   -u_ �cGo 

(. hft÷hflt ;d"x===================================== 

!). -s_ ;/sf/L sd{rf/L jf cGo hfthfltsf dflg;x¿n] tkfO{+nfO{ s'g hftsf] eg]/ af]nfpF5g\    jf 

lrG5g\ <  -s_  ===========================================  -v_ ========================================= 

         -u_===============================================   -3_ ========================================= 

-v_ tkfO{+ cfkm"nfO{ s'g hftsf] egL lrgfpg rfxg'x'G5 < ============================== 

!!. tkfO{+sf] wd{ M 

-s_  �lxGb"  -v_ �af}4     -u_  �ls/ft       -3_ �O:nfd   -ª_ �h}g  

-r_  �O;fO{     -5_ �k|s[ltk"hs   -h_  �cGo============    

!@. k}t[s ynf] ÷d"nynf] ==================================================== 

!#. kfl/jfl/s ;+/rgf M 

-s_ � Psn  -v_ � ;+o'St 

!$. lzIff M  

-s_ �k"j{ ;fIf/   -v_ �;fIf/ -u_ �k|fylds tx   -3_ �lgDgdfWolds  

-ª_ �dfWolds tx  -r_ �pRr tx   -5_ � cGo==============================-tx pNn]v ug]{_      

!%. k]zf M   

-s_ tkfO{+sf] ============================  -v_ -ljjflxt eP_  >Ldfg\÷>LdtLsf]=============]=============]=============]=========================================================    

----u_ 3/kl/jf/sf] ======================   -3_ k'Vof}{nL k]zf ============================================== 

!^. tkfO{+sf] hGd:yfg    MMMM    

-s_ j8f g+ =======-Vf_ uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf ================== -u_ lhNnf============ -3_ c~rn=============== 
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!&. tkfO{+sL cfdfsf] klxnf] efiff -dft[efiff_ ======================== 

!*. tkfO{+sf a'afsf] klxnf] efiff -dft[efiff_ ============================== 

!(. tkfO{+sf >Ldfg\÷>LdtLsf] klxnf] efiff -dft[efiff_============================== 

@). tkfO{+sf 5f]/f5f]/Lx¿sf] klxnf] efiff÷dft[efiff ======================================= 

@!. tkfO{+sf] klxnf]efiff÷dft[efiffsf] gfd M 

-s_ oxL efiff af]Ng]x¿n] eGg] =========================== -v_ cGo efiff af]Ng]x¿n] eGg]================= 

-u_ o; efiffsf km/skm/s gfd eP  MMMM  

-c_================================-cf_ =======================================-O_ ==================================== 

@@. tkfO{+sf] ufpF÷5/l5d]sdf a;f]af; ug]{ cGo hfthfltx¿ 

-s_=====================================================-v_============================================================== 

-u_=====================================================-3_=============================================================== 

@#. tkfO{+sf] 5/l5d]sdf a;f]af; ug]{ cGo efiffefifLx¿ 

-s_=====================================================-v_==========================================================  

-u_======================================================-3_=========================================================  

@$. tkfO{+sf] cf;kf;sf ufpFx¿df s'g s'g efiff af]lnG5g\ < 

-s_==================================================== -v_========================================================== 

-u_======================================================-3_========================================================= 

@%. tkfO{+ a;fOF ;g'{ePsf] xf] <  

-s_ �xf]  -v_ �xf]Og 

-c_ xf] eg] klxn] sxfF a:g'x'GYof] < 

 ufpF÷gu/============================================ lhNnf======================c~rn===================== 

-cf_ a;fOF ;g'{ePsf] slt jif{ eof] < =============================== 

-O_ tkfO{+sf] kl/jf/dfq o; 7fpFdf a;fOF ;/L cfPsf] xf] ls cGo kl/jf/ klg cfPsf lyP <  

============================================================================================= 

@^. tkfO{+sf] hfltsf dflg;x¿n] c? s'g hfthflt / efiffefifLsf dflg;x¿;Fu lAfx] ug]{ u/]sf 5g\ <   

-s_ hfthflt : -c_ ==========================-cf_==============================-O_============================== 

-v_ efiffefifL : -c_ ==========================-cf_ =============================-O_============================= 

----v_ eflifsfut ;Ldf lgwf{/0fv_ eflifsfut ;Ldf lgwf{/0fv_ eflifsfut ;Ldf lgwf{/0fv_ eflifsfut ;Ldf lgwf{/0f (Dialect mapping)    

@&= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfosf oxL efiff af]Ng] dflg;x¿ Ps} 7fpFdf a;]sf 5g\ ls a]Unfa]Un} 7fpFdf 5l/P/ 

a;]sf 5g\ < 

-s_ �Ps} 7fpFdf a;]sf 5g\   -v_ �5l/P/ a;]sf 5g\ 
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@*= c? s'gs'g 7fpFsf dflg;x¿n] tkfO{+sf] dft[efiff 7\ofSs} tkfO+{s} h;/L af]N5g\ < 

-s_ j8f g+=================ufpF÷gu/==============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf===========================  

lhNnf================================ c~rn================================== 

-v_ j8f +=================ufpF÷gu/==============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf============================= 

lhNnf================================ c~rn==================================== 

-u_ j8f +=================ufpF÷gu/==============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf=============================  

lhNnf===================================c~rn============================ 

@(= s'gs'g 7fpFsf dflg;x¿n] tkfO{+sf] efiff cln a]Un} lsl;dn] af]N5g\ < 

-s_ j8f g+=================ufpF÷gu/=============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf===========================  

lhNnf================================ -ª_ c~rn======================== 

-v_ j8f g+===================ufpF÷gu/===========================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf===========================  

lhNnf================================ -ª_ c~rn======================== 

-u_ j8f g+==================ufpF÷gu/============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf=========================== 

lhNnf================================  c~rn============================== 

#)= tkfO{+sf] efiff s'gs'g 7fpFsf dflg;x¿n] tkfO{+nfO{ g} a'em\g uf¥xf] kg]{ u/L af]Nb5g\ < 

-s_ j8f g+===================ufpF÷gu/======================== uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf===========================  

lhNnf================================ c~rn============================== 

-v_ j8f g+=================== ufpF÷gu/======================= uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf=========================== 

lhNnf================================ c~rn============================== 

-u_ j8f g+=====================ufpF÷gu/==============================uf=lj=;=÷gu/kflnsf=====================  

lhNnf================================ c~rn============================== 

#!= s'g 7fpFdf af]lng] e]b÷eflifsf tkfO{+ ;a}eGbf a9L a'em\g'x'G5 < 

-s_  ========================================================-v_ ======================================================= 

#@= n]vg / /]sl8{ª\sf nflu o; efiffsf 7fpFcg';f/sf e]bx¿dWo] s'grflxFnfO{ k|of]u ubf{ ;a}n]        

/fd|f];Fu a'em\nfg\ <======================================================= 

----u_ Efflifs ;fdu|L u_ Efflifs ;fdu|L u_ Efflifs ;fdu|L u_ Efflifs ;fdu|L (Language resources) 

##= tkfO{+sf] efiffdf tnsf dWo] s'gs'g ;fdu|Lx¿ pknAw 5g\ < ePsfdf lrGx nufpg'xf];\ . 

-s_ �df}lvs ;flxTo -nf]ssyf, nf]suLt, wfld{s ;flxTo cflb_  -v_ �lnlk  

-u_ �j0f{dfnfsf] k':ts   -3_ �Jofs/0fsf] k':ts  -ª_ � zAbsf]ifsf] k':ts   

-r_ �kf7\ok':ts -5_ � ;flxlTos ;fdu|L -syf, pkGof;, sljtf cflb_    -5_ �;dfrf/kq  

-h_ �klqsf  -em_ �l;g]df  -`_ �6]ln rnlrq  -6_ �l;=l8=,l8=le=l8=  -7_ �cGo s'g}   
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#$= tn pNn]v ul/Psf sf/0fn] tkfO{+sf] efiffsf] ljsf; jf eljiodfly k|ToIf ¿kdf c;/ kf/]sf 5g\ < 

-s_ �a;fOF ;/fO   -v_ �c:yfoL dhb'/L    -u_ �ufpF jf b]zlgsfnf    -3_ �n8fOF jf 

em}emu8f -ª_ �cGo s'g}  M =============  =====================  

#%= tkfO{+sf] efiff l;sfpg] jf efiffsf] ljsf; / k|of]udf nfluk/]sf s'g} ;+3;+:yf jf lgsfox¿ 5g\ <  

-s_ �5g\   -v_�5}gg\ 

5g\ eg] TfL ;+3;+:yfx¿sf] gfd atfOlbg'xf];\  . 

-c_======================================================-cf_==================================================================  

-O_=======================================================-O{_=================================================================== 

#^= tL ;+:yfx¿n]  s]s:tf sfd u/]sf 5g\ < 

-s_ �;f+:s[lts  -v_ �eflifs -u_ �c? s'g} eP M =============   ===================== 

#&= tkfO{+x¿ cfkm\gf] eflifs ;d'bfodf s'gs'g rf8kj{ dgfpg'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================================================-v_============================================================= 

-u_=============================================================-3_============================================================= 

----3333____    dft[efiffdf bIftf, å}÷ax'eflifstf dft[efiffdf bIftf, å}÷ax'eflifstf dft[efiffdf bIftf, å}÷ax'eflifstf dft[efiffdf bIftf, å}÷ax'eflifstf (Mother tongue  proficiency and 

bi/multilingualism)        

#*= tkfO{+n] ;a}eGbf klxn] s'g efiff af]Ng hfGg' eof] < =================================== 

#(= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf] dft[efiffdf af]Ng slQsf] l;kfn'÷bIf x'g' x'G5< tkfO{+sf] bIftf tnsf ljsNkaf6 5fGg' 

xf];\ .  

 /fd|f]   l7sl7s}       clnclndfq 

-s_ a'em\g   �   �   � 

-v_ af]Ng   �   �   � 

-u_ k9\g   �   �   � 

-3_ n]Vg   �   �   � 

$)= tkfO{+ c? s'g s'g efiff hfGg' x'G5 < 

-s_================================================== -v_=========================================================== 

-u_=================================================== -3_========================================================== 

$!= c? efiffdf tkfO{+ slQsf] bIf÷l;kfn' x'g'x'G5 < 

efiffsf] gfd ====================== 

         /fd|f]  l7sl7s}     clnclndfq 

-s_ a'em\g  �  �   � 

-v_ af]Ng  �  �   � 
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-u_ k9\g  �  �   � 

-3_ n]Vg  �  �   � 

efiffsf] gfd ====================== 

   /fd|f]  l7sl7s}      clnclndfq 

-s_ a'em\g  �  �   � 

-v_ af]Ng  �  �   � 

-u_ k9\g  �  �   � 

-3_ n]Vg  �  �   � 

efiffsf] gfd ====================== 

    /fd|f]       l7sl7s}       clnclndfq 

-s_ a'em\g  �   �  � 

-v_ af]Ng  �   �  � 

-u_ k9\g  �   �  � 

-3_ n]Vg  �   �  � 

$@= oL efiffx¿ -dft[efiffafx]s_ tkfO{+n] sxfF / s;/L l;Sg'eof] < 

-s_ efiffsf] gfd M====================== sxfF======================================= s;/L========================= 

-v_ efiffsf] gfd M====================== sxfF======================================= s;/L========================= 

-u_ efiffsf] gfd M====================== sxfF======================================= s;/L========================= 

$#= tkfO{+sf xh'/a'afn] c? s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_=====================-3_======================== 

$$= tkfO{+sL xh'/cfdfn] c? s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_======================-3_========================== 

$%= tkfO{+sf a'afn] c? s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_======================-3_========================== 

$^= tkfO{+sL cfdfn] c? s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_======================-3_========================== 

$&= tkfO{+sf >Ldfg\ jf >LdtLn] c? s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_======================-3_========================== 

$*= tkfO{+sf 5f]/f5f]/Ln] c? s'gs'g efiff af]N5g\ < 

-s_=============================-v_==============================-u_======================-3_========================== 

$(= s'gs'g lnlkdf n]lvPsf] s'/f tkfO{+ k9\g / n]Vg  ;Sg'x'G5 < 
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-s_ k9\g : 

-c_==============================================-cf_======================================-O_============================= == 

-v_ n]Vg : 

-c_==============================================-cf_======================================-O_============================= == 

%)= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf] dft[efiffaf6 cGo s'gs'g efiffx¿df cg'jfb ug{ ;Sg'x'G5 < 

dft[efiffaf6  

-s_ ====================================-v_=====================================-u_======================================df 

%!= tkfO{+ cGo s'gs'g efiffaf6 tfkfO{+sf] dft[efiffdf cg'jfb ug{ ;Sg'x'G5 < 

-s_======================================-v_=====================================-u_======================================= 

%@= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfosf eVf{/ :s"n hfg yfn]sf ;fgf gfgLx¿n] lzIfslzlIfsfx¿n] sIffdf g]kfnLdf 

eg]sf ;a} s'/f a'em\b5g\ < 

-s_ �;a} a'em\b5g\ -v_ �clncln a'em\b5g\  -u_ �a'em\b}gg\ 

%#= a'em\b}gg\ eg] slt ;dokl5 pgLx¿ a'em\g;Sg] x'G5g\ <-cg'dflgt_ ======================== 

%$= tkfO{+sf] dft[efiffsf ;d'bfosf s:tf vfn] dflg;x¿n] cfkm\gf] efiffeGbf ;Dks{ efiff -Jofks 

;~rf/sf] efiff_ /fd|/L af]Nb5g\ <  

-s_======================================================-v_================================================================== 

-u_======================================================-3_================================================================== 

%%= s:tfvfn] dft[efifLn] ;Dks{ efiffeGbf cfkm\g} dft[efiff /fd|/L af]N5g\ < 

-s_=======================================================-v_ ==============================================================  

-u_=========================================================-3_============================================================== 

%^= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfodf dft[efiff af]Ng]x¿sf] ;+Vof a9\b} uPsf] 5 ls ;Dks{ efiff af]Ng]x¿sf] ;+Vof a9\b} 

uO/x]sf] 5 < 

-s_ �dft[efiff    -v_ �;Dks{ efiff  

(ªªªª)    efiffsf] k|of]u efiffsf] k|of]u efiffsf] k|of]u efiffsf] k|of]u (Domains of language use) 

%&= tn pNn]v ul/Psf sfdx¿ ubf{ tkfO{+ ;a}eGbf a9L s'g efiffsf] k|of]u ug{'x'G5 < 

-s_ uGtL ubf{ =========================== 

-v_ uLt ufpFbf============================ 

-u_ 76\6f ubf{================================== 

-3_ xf6ahf/ ubf{÷df]ntf]n ubf{============================ 

-ª_ syf eGbf====================================== 

-r_ 5nkmn÷jfbljjfb ubf{======================================= 

-5_ k|fy{gf ubf{==================================== 
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-h_ 3/sf sfdbf/x¿;Fu s'/fsfgL ubf{============================= 

-em_ s;}nfO{ ufnL ubf{================================ 

%*= tkfO{+sf 3/df lgDglnlvt ljifodf s'/fsfgL x'Fbf ;a}eGbf a9L k|of]u x'g] efiff s'g xf] < 

-s_ ljBfno, egf{, k9fO, h:tf lzIff;DaGwL ljifodf s'/fsfgL ubf{  

-c_ xh'/a'af;Fu================================== 

-cf_ xh'/cfdf;Fu============================== 

-O_ a'af;Fu====================================== 

-O{_ cfdf;Fu======================================== 

-p_ >Ldfg\÷>LdtL;Fu =============================== 

-pm_ afnaflnsf;Fu ============================================ 

-v_    rf8kj{, r'gfj, d]nf, ahf/h:tf ;fdflhs ljifodf s'/fsfgL ubf{ 

-c_ xh'/a'af;Fu============================== 

-cf_ xh'/cfdf;Fu============================== 

-O_ a'af;Fu======================================== 

-O{_ cfdf;Fu==================================== 

-p_ >Ldfg\÷>LdtL;Fu============================= 

-pm_ afnaflnsf;Fu ============================================ 

-u_    ljjfx, 3/vr{, art, sfdsf] afF8kmfF8h:tf kfl/jfl/s ljifodf s'/fsfgL ubf{ 

-c_ xh'/a'af;Fu================================ 

-cf_ xh'/cfdf;Fu================================ 

-O_ a'af;Fu======================================== 

-O{_ cfdf;Fu====================================== 

-p_ >Ldfg\÷>LdtL;Fu ============================= 

-pm_ afnaflnsf;Fu ====================================== 

%(= lgDglnlvt cj:yfdf tkfO{+ s'g efiffsf] k|of]u ug'{x'G5 < 

-s_ s]6fs]6LnfO{ syf ;'gfpFbf =============================== 

-v_ 3/df uLt ufpFbf  ========================================== 

-u_ afnuLt ufpFbf jf l;sfpFbf============================ 

-3_ ;fyLefO;Fu ukmufkm ubf{ ==================================== 

-ª_ v]n v]Nbf================================== 

-r_ 3/df sfd ug]{ dflg;;Fu s'/fsfgL ubf{================================ 

-5_ lax]sf] lgDtf] ug'{ kbf{ ===================================== 

-h_ ;d'bfosf] a}7sdf ePsf lg0f{ox¿ n]Vg' kbf{============================== 
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-´_ ;kgf b]Vbf ===================================== 

-~f_ kfl/jfl/s hd36df================================= 

-6_ ;fj{hlgs ;efdf==================================== 

^)= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf] dft[efiff slQsf] af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_ �lbglbg} -v_ �xKtfxKtfdf  -u_ �slxn]sfxLF dfq   -3_ �slxNo} af]lNbg 

^!= tkfO{+ g]kfnL jf c? s'g} ;Dks{ efiff slQsf] af]Ng'x'G5 < 

-s_ �lbglbg} -v_ �xKtfxKtfdf   -u_ �slxn]sfxLF dfq   -3_ �slxNo} af]lNbg 

^@= g]kfnsf cGo efiff af]Ng] dflg;x¿;Fu s'/fsfgL ug'{ kbf{ tkfO{+ s'g efiffsf] k|of]u ug{'x'G5<  

===================================================== 

^#= tn pNn]v ePsf kl/jf/sf ;b:ox¿nfO{ lr7L n]Vg' kbf{ jf 6]lnkmf]gdf s'/fsfgL ubf{ tkfO{+ s'g 

efiffsf] k|of]u ug'{x'G5 < 

-s_ xh'/a'afnfO{÷;Fu=================================-Vf_ xh'/cfdfnfO{÷;Fu================================== 

-u_ a'afnfO{÷;Fu======================================-3_ cfdfnfO{÷;Fu========================================= 

-ª_ >Ldfg\ jf >LdtLnfO{ ÷;Fu =================-r_ 5f]/f5f]/LnfO{÷;Fu ====================================        

^$= lgDglnlvt cj:yfdf tkfO{+ s'g efiff k|of]u ug'{x'G5 < 

-s_ tkfO{+n] af]Ng]eGbf a]Un} efiff af]Ng] ;fyLx¿ tkfO{+sf 3/df cfP eg]  =============================== 

-v_ tkfO{+n] af]Ng]eGbf a]Un} efiff af]Ng] 5/l5d]sLx¿;Fu ============================================= 

^%= /]l8of] jf 6]lnlehgdf lgDglnlvt sfo{qmdx¿df s'g efiffsf] a9L k|of]u x'G5 < 

-s_ ;dfrf/==========================-v_ nf]suLt========================= -u_ l;g]dfsf uLt=============== 

-3_ /]l8of] gf6s jf 6]lnrnlrq========================-ª_ ;fj{hlgs efif0f===================== 

^^= tkfO{+sf gfgLx¿n] ljBfnosf ljleGg txdf s'g efiffdf k9\g kfP x'GYof] eGg] nfU5 < 

-s_ k|fylds txdf =====================================-v_ lgDgdfWolds txdf ================================= 

-u_ dfWolds txdf=====================================-3_ pRrtxdf================================================ 

----Rf_ eflifs ;ªRf_ eflifs ;ªRf_ eflifs ;ªRf_ eflifs ;ª\\ \\s6fj:yf s6fj:yf s6fj:yf s6fj:yf (Language endangerment)    

^&= s] tkfO{+sf] efiff clxn] nf]k x'g] cj:yfdf 5 < 

-s_ �5   -v_ �5}g  -u_ �yfxf 5}g 

^*= olb 5 eg] o;sf sf/0fx¿ s]s] xf]nfg\ < tn lbOPsf dWo] tkfO{+nfO{ nfu]sf sf/0fdf lrGx 

nufpg'xf];\ . 

-s_ �k'/fgf] k':tfaf6 gofF k':tfdf efiff ;g]{ k|lqmofsf] cefj 

-v_ �efiffsf jx';+Vos jStfx¿ cs}{ efiff af]Ng yfn]sfn] 

-u_ �b]zsf] s'n hg;+VofdWo] of] efiff af]Ng]x¿sf] ;+Vof cToGt} sd ePsfn]  

-3_ �efiff k|of]u x'g] k|rlnt ljifo–If]q 36\b} uPsfn] 
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-ª_ �;~rf/ dfWoddf kx'Fr gePsfn] 

-r_ �efiff l;sfO / ;fIf/tf sfo{qmdsf nflu ;fdu|L gePsfn] 

-5_ �eflifs clej[lQ / efiffgLlt;DaGwL ;/sf/L pbf;Lgtfn] 

-h_ �cfkm\g} efiffk|lt ;DalGwt ;d'bfo pbf;Lg ePsfn] 

-em_ �efiffsf] clen]vLs/0f gePsfn] 

-`_ �efiffsf jStfx¿sf] ;fdflhs–cfly{s cj:yf sdhf]/ ePsfn] 

-6_ �s'g} klg sfd jf cj;/ gkfOg] ePsfn] 

-7_ �efiffk|lt cfsif{0fsf] cefj ePsfn] 

-8_ �clwsf+z jStfx¿ Kffsf] pd]/sf dfq ePsfn] 

-9_ �lzIff / /f]huf/Lsf nflu zx/lt/ nfUg] jf ljb]z hfg] k|j[lQ a9]sfn] 

^(= eflifs ;ª\s6sf b[li6n] tkfO{+sf] efiffsf] cj:yf s] 5 < 

-s_ �;Defljt ;ª\s6fj:yf 

-v_ �;ª\s6fj:yf 

-u_ �uDeL/ ;ª\s6fj:yf 

-3_ �d/0ff;Gg cj:yf 

-ª_ �d[tk|foM÷nf]k eO;s]sf] 

----5_ eflifs x:tfGt/0f / hLjGttf 5_ eflifs x:tfGt/0f / hLjGttf 5_ eflifs x:tfGt/0f / hLjGttf 5_ eflifs x:tfGt/0f / hLjGttf (Language transmission and vitality) 

&)= tkfO{+sf 5f]/f5f]/Lx¿ ;a}n] dft[efiff af]N5g\ < 

-s_ �af]N5g\   -v_ �af]Nb}gg\ 

&!= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfosf ;fgf s]6fs]6Lx¿ 7"nf eP/ lax] ul/;s]kl5 klg of] efiff af]N5g\ eGg] nfU5 <  

-s_ �nfU5  -v_ �nfUb}g 

&@= ltg} s]6fs]6Lx¿ A"f9f ePkl5  lg < 

-s_ �af]N5g\  -v_ �af]Nb}gg\ 

&#= tkfO{+sf] efiff gofF k':tfdf ;Gtf]ifhgs ?kdf x:tfGt/0f x'Fb}5 < 

-s_ �5   -v_ �5}g 

&$= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfosf o'jfo'jtLx¿n] of] efiff hlt /fd|/L af]Ng' kg]{ xf] Tolt g} /fd|/L af]N5g\ < 

-s_ �af]N5g\   -v_ �af]Nb}gg\ 

----h_ eflifs akmfbf/L h_ eflifs akmfbf/L h_ eflifs akmfbf/L h_ eflifs akmfbf/L (Language loyalty)    

&%=cfkm\gf] dft[efiff af]Ng 5f8]sf tkfO{+sf] eflifs ;d'bfosf dflg;x¿nfO{ dft[efifLsf] dfGotf lbg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �dfGotf lbG5' -v_ �dfGotf lbGg 
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&^= tkfO{+s} eflifs ;d'bfosf o'jfx¿n] cfkm\gf] efiff gaf]n]/ cs}{ efiff af]n]sf] ;'Gbf s:tf] nfU5 < 

-s_ �/fd|f]  -v_ �g/fd|f] 

&&= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf] ;d'bfosf o'jfx¿nfO{  dft[efiff l;Sg eGg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �eG5'   -s_ �elGbg 

&*= eGg'x'G5 eg] lsg < 

-s_================================================-v_================================================================= 

-u_================================================-3_=================================================================== 

&(= eGg'x'Gg eg] lsg < 

-s_================================================-v_================================================================== 

-u_================================================-3_==================================================================== 

----em_ eflifs lg/Gt/tf / ck;/0fem_ eflifs lg/Gt/tf / ck;/0fem_ eflifs lg/Gt/tf / ck;/0fem_ eflifs lg/Gt/tf / ck;/0f (Language maintenance and shift) 

*)= tkfO{+ s]6fs]6L 5Fbf s'gs'g efiff af]Ng'x'GYof] < 

-s_ cfkm\g} 3/df =========================, =================================, =========================  

-v_ ;fyLefO;Fu==================,=========================================,============================== 

-u_ l5d]]sLx¿;Fu================, =======================================,============================== 

*!= tkfO{+sf 3/df dft[efiffafx]s c? s'g} efiffsf] k|of]u a9\b} uPsf] 5 < 

-s_ �5   -v_ �5}g 

*@= :s"n jf SofDk;df tkfO{+sf] dft[efiffsf] k9fO x'G5 < 

-s_ �x'G5    -v_ �x'Fb}g 

*#= tkfO{+sf] dft[efiff k9fpg] lzIfsx¿ x'g'x'G5 < 

-s_ �x'g'x'G5    -v_ �x'g'x'Gg 

*$= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf gfgLx¿n] dft[efiffd} k9\g n]Vg hfg'g\ eGg] rfxg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �rfxG5'   -v_ �rfFxGg 

*%= tkfO{+sf] dft[efiffdf k9fO x'g] ljBfno vf]lnof] eg] tkfO{+ s] s:tf] ;xof]u ug{'x'G5 < 

-s_ � s]6fs]6LnfO{ k9\g k7fP/ 

-v_ � ;d'bfosf c? dflg;x¿nfO{ cfkm\gf gfgLx¿ Kf7fpg k|f]T;flxt u/]/ 

-u_ � cfly{s ;xof]u u/]/ 

-3_ � :jo+;]js eO{ sfd u/]/ 

-ª_ � cGo k|sf/n] 
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*^= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfon] cfkm\gf] dft[efiff k9fpg] p2]Zon] s'g} ljBfno ;~rfng u/]sf] 5 < 

-s_ �5    -v_ �5}g 

*&= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfon] k|sflzt u/]sf dft[efiffsf ;dfrf/ kq, klqsf jf k':tsx¿ tkfO{+ lsGg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �lsG5'   -v_ �lslGbg 

**= dft[efiffsf ;fdu|Lx¿ 3/df c? ss;n] k9\5g\ < 

-s_ �xh'/a'af -v_ �xh'/cfdf    -u_ �a'af   -3_ �cfdf    

-ª_ �cfkm}+   -r_ �>Ldfg\÷>LdtL  -5_ �5f]/f5f]/Lx¿  -h_ �cGo ========================== 

*(= /]l8of]af6 dft[efiffdf ;fdu|Lx¿ k|;fl/t x'G5g\ eg] tkfO{+ slQsf] ;'Gg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �;w}F  -v_ �w]/}h;f]  -u_ �slxn]sfxLF     -3_ �Hofb} sd  

-ª_ �;'lGbg  -r_ �sfo{qmd g} 5}gg\ 

()= 6]lnlehgaf6 dft[efiffdf ;fdu|Lx¿ k|;fl/t x'G5g\ eg] tkfO{+ slQsf] x]g'{x'G5 < 

-s_ �;w}F  -v_ �w]/}h;f]  -u_ �slxn]sfxLF     -3_ �Hofb} sd  

-ª_ �x]lb{g  -r_ �sfo{qmd g} 5}gg\ 

(!= tkfO{+sf 5f]/f5f]/Lx¿ s'g s'g efiff af]N5g\ < 

-s_ 3/df       

-c_======================================   -cf_ ====================================    -O_===============================    

-v_ ;fyL;FuL;Fu   

-c_======================================   -cf_ ======================================   -O_=========================== 

-u_ l5d]sLx¿;Fu 

-c_======================================   -cf_ ======================================    -O_=============================  

-3_ :s"ndf  

-c_========================================= -cf_ ============================ ==========  -O_==============================  

----~f_ efiff ld>0f ~f_ efiff ld>0f ~f_ efiff ld>0f ~f_ efiff ld>0f (Code mixing) 

(@= tkfO{+ cfkm\gf] dft[efiff af]Nbfaf]Nb} csf]{ efiffsf zAbx¿ ld;fpg] jf cs}{ efiffdf af]Ng ;'? ug]{ 

ug'{x'G5 <  

-s_ � u5'{   -v_ �ulb{g 

(#= olb To;f] ug'{x'G5 eg] To;sf sf/0fx¿ s]s] x'g ;S5g\ < 

-s_ �csf]{ efiffdf s'g} j:t' jf efjnfO{ a'emfpg] zAbx¿ ;lhn} e]l6G5g\ . 

-v_ �sltko ljifodf s'/f ubf{ csf]{ efiff a9L ;lhnf] x'G5 . 

-u_ �cGo efiffsf zAb jf jfSo ld;fP/  af]Nbf OHht a9\b5 . 

-3_ �c? s'g} sf/0f <  ==================================================== 
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($= cGo efiffsf zAbx¿ ld;fP/ af]n]sf] tkfO{+nfO{ s:tf] nfU5 < 

-s_ �o;n] cfkm\gf] dft[efiffnfO{ g} ;d[4 agfpF5 . 

-v_ �o;f] ubf{ dft[efiffsf] z'4tf / ;'Gb/tfdf c;/ k'U5 . 

-u_ �o;f] ubf{ efiff cem a9L a'em\g ;lsg] vfnsf] x'G5 . 

-3_ �cGo s'g} sf/0f <======================================================================================= 

(%= tkfO{+n] af]Ng] efiff / tkfO{+sf xh'/afcfdfn] af]Ng] pxL efiffdf lEfGgtf ePem}F nfU5 < 

-s_ �nfU5  -v_ �nfUb}g 

(^= olb nfU5 eg] s'gs'g s'/fdf 

-s_ �pRrf/0f 

-v_ �zAbe08f/ 

-u_ �sltko jfSou7gdf 

-3_ �cGo efiffsf zAbx¿ ld;fpg] s'/fdf 

-ª_ �af]Ng] t/Lsf÷njhdf 

(&= tkfO{+sf gfgLx¿n] cfkm\gf] dft[efiff af]Nbf cGo efiffsf zAbx¿ tkfO{+n] eGbf a9L ld;fpF5g\ < 

-s_ �ld;fpF5g\   -v_ �ld;fpFb}gg\ 

----6_ eflifs clej[lQ6_ eflifs clej[lQ6_ eflifs clej[lQ6_ eflifs clej[lQ (Language attitude) 

(*= c? efiffsf t'ngfdf tkfO{+nfO{ cfkm\gf] dft[efiff s:tf] nfU5 < 

-s_ �;d[4  -v_ �5f]6f]÷5l/tf] -u_ �ld7f]  -3_ �;ª\uLtdo  -ª_ �cln 7f8f] / ?vf]  

-r_ �a9L OHht ePsf] -5_ �;flxlTos  -h_ �z'4÷rf]vf]  -em_  �zlStzfnL  -`_ �k|frLg 

((= c? efiffsf t'ngfdf tkfO{+nfO{ cfkm\gf] efiff slQsf] pkof]uL nfU5 < tn n]lvPsf a''FbfnfO{ cfwf/ 

agfO{ eGg'xf];\ . 

-s_ �hfuL/ jf /f]huf/L    -v_ � Jofkf/    -u_ �;fdflhs ultzLNftf  -3_ �;flxTo 

-ª_ �k7gkf7gsf] dfWod   -r_ � lj1fg / k|ljlw    

!))= g]kfnL jf c+u|]hL efiff af]Ng] dflg;x¿sf aLrdf tkfO{+nfO{ cfkm\gf] dft[efiff af]Nbf s:tf] nfU5 < 

 -s_ ����  k|lti7f a9]h:tf] nfU5 -v_ ����  cK7\of/f] nfU5 -u_ � To:tf] s]xL nfUb}g 

!)!= cfkm\gf] dft[efiff af]Nf]s} sf/0f tkfO{+n] s'g} ;d:of ef]Ug' k/]sf] 5 < 

-s_  �5   -v_  �5}g 
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!)@= 5 eg], lgDgdWo] s]s:tf] ;d:of k/]sf] 5 < 

-c_  �;fdflhs kIfkft  -cf_ �/fhgLlts e]befj  -O_ �cfly{s kIfkft  

-O{+_  �zq'tfk"0f{ Jojxf/  -p_  �lzIffdf kIfkft -pm_  �;fdflhs bafa -P_)  ����  /fhgLlts 

bafa   -P]_  �  cfly{s bafa  -cf]_ �  c? s'g} ========================================== 

!)#= tkfO{+sf] dft[efiff af]Ng ghfGg] dfG5]l;t tkfO{+sf 5f]/f jf 5f]/Ln] ljjfx u/]sf] tkfO{+nfO{ dg k5{ ls 

kb}{g< 

-s_  � dg k5{  -v_  �dg kb}{g 

!)$= tkfO{+sf] ;d'bfosf clxn]sf s]6fs]6Lx¿ 7"nf ePkl5 ltgLx¿sf klg 5f]/f5f]/L x'G5g\, s] ltgLx¿n] 

of] efiff af]Ng ;Snfg\ < 

-s_ � ;Snfg\   -v_ �;Sb}gg\ xf]nf 

!)%= olb ;Sb}gg\ eg] of] s'/f tkfO{+nfO{ s:tf] nfU5  <   

-s_  �  /fd|f]  -v_ �l7s}   -u_ �g/fd|f]   

!)^= tkfO{+sf 5f]/f5f]/Lx¿n] ;a}eGbf klxn] s'g efiff l;Sg' k5{ < ============================================== 

!)&= s'gs'g b'O{j6f efiff tkfO{+ ;a}eGbf a9L af]Ng' x'G5 < 

-s_====================================================-v_=============================================================== 

!)*= tkfO{+n] af]Ng] efiffx¿dWo] s'g efiff ;a}eGbf a9L dg k5{ < =================================================== 

----7_ k|z+;fd"ns ;f]wvf]h7_ k|z+;fd"ns ;f]wvf]h7_ k|z+;fd"ns ;f]wvf]h7_ k|z+;fd"ns ;f]wvf]h (Appreciative enquiry) 

!)(= tkfO{+sf] efiffdf To:tf s]s] s'/fx¿ 5g\ h;af6 tkfO{+nfO{ uf}/jsf] cg'ej x'G5 < 

-s_====================================== -v_=================================== -u_==================================== 

-3_======================================= -ª_ ================================== -r_====================================== 

-5_=========================================-h_========================================= 

!!)= tkfO{+n] cfkm\gf] dft[efiffk|lt s]s:tf cfsfª\Iff /fVg'ePsf] 5 < 

-s_======================================================== -v_====================================================  

-u_===========================================================-3_====================================================    = 

!!!= tL cfsfª\Iffx¿ k"/f ug{ ss;sf] ;+nUgtf cfjZos 5 < 

-s_  ����  ;/sf/     -v_ ����  ;d'bfo -u_================================== ======== 

-3_    ===============================-ª_=========================-r_============================== 

!!@= o; efiffnfO{ ;d[4 kfg{ ;d'bfo cfkm}+n] s]s] ug{ ;S5 < 

-s_============================================================-v_=============================================== 

-u_============================================================-3_================================================= 

-ª_============================================================-r_============================================================= 
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!!#= o; efiffnfO{ ;d[4 kfg{ ;/sf/L jf cGo lgsfon] s]s] ug'{k5{ < 

-s_============================================================-v_=============================================== 

-u_============================================================-3_================================================= 

-3_============================================================-ª_================================================ 

-r_============================================================= 

!!$= tkfO{+sf] efiffsf] ljsf;sf nflu tkfO{+ s]s:tf sfddf ;xof]u ug{ ;Sg'x'G5 < 

-s_ �lnlk ljsf;sf nflu sfd u/]/ 

-v_ �lxHh]nfO{ Jojl:yt u/]/ 

-u_ �sf]z agfP/ 

-3_ �Jofs/0f n]v]/ 

-ª_ �;flxTo n]v]/ 

-r_ �kf7\ok':ts n]v]/ 

-5_ �kqklqsf lgsfn]/ 

-Hf_ �k|zf;gdf k||of]u ug{ nufP/ 

-em_ �k|fylds lzIffdf k|of]u ug{ nufP/ 

!!%= dft[efiffsf] ljsf;sf nflu s]s:tf sfd ug{ cfjZos 7fGg'x'G5 < 

-s_=====================================================================-v_================================================ 

-u_ =====================================================================-3_=============================================== 

 

 

☺☺☺☺    wGojfbwGojfbwGojfbwGojfb    ☺☺☺☺ 
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Annex B: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire A (Phase - II)    
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क. �T& �P.: ……………………………. 

ख. ��M?/���: ............................... 
ग. ��
�/���������: ....................... 
घ. U�V��: .................................. 
ङ. <# $�: ............................... 
च. U�
�B� ��W�T&��X�:................�J. 
................................................M. 
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Y. <����A�%�(!1)�� ��": 

 

(�) ........................................ 

(H) ......................................... 

(�) ....................................... 

(Z) ....................................... 

([) ....................................... 

\. <�%�&%�&�� "�@�" 	��� ......................................... 
]. <�%
ब& ���� "�@�" 	��� ......................................... 
L. 8�	����� ��" ( ँ�� ���"�) ......................................... 
 

^. 	����J$��� ��": .................................... 

_. ( ँ�� ���"� "�ऽ) ��`:  (�)  �  ��a�    (H) �  "
!��            (�)  �  <�� 

Kb. M"��:  ………… 

KK.  %��c��E ��H-�2 ��&  M?/? 

(�) �   M?/  (H) �   M?8)�  

KQ. ( M?/ 	��) %��c�� ��H-�2 ��& ���� ��e�� 	��?  

(�) �  f�$�6�� 1�"�    (H) �  <�g�$�6�� 1�"� 

KR. (f�$�6�� 1�"� !� 	��) �� � %! MN=�& ���& 	B�� /? 

(�) �  ू�4�"�    (H) �  ��D� "�@��"�   (�)  �  "�@��"�   

(Z) �  Mh $  (Mh$%" %! MV��H ���) ............................... 

KY. )�
!� <ः4�: (�) �  
�
!% (H) �  <
�
!%    

K\. (
�
!% 	B"�) %��c�� /���/��� /�O 
� /)��O? 

(�) �  /�O  (H) �  /)��O  

K]. ���%:.................... 

KL. �����% �"J! (4�): ..................... 
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K^. A"&: 

(�) �  
!�8J (H) �  >gi (�) �  
���% (Z) �  j��E  ([) �  �)�  

($) �  jः��"  (/) �  ू�0 �%�J�� (�) �  <��............  

K_. %��c�� "�%0	����� ��": 

(�) (%��c�� 	� ��)........................... 

Qb. %��c�� 	�8� <�� 	��� �"�8���� (%��c�� 	��� �>�V��) "��/��� %��c�� 	�����E 

��  	�/�O?................................... 

QK. �� 	�����E <a ��"�� ��� U$���/?  (�� 	����� <1 ��  ��  ��" /�O?) 

 (�) .....................  (H) .......................... 

 (�) .....................  (Z) ........................... 

QQ. %��c�k  "��� "�%0	���: ...................... 

QR. %��c�� >�>��� "�%0	���: ....................... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####K K K K �D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3�D%="� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3 

                    �  ////           �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 

 

QY. %��c�� ौ="��O/ौ="%=�� "�%0	���: ..................... 

Q\. %��c ��"��� ः4��/��M? �!�? !�?  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 

Q]. !�� %��c �!�? >ः�� !��/? ..................................... 

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 
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QL. %��c �!�? >ः�� 	B�� ��% �"� 	��?...............................  

Q^. %��c <�% �%) B� �& 	�8� >2� >ः�� 	B�� /?  

 (�) �  /  (H) �  /)� 

Q_. (�78 >ः�� 	B�� / 	��)  

(�) �!�?: .............. (H) �
!��: ............. (�) ��% �"��D": ............... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####Q Q Q Q �!� n�!� n�!� n�!� n    !��� ��!��� ��!��� ��!��� ��, , , , <
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n    >����>����>����>����, , , , � �78 � �78 � �78 � �78 ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ >���� >���� >���� >���� 
	B 	B 	B 	B �!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3        
����     !�!�!�!�                                            ����     !�j�!�j�!�j�!�j�          

    

((((    ))))    	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म=	�
�� ��"म= 

Rb. %��c�� 	���"� "gUH� ��
!p� �� -��  M��qA /�O?  

(�) �  ��� �4�,  

(H) �  �P�=%,  

(�) �  A��"&� ��
!p�, 

(Z) �  �� �T��, 

([) �  ����"�, 

($) �  �=T=/T=	=T=,     

(/) �  <��:.................. 

RK. (�� �T�� ���&ब" / 	��) %��c  5�� "�%0	���"� �� �T�� ���&ब" ��%�� ��� �� !��/?  

(�) �  �Ar  (H) �  �
!�� ��!� n (�) �  �
!�� ��� !�j�    

RQ. (���� 	����J$���E "�ऽ ��@��) %��c�� 	����� >���"� ��UH% ��"म= �� -��  /�O?  
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RR. (/�O 	��) �� � 	���"� ��UHB�� /�O? 

��"म=:        RQ. /�O � /)��O    RR. (/�O 	��)        

�� � 	���"� ��UHB�� /�O?    

�. �&"���   

H. s�����    

�. Gq8���   

Z. ��t ���ः%�   

ङ. ����%� ��"म=   

च. �"�$���ऽ   

/. ��ऽ��   

�. ��UH% ��
!p�   

u. ����%�&   

ञ. <��   

 

RY. (��UH% ��"म=!1 /�O 	��) %��c  5�� 	���"� "��4�� ��"म= "@�� �� �) �v�� 

!��/?  

(�) �  �v/�   (H) �  �278�  

R\. (���� �J$���E "�ऽ ��@��, M�=!1�� 	���"� ��UH% ��"म= /�O 	��):  

%��c�� 	��� �� � ��
�"� ��UH�/? .............................................. 

R]. %��c�� 	���"� 	B�� ��� <4� M������E 
��� � ूi&�"� ��������� �� �) 

�PZ�Pः4� � �����!1 /�O? 

(�) �  /�O  (H) �  /)��O  

RL. (/�O 	��) %= �Pः4�!1�� ��" 	�= 78�� !��O3 
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R^. %= �Pः4��� ��  �ः%� ��" �/&�O? 

(�)  ��Pः�0 �%�  

(H) 	�
�� 

(�)  G)U�� 

(Z) <��........................ 

    RLRLRLRL. . . . �PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4��PZ�Pः4� R^R^R^R^.... 
ब������
ब������
ब������
ब������ 

�.   

H.   

�.   

Z.   

[.   

$.   

 

((((jjjj))))    "�%0	���"� 8�%�"�%0	���"� 8�%�"�%0	���"� 8�%�"�%0	���"� 8�%�////>!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%� >!�	�
��%�     

R_. %��c �� � �� � 	��� >�V� �e�� !��/? 

 ..................,  ...................., ..................., ................., 

 ..................,   

Yb. %��c�� �>) 	�8� �
!�� �� � 	��� >�V�� 	��? ................... 

�= 	���!1"@�� (ूँ � �P. R_ �� MN���  A��"�) �� � 	���: 

YK. �>) 	�8� ��ॆ�? ..................... 

YQ. 8�ॐ� ��ॆ�? ........................... 

YR. %�ॐ� ��ॆ�? .............................. 

YY. $g4� ��ॆ�? ............................. 

Y\. %��c�� >�V�� 	���!1 "@�� �� � $�!� n �>) 	�8� >2� "� ���M�� 

!��/?...................... 
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Y]. ("�%0	��� �>)	�8� ��ॆ�� >�V� ���� "�) %��c  5�� "�%0	���"� �UN�� ��F%(8�) 

!��� !��/? 

(�) �  A��) ��ॆ� (H) �  7x� 7x�)  (�) �  <�� <�� 

YL. %��c  5�� "�%0	��� �UN�� ��ॆ� �v� � ��F � �e�� !��/?  

(�) �  A��) ��ॆ� (H) �  7x� 7x�)  (�) �  <�� <��  

Y^. %��c�� >�>��� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

Y_. %��c��  "��� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

\b. %��c�� ौ="��O/ौ="%=�� <�� �� � �� � 	��� ��� �� !��/? (%��� %�����" ��F �� 

!��O) 

s�Uys�Uys�Uys�Uy <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1 <�� 	���!1  

�. H. �. Z. 
Y^. >�>�  
 

    

Y_.  "�  
 

    

\b. 
ौ="��O/ौ="%=  
 

    

 

\K. %��c�� /���/���!1�� �� � �� � 	��� >�V/�O? (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

\Q. �%�=!1�� %= 	���!1 �!�? ���� ?  (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

 \K. /���/����� >�V�� <�� 	���  \Q. �!�? ���� ��?  

�.  
 

 
 

H.  
 

 
 

�.  
 

 
 

Z.  
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[.  
 

 
 

$.  
 

 
 

 

\R. 	H&� ः�� � ��� 4����� �-���� ���=�� UG��-UGU����� ���"� ������"� 	���� �>) 

�� �� >�z/�O?  

(�) �  �>) >�z/�O (H) �  <�� <�� >�z/�O (�) �  >�z8)��O 

((((EEEE) ) ) ) 	����� ू��� 	����� ू��� 	����� ू��� 	����� ू���     

\Y. %� MV��H �6�B�� ��" �8�& %��c �>) 	�8� >2� �� � 	��� ू��� ���& !��/?  

 
 

��" ��" ��" ��"  	��� 	��� 	��� 	���  

�. ��%= �8�&  
 

H. �=% ��M?8�  
 

�. x{� �8�&  
 

Z. !�->��� �8�&/"��%�� �8�&   
 

[. �4� 	�8�   
 

$. /�|�/�8
�8 �8�&   
 

/. ू�4&�� �8�&   
 

�. u�T� �8�&   
 

u. ���� �8�&  
 

}. 
 

�� -��� -���E �4� ����M?8�   

-. 
 

Z�"� �=% ��M?8�   

x. 
 

��6��6�� �"Z-"�   

T. 
 

��?M�� >)x�"�   
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\\. %��c�� Z�"� ��D���UH% 
��"� �� �����= !�?8� �>) 	�8� >2� >����� 	��� �� � !�?  

 (�) UG�� �D>�A= �� �����= �8�& (�ः%): 
����, 	��&, �2�j, UG��UGU��� 

�D>�A=) (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

(H) ��"�U�� 
ब������ � ��6��6�� 
��"� /�|� �8�& (�ः%): $�T�&, $ ���, 

Mp�, 
�!, $%, H$& �D>�A=) (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O)  

(�) U$~=�ऽ ��F8� (%��� %�����"�  ��F �� !��O) 

 ����. . . . UG�� UG�� UG�� UG�� 
�D>�A=�D>�A=�D>�A=�D>�A= 

HHHH. . . . ��"�U�� ��"�U�� ��"�U�� ��"�U�� 

ब������ � 
ब������ � 
ब������ � 
ब������ � 
��6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"���6��6�� 
��"� 

����. . . . U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8� U$~=�ऽ ��F8�  

�. !���>�>��?�   
 

  

H. !��� "��?�  
 

  

�. >�>��?�  
 

  

Z.  "��?�  
 

  

[. ौ="��O/ौ="%=�?�  
 

  

$. /���/����?�  
 

  

 

\]. %��c�� >��>����� ��D���UH% <ः4�"� ू�� ��� �� � 	��� ू��� �/&�O?  

(�) <�� ��4=!a�?� H�V8� ................................  

(H) �/"��k!1�?� �� �����= �8�& ............................. 

(�) 
����"� ....................................................... 

\L. 
!��� ��D%� ���& �8�& %��c!1 �� � 	����� ू��� ���& !��/? .........................  

\^. �"�8���� >)x�"� 	B�� ���&� ��F �� �8�& �� � 	����� ू��� �6��/? .................  

\_. %��c  5�� "�%0	��� �UN�� ू��� ���& !��/? 

(�) �  78� 78�)   (H) �  �
!�� ��!� n  (�) �  �
!V�) �78&� 

]b. %��c�� �D��&  	��� �� � !� � p���� ��% ू��� ���& !��/?  
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 	����� ��": ................... 

(�) �  78� 78�)   (H) �  �
!�� ��!� n   (�) �  �
!V�) �78&� 

]K. %��c�� 	�8� >���) 	��� >�V�� ��4=	�j %��c�� Z�"�  M?8� �� � 	����� ू��� ���& 

!��/? ............................... 

]Q. %��c�� /���/�����E ू�4�"� %!"� �� � 	����� "�@�""� �2�M� $�!�� !��/?  

(�) �  "�%0	��� (H) �  ������  (�) �  <Pम��= (Z) �  <��...............    

((((MMMM) ) ) ) 	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�	�
�� �=�%%�    

]R. %��c�� �>) /���/����� "�%0	��� >�V/�O? 

(�) �  >�V/�O    (H) �  >�V8)��O 

]Y. �� ��M?�� A��) ��� <�		��!1  5�� �� -��� -��?� �� �����= �8�& ू��: �� � 

	����� ू��� �/&�O? 

(�) �  "�%0	��� (H) �  ������  (�) �  <��...............    

]\. %��c�� �"�8���� �����%=�� �� 	��� ��% ��ॆ� >�V�� ��� !� p��% �) ��ॆ�� 

>�V/�O? 

(�) �  >�V/�O    (H) �  >�V8)��O 

((((����) ) ) ) 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%� 	�
�� ����%�%�  

]]. %��c�� �"�8��"� <�%��&%=� 
�! !��/? 

 (�)  �  !��/    (H) �  !�?8)� 

]L. (!��/ 	��) <�� �� � 	�
�� �"�8���?� %��c!1�� ��ः�� )�
!� �D>�A /? 

 (�)...................... (H) .....................   (�) .................. 

]^.  5�� �� -��� -��� "�%0	���"� �v�� ��F �� ����� %��c "� ���M�� !��/? 

(�) �  ���M?/�      (H) �  ���M?78� 

]_. (���M?�� !��/ 	��) %��c�� 	��� �2�M�� ः�� � H����� 	�� ���� �!��� ���& !��/? 
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 (�) �   5�� �� -��� -���E �v� �x�B� 

 (H) �  �"�8���� <1��E  5�� �� -��� -�!1 �x�M� ू�p��
!% ���� 

 (�) �   �4&� �!��� ू8�� ���� 

 (Z) �   |) �� <@���� ����  

 ([) �  ः�� ���E �!��� ���� 

 ($) <�� ू����� .......................... 

((((BBBB))))    	�
�� <�	0UN 	�
�� <�	0UN 	�
�� <�	0UN 	�
�� <�	0UN     

Lb. ू	����� (dominant) 	��� >�V�� s�Uy!1�� >=$"� %��c��E  5�� "�%0	��� 

>�V8� �ः%� ���/?   

(�) �  ू�%�� >2� �ः%� ���/      (H)  �  <�t ���� ���/ (�) �  p�ः%� �� !� ���8)�  

LK. "�%0	��= 	B�)  ���� %��c�� �
!V�) �� �) �"ः�� 	���� 	B�� /? 

(�) �  /  (H) �  /)� 

LQ. (/ 	��) ��  �ः%� �"ः�� 	���� 	B�� /? 

.................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................. 

LR. %��c�� /��� � /����� %��c�� "�%0	��� >�V� ���� �� "��/���% 
�! ��� 	�� 

%��c��E �ः%� ���/? 

(�) �  ��ॆ� (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  ���ॆ�  

LY. <
!���� �� -��� -��� /���/����� ��� %��c�� 	��� >�V���O?  

(�) �  >�V���O    (H) �  �>�V���O  

L\. >��� 	�� %��c��E �ः%� ���/?  

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  H��>  
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L]. >�����O 	�� �ः%� ���/? 

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  H��>  

LL. %��c�� /���/����� �>)	�8� �
!�� �� � 	��� >�V�� �/&? .................................  

L^. %��c�� >�V�� 	��� %��c�� !���>�>�/!��� "��� >�V�� 	��� 	�8� |�� 	B �ः%� 

���/? 

(�) �  ���/   (H) �  ���8)� 

L_. (���/ 	��) ��  �� "� |�� !���? 

(�) �  Mh$���"� 

(H) �  Gq8	�T��"� 

(�) �  
G�� ू����� �e�!1�� ू���"�  

(Z) �  	����"ौ�"�  

([) �  >�V�� %6���"�  

($) �  <��"� ............................... 

^b. %��c�)  	�
�� �"�8���� �����%=��  5�� 	��� �>���� <��  	��� >����� ���8� 

�ः%� ���/?  

(�) �  ��ॆ�  (H) �  7x�)  (�) �  ���ॆ�  

^K. 
-���= (�� <�%�&%�&"� �� �) 
<ः�	�
� � MV��H�=� �� ��!1 
	B"�) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

�!����� ���� A��) A��) A���83 
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Annex C: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire B  
    

������� 	�
�� ������� 	�
�� ������� 	�
�� ������� 	�
�� ���������������� 
	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��, �k�%&� ��, �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� 

��
�� �����  ���, ����� ������� �!���"� �# $���% ���&ब" 
    

�"���"���"���"��----	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ��	���)����� ूँ ����������    ((((HHHH)))) 
�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J�!	���%�"J����� 
�A� 
�A� 
�A� 
�A    

/����0 % �� ��!1 "�"�) �v��3 

�&ू 4"  5�� �6�$� 78��: "���/!�ॆ� ��" ............... !� (<1�� ���  - 5�� �6�$� 
78��)3 !�"= �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
������ 	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��>�- �!�?!1�� 	����� 
<@��� <����A���� ����  B�� !I3 �!�?!1�� 78�� 	B�� 	��� �D>�A= ���������E 
<1�?� ��F �� /I3 ��"� �!�?!1��  5�� �!"�%�� ��4 �!��� ���& !��/ 	��  G� 
��H��� /I3 

�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%::::        �  ////                    �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
((((<<<<) ) ) )  A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$��    

    <�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&<�%�&%�&    	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ू	�8� �
!�� %��� ूँ �ँ �ँ �ँ �!1 !1 !1 !1 ((((KKKK----LLLL) ) ) ) �� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ��!��O3!��O3!��O3!��O3 
 

ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �    MN�MN�MN�MN�    

K. <�%�&%�& �PF�� 
 
 

Q. �"�% 
�%�.............."
!��............�&.......... 
.�P. 
%�6�H............."
!��............�&...........��O 

R. <�%�&%�& ः4�� 

�. �T& �P.: .................. 
H. ��M?/���: ............................... 
�. ��
�/���������: ....................... 
Z. U�V��: .................................. 
[. <# $�: ............................... 
$. U�
�B� ��W�T&��X�:.........................�J. 
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Y. <����A�%�(!1)�� ��": 
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\. <�%�&%�&�� "�@�" 	���  
]. <�%�
ब���� "�@�" 	���  
L. 8�	����� ��" ( ँ�� 	B"�)  
 
�� ूँ ������ ���� ^ 8�UH KQ ����D" �!���=!1 	B ��ॆ� !��/3 �� ^ ���	�8� 
�" �!	��=!1�?� ��� ��& �
��/3 %� �78 ^ ���	�8� >2��?� �6��� 	�� <u) >2� 

ँ ��=� !��/3 ूp��� �"J!"� "
!�� � ��a� 8�)�� ��	� �"�� �!	���%� !��� �/&3 
ूp��� �"J!"� �>) M"�� �"J!�� (K\ �& 8�UH "��4��) ��"� �� !� ����, �� !� <Ar�� � 
�� !� �����%= �!	��=!1 	B ��ॆ� !��/3    
�!���= #K:::: 
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_. ( ँ�� ���"� "�ऽ) ��`: (�)  �  ��a�   (H) �  "
!��  (�)  �  <�� 

Kb. M"��: ....... 
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14. %��c�� >�>��� "�%0	���: ....................... 
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/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####K K K K �D%=�D%=�D%=�D%="� >�>� "� >�>� "� >�>� "� >�>� <4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3<4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3<4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3<4�  "� "@�� B� "�%0	��= !������3    
                                                                                �  ////                                            �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
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1\. %��c ��"��� ः4��/��M? �!�? !�?  
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(�) ��
�/���������: ............... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 
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16. ��  %��c <�% �%) �E B� �& 	�8� >2� >ः�� 	B�� /?  

 (�) �  /  (H) �  /)� 

17. (>ः�� 	B�� / 	��)  

(�) �!�?: .............. (H) �
!��: ............. (�) ��% �"��D": ............... 

/�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� /�g-��  A�� ####Q Q Q Q �!� n�!� n�!� n�!� n    !��� ��!��� ��!��� ��!��� ��, , , , <
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n<
!�� �!� n    >����>����>����>����, , , , � �78 � �78 � �78 � �78 ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ ��?$ �& 	�8� >2� <��ऽ >���� >���� >���� >���� 
	B 	B 	B 	B �!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3�!�? ��� �% ��?$ �& 8�UH �) >���� !��� ���3        
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((((    ) ) ) ) 	����� ू���	����� ू���	����� ू���	����� ू���    

�. " �	� � �6�Uः4�%, <�� � "�����?� 
�	� � 	��� >�V/�3 

H. %��c!1�� �ः%� "���� � <��"� ू�� ��� �D��&  	����� ू��� ���& !�O�/? �D��&  
	����� U$� ! B� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1�� 	��� ू����� ��ऽ!1�� ��" 	� �� 
!��� /, ����"� ��F �� !��� / � �D��&  	����� "��� ��F �� !��� /3 

�. %��c!1�� �ः%� <ः4�"� � �ः%� "����!1�?� A��) ��� "�%0	��� >�V�� !��/? 
("�%0	����� U$�! <�� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1�� ू����� ��ऽ�� ��" ��F �� 
!��� / � �%���E "�%0	����� "��� ��F �� !��� /3 �� �-� �!	��=!1�� "�� !� 
>��>����� "�%0	��� >�V/�O � �� !� >��>����� �D��&  	��� >�V/�O" 	� �� !��� /3 
M!�?!1�� �!����� ���� �ः%� >��>������� %= 	���!1 >�V/�O � �ः%� 
<ः4�"� %= 	���!1 ू��� �/&�O? �"J!!1 ��ॆ�� 8�H�M��� ���� U$�!!1 >8V�� 
!��O)  

Z. �ः%� "�����?� � �ः%� <ः4�"� %��c!1�� "�%0	��� � �D��&  	��� 8�>) >�V�� !��/? 
(�!	��=!1�� ू����� ��ऽ!1 ����"� ��F �� !��� / � �%���E >=$"� ��F �� !��� 
/3 �78 �>) ��� "������ p�� ू��� ��ऽ"� BM-� ��Uँ $% 	��� >�V/�O � 
�%�=!1�� p�� 	��� >2� >�V/�O � �� !� <1 	��� >�V/�O 	�� �!	��=!1�� �%���E 
B� /�M"� � <�� /�M"� <u �U��)  ��F �� !��� /3) 

[. ूp��� �"J!"� 8)��� a�"� ू��� !��� <ः4���E "��4 � �
!����!� n ू��� !�����E "��� 
��F �� !��O3 (8)��� � �
!����!� n�� ���� ब"G: "��4 � %� BM-� BM-� U$� ! 
��F �� !��O3 �!	��=!1��E ू����� ��ऽ!1 �"��M� 	� �� !��O3 8)��� � �
!����!� n 
�"J! >=$ x�M? /�{��M� M!�?!1��E Mp��
!% ��� � T����� /�O {��M� ���M�� ��" 
���& !��O3)    

$. (�78 8)��� ू���"� A��) ू��� ��ऽ 	B"�) �>	�8� >2� %��c �ः%� "�����?�  8)��� 
�� �����= ���& !��/? �%�=!1��E <a 	�8� "��4 ��F �� !��O3 (<4� 8)��� 1�"� 
ू��� !�����E ब""� ��F �� !��O3) 

/. %��c!1�� ू��� ��� 	���!1 � ���?� %= 	��� ू��� ���& !��/ M�=!1 ू�% %��c�� 
�ः%� ��$�j /? ��  %��c�� �� �) <�� <ः4�"� �= "@�� �� �) 	��� >2� ू��� ��& 
4�V�� !��/? 
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((((jjjj))))    	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&��	�
����% �="� ��A�&�� 

�. %��c!1�� 	����� ��" ��  !�? %��c!1�� ���%�� ��" ��  !�? (�>) ��"!1 
������ -�ब�"� ��F �� !��O) (�78 B� 	�8� >2� ��" /�O 	�� ूp����� ���� ��@�� 
!��O) MV��UH% ��""@�� %��c!1�� �� � ��" >2� a$�M�� !��/?  

  
K^. (�"J!�� 	� �� 	����� ��")...................... 
K_. %��c�� 	��� �>�V�� <�� 	��� �"�8���� "��/��� %��c�� 	�����E ��  

	�/�O?................................... 

2b. �� 	�����E <a ��"�� ��� U$���/? 

 (�) .....................   (H) .......................... 

 (�) .......................  (Z) .......................... 

H. %��c!1�� "�%0	��� >�V�� U�V��/��M?!1�� ��" 	� �� !��O (ूp����� ��" /�{) 

����"� ��F �� !��O3) ��%�� <ः4�"� U�V�� � ��M?�� �{� %��c�� ���� ��@�� �e�� 

!��/:  

2K. 
ँ ः% !���� ���� ूp��� x�M?�� ��D� �J$��!1 MV��H ���& !��O: 
  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  

(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 

([) <# $�: ............................... 

�. %= ������ -�ब�!1��E B�  ��"� �U�� 	�
���/���������/U�V�� <����� 
�"��B� ��F �� !��� /3  

Z. %��c�� 	����?� �"V�� <1 �� � �� � 	���!1 /�O, ��� p�� 	����� y�!1�� >�V8� 
%��c�� �D%="� �� !� Gq8!1 >�z�� !��/3 (%= 	���!1��E /�{) ����"� ��F �� !��O 
� �%�=!1��E �e��"� 4��� !��O3)  

[. ��M?�� �>)��  5�� 	��� M!� ू����� >�V/�O? (p�ः%� �"J!�� 6��6� T����� Z��� 
���M�� !��O3) 
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$. ः4��=� 	�8!1"@�� %��c�� �>)	�8� ��ॆ� �� � 	�8 (	���) >�z�� !��/? 8�ॐ� ��ॆ��?� 
>�z�� 	��� �� � !�? (��T&>�T&"� ��UHB�� <P�!1 !��� ��ऽ, 	���, <4� p�� ��ऽ�� 
	��� �"J!�� /�M"� ��F �� !��O3)  

/. <> !�"= %��c!1��E �= 	�
�� 	�8!1 "@�� �� � $�!� n ��ॆ�� >�z�� !��/ � �� � 
$�!� n �UN ��� >�z�� !�� �? �� � $�!� n �>)	�8� ��ॆ= >�z�� !��/? 	� �� �� �� 8�H�M� 
$�!�/C3 �ः%) ��� �� � 	�8�� Gq8!1 �� !� "�ऽ >�z�� !��/ p�� ��� 8�H�M� 
$�!�/I3 �= "@�� �� � $�!� n ��M?�� 	��� A��) ��ॆ��?� >�z�� !��/? (U$�!�� 8�H�M�� 
!��O � �� �) BM-� �`�� U$�! /�� � ���M�� !��O3 M�=!1��E �>)	�8� ��ॆ� >�z�� 
	��� >����� x�M?"� BM-� U$�! ��F � ���M�� !��O3 ��) ��� <�� 	�8!1 "��4 ��� 
U$�! ��F � ���M�� !��O3) 

�. �= "@�� %��c!1 �� � 	�8(	���)�� y�!1�?�  5�� "�%0	���"� �� �� ���& !��/? 
(�� ू������ ���� �	�8)  ���/�`�� U$�!�� ू��� ���& !��O3 <�� U$�! ��F �� 
!��O3(“!�"=!1 B�  ��"� �� �����= �8�&  5�) (BM-) 	�8) 	��� >�V/I” , “!�"= 
 5�) 	��� >�V/I, M�=!1  5�) 	��� >�V/�O” , �%�=!1 <�� 	��� >�V/�O, !�"=!1 
 5�) 	��� >�V/I” � !�"= 8�>)�� <��  	��� >�V/I”)  

u. �� !� "����!1  5�� 	���"� ��t ���ः%� ��F � $�!�/�O3 �78 "�%0	���"� 
�%�> 
��UH�� 	�� �� � �� � ��M?�� 
��4�!1�� ू��� ��& �e/�O !���? (��UHB�� 
�%�> 
�v� �e�� ��M?!1��E BM-� /�{) T��� �	ऽ ��F �� !��O3) (�78 
�%�> ��F �� � /���� 
>���"� ��h8)��O 	�� M�=!1 �� � $�!� n 	�8"� �=T= >��M� $�!�/�O? 	�� ��@�� 
!��O3)  

}. �= 	�8!1 "@�� ��H� � ����T�� �� ���� �� � $�
!?��E ू��� �8�& �>)�� ��ॆ��?� 
>�z���O? p��� �	B"� �� � $�!� P 	��� ू��� !�� �e/? (��T&>�T&"� ��UHB�� B, >=, 
�= <��!1��E ब")�?� ��F �� !��O3)   

 
((((EEEE))))    >!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�>!�	�
��%�     

�. %���!1�� �>)	�8� >2� ू��� ��� 8�E-� 	���!1 ��  ��  !��O? BM-� T����� "�%0	��� 
��ॆ��?� >�V�� s�Uy!1��E ू�%���Ap �/& <���� �D��&  	��� ��ॆ� >�V�� 
s�Uy!1��E ू�%���Ap �/&3 (8�E-) T���!1��E 	Jc"� Z��� >��B� ��F �� !��O3) 

H. �> !�"=!1�� BM-� T�����E <�� T���"��4 H��  ��M?/C, �� HU�-B�� ��ऽ�� ��  
�� ���� ू�%���Ap �/&? (���� "�%0	��� � �D��&  	��� 8�E-) ��ॆ�� >�V�� 
"����!1�� ू�%���Ap �/&)  

�. �> 	�8� �
!�� !�"=!1 �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V�� "����!1�� >���"� �� �� ��I3 
�ः%� "������ �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V/�O? (�!	��=!1��E ������ -�ब�!1"� 
��F � ���M�� !��O)3 
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Z. ������ -�ब�!1��E Z����	ऽ ��F � ���M�� 	�8� �
!�� M�=!1�� "�%0	��� ��ॆ��?� 
>�V� ���8/�O � ���8)�� 	� �� ��h�� ��� !��/3 Z��� �	ऽ ूp��� ������ -�ब�!1 
�!�? �/&�? (M�=!1��E <
!���D" ��H��� ������ -�ब�!1 ��F � ���M�� !��O3 
M�=!1�� $�!�"� <u >2� 
UG� � <�� �"J!!1 >��M� �e/�O) 

[. �ः%� "����!1�� "�%0	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V/�O %� �D��&  	��� ��ॆ��?� >�V8)��O? 
(M�=!1��E p�ः%� "������ �"J! ��F � � M���y x�M?"� ��F � ���M�� !��O3) 

$. %=� �"J! "@�� �� �"� �>	�8� >2� "�%0	��= y�!1 /�O? %��c!1 ����E ���� 
!���& !�O�/? (�>)	�8� >2� "�%0	����� y� 	B�� Z���) (M�=!1��E  5�� 
$�� 
s�y ��& ���M�� !��O) 

/. %=�-) �"J! "@�� �� �) BM-� <�� 8�E �"J! >
2�!��� / 
�?  
�� !���? ����E 
%��c!1 ���� !���& !��/? (M�=!1��E  5�� 
$�� s�y ��& ���M�� !��O)3 

 
((((MMMM))))    ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH��ूGP��"J�� ��AH�� 

�. %���!1��  5�� 	��� � �Pः�0 �%"� 8�H���, ������ � ����� ��"�� %��c��E �&�� 
<��	 ���M?/, �%��� MV��H ���& !��O3 "�%0	����� ू��� 	j�!��� <ः4� ू�%  
%��c ��%�� !���!��/? (ूp��� ��"�� ����PG ��F � ���M�� !��O)3  

H. 	j��H��� ��ॆ� ��"!1��E ���� !���&!��/? ����E <u ��ॆ� ���� ���M� 
�
��/? <u >2� ���� ��A��& �
��/? %��c!1��  5�� "�%0	��� ू�% ��  �ः%� 
 G�- ����� /�O? (��Uँ $% �"���A %��� � %=������ �"J!"� /�|� ��& 
���M�� !��O -�>) 
���"��  �����"� /�|� ��& 78�� !��O(<�D	 ���))3 

�. ूp��� �"J!��E  - 5�� �"J!"� /�|� 	B��  ����� 	� � ���M�� !��O3 %= 
 ����� /�{�/�{) ������ -�ब�!1"� B� �����E ��F � ���M�� !��O (%= ������ 
-�ब�!1��E  ����� ��UHB�� G=�&� "��� ��F �� !��O)3 (�!	��=!1�� s�y ����� 
 G�- �������E %=�-$�� Gq8"� �P���=��� ��& ���M�� !��O)3  

Z. MV��H �6�B��  G�- ����� "@�� �� !���E ���&U�% ��& �U��� � �� !���E ��॑� 
�ः%� 8�UH�/? 8�E-� ������ -�ब�"� �U��� � ��॑� ��F � ���M�� !��O � 
�%�=!1��E 8�E �%� ��F � ���M�� !��O3  G�- �������E �>)	�8� �U��� 8�UH 
�>)	�8� ��॑� ब""� �"��B� ��F � ���M�� !��O3  

[. �� !�  G�- ����� <1 	�8� "!p�J�& �ः%� ���/? �>)	�8� "!p�J�&  G�-
 �������E B� /�M"� ��F � ���M�� !��O3 (/�g- �6�B�� "!p�J�&  G�-
 �������E ��� >2� "!p�J�& 8�UH �" "!p�J�&�� ब""� ��F � ���M�� !��O, 
�D	 	B BM-� |�-� ��� UHh�� !��O)3 

$. /�g- �6�B��  G�- �������E ����� ���& ����� >��M�� !��O3 %p���)  
%��c!1 �� �  G�- ������� ����� >��M� $�!�� !��/? B� B� �"J! >��M� 
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���M�� !��O3 ूp��� �8ः���E �"J!"� �
ब� 	B� ��" ��& Mp��
!% ���& !��O � 
ूp���  G�- ������� ����� %��� ���& !��O3   

/. %����� ����� >��M?8� �= �� ��"� 
$�� ���& !��O: K) %��c�� $�V�� ��� �8"!1 ��  
��  !��O? Q) %��� >�!�� �P��� !��� <1 s�Uy �� �� !��O? R)  G�- �������E 
"J%& 1� 78� %���!1��E $�
!�� �� ��!1 ��  ��  !��O? (�!	��=!1��E ������ -�ब� 
� ��F �� ��"म= 78B� x��� x��� <��"� ����� ��F � ���M�� !��O3)  

�. ूp��� �"J!��E  - 5�� �"J!"� /�|� 	B�� ����� 	� � ���M�� !��O3  
 

 
�!����� ���� A��) A��) A���83 
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Annex D: Sociolinguistic Questionnaire C  
 

������� 	�
�� ���� 
�ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� �k�%&� ��, ��x"�TI 

��
�� �����  ���, ����� ������� �!���"� �# $���% ���&ब" 
�"��-	���)����� ूँ ���� (�) 

    

((((	�
��	�
��	�
��	�
��    <�	��%� <�	��%� <�	��%� <�	��%� (((( �8����� <��� �8����� <��� �8����� <��� �8����� <���) ) ) ) � ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����� ��M?�� "�UH���� ����))))))))    

/���P�0 % �� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3�� ��!1 "�"�) �2��3 
 

�&ू 4"  5�� �6�$� 78��: "���/!�ॆ� ��" ............... !�3 (<1�� ���  - 5�� �6�$� 
78��)3 !�"= �ऽ	 �� 
ँ 
���� 	���
��� �� �ि�� 
	��>�- �!�?!1�� 	����� <@��� 
<����A���� ����  B�� !I3 �!�?!1�� 78��	B�� 	����D>�A= ���������E <1�?� ��F �� 
/I3 ��"� �!�?!1��  5�� �!"�%�� ��4 �!��� ���& !��/ 	��  G� ��H��� /I3 

�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%�!"�%::::  �  ////     �  /)�/)�/)�/)� 
 

((((<<<<) ) ) )  A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$�� A��	J% �J$��    

    <�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �<�%�&%�& 	�8� �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �
!�� %��� ूँ �!1 !1 !1 !1 ((((KKKK----LLLL) ) ) ) �� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F ���� MN� ��F �� !��O3 !��O3 !��O3 !��O3 
 

ूँ �ूँ �ूँ �ूँ � MN�MN�MN�MN� 

K. <�%�&%�& �PF��  
 

Q. �"�% 
�%�……… "
!��……..........�&..……. 
.�P. 
%�6�H….. ….."
!�� ………… �&……… ��O 

R. <�%�&%�& ः4�� 

 

क. �T& �P.: ……………………. 

ख. ��M?/���: .......................... 
ग. ��
�/���������: .............. 
घ. U�V��: .................................. 
ङ. <# $�: ............................... 
च. U�
�B� ��W�T&��X�:................�J. 
................................................M. 
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Y. <����A�%�(!1)�� ��": 

 

(�) ........................................ 

(H) ......................................... 

 

\. 	����J$��� ��": .................................... 

]. ( ँ�� 	B"� "�ऽ) ��`:  (�)  �  ��a�    (H) �  "
!��            (�)  �  <�� 

L. M"��:  ...........................  

^. ��%: ........................... 

_. ��%���%�� �"�!: .........................  

Kb. %����� "�%0	����� ��": ........................... 

KK. %����� 	�8� <�� 	��� �"�8���� (%��c�� 	��� �>�V��) "��/��� %����� 	�����E 

��  	�/�O?................................... 

KQ. �� 	�����E <a ��"�� ��� U$���/? (�� 	����� <a ��  ��  ��" /�O?) 

 (�) .....................  (H) .......................... 

 (�) .....................  (Z) ........................... 

KR. %����k  "��� "�%0	���: ...................... 

KY. %����� >�>��� "�%0	���: ....................... 

K\. %��� ��"��� ः4��/��?M �!�? !�?  

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  
(�) ��
�/���������: ...................... (Z) U�V��: ..................... 
([) <# $�: ............................... 

K]. !�� %��� �!�? >ः�� !��/? 

(�) �T& �P.: ............... (H) ��M?/���: ....................  
(�) ��
�/���������: ...............(Z) U�V��: ..................... 
([) <# $�: ............................... 
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KL. %��� �!�? >ः�� 	B�� ��% �"� 	��? ...............................  

K^. %����� ��M?//��/"��"� >��>�� ��� <�� ��%���%: (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

K_. �%�=!1�� >�V�� <�� 	���: (%��� %�����"� ��F �� !��O) 

ब.�P. K^. ��%���% K_. 	��� 

�.   

H.   

�.   

Z.   

[.   

$.   

 

Qb. %����� "�%0	��� �P��� %4� �Di&��� ���� �� !� ���& �/&? 

 (�) �  �/&  (H) �  �8��O 

QK. (�/& 	��): %�����  5�� "�%0	����� �P��� � �D>A&��� ���� �� �ः%� ��" ���� 

�!��� ��& �e�� !��/? 

(�) ��
� 
����� ���� ��" ���� 

  (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(H) 
!�����E s�Uः4% ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(�) Gq8��� >��B�  

(<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(Z) s����� ��H��  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 
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([) "�%0	���"� ��
!p� ��F � Mp��
!% ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

($) ��t ���ः%� ��H� %4� ू��G� ����  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(/) �ऽ��ऽ�� �������  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(�) ूG���"� ू��� ��& ���B�  

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(u) ू�4�"� %!"� "�@�"�� a�"� ू��� ��& ���B� 

 (<) �  �e/�   ( ) �  �Ue8� 

(}) <�� ू�����: ............................................... 

 M���y 	B"� �"��-	���)����� ूँ ���� 	�& G�a ���3 
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Appendix E: Wordlist  

������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ����������� 	�
�� ���� 
�ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
�����ऽ	 �� 
�
���� 

�k�%&� ���k�%&� ���k�%&� ���k�%&� ��, , , , ��x"�TI��x"�TI��x"�TI��x"�TI, , , , �������������������� 

��
�� �����  �����
�� �����  �����
�� �����  �����
�� �����  ���, , , , ����� ������������ ������������ ������������ ������� 
�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����%�!���"� �����% 

 
 
 

<����A�%�!1�� ��"      �"�%�  ...............................  

(K) ........................................... 
(Q) ........................................... 
(R) ........................................... 
(Y) ........................................... 
(\) ........................................... 
	����J$�(!1)�� ��" 

(K) ........................................... 
(Q) ........................................... 
(R) ........................................... 
(Y) ........................................... 
(\) ........................................... 
ः4��� U�V��� .....................��
�/����������..................T� ��   ..............

��?M/-��.......................... 
	���� ��"� ..........................<�%�&%�&�� "�@�"	����  ........................  

 

बबबब.... �P�P�P�P.... <�म��=<�म��=<�म��=<�म��= ������������������������ 	���	���	���	���::::............................................................................................................................. 

1.  body G���  

2.  head -�M��  

3.  hair ����  

4.  face <��!��  

5.  eye  ?H�  

QKbQKbQKbQKb Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$=Gs8�J$= 
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6.  ear ���  

7.  nose ���  

8.  mouth "�H  

9.  teeth 8�?%  

10.  tongue U�ॄ�  

11.  breast ः%�  

12.  belly ��-  

13.  arm/ hand !�%  

14.  elbow �� j��  

15.  palm !p�� ��  

16.  finger fn��  

17.  fingernail �[  

18.  leg H�{�  

19.  skin /���  

20.  bone !�T  

21.  heart "�-�  

22.  blood ��%  

23.  urine 
���>  

24.  feces 78��  

25.  village ��M?  

26.  house Z�  

27.  roof /���  

28.  door 2���  

29.  firewood 8�M��  

30.  broom �� $�  

31.  mortar ���g-�  

32.  pestle ��!���  

33.  hammer !4gT�  
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34.  knife $��  

35.  axe >���  

36.  rope T���  

37.  thread A���  

38.  needle ����  

39.  cloth ���� (��T�)  

40.  ring fnx�  

41.  sun Z�"  

42.  moon $�ि"�  

43.  sky  ��G  

44.  star %���  

45.  rain ��&  

46.  water ���=  

47.  river �8�  

48.  cloud >�8�  

49.  lightening �>���� $D���  

50.  rainbow j�ि��=  

51.  wind >%��  

52.  stone 2�`�  

53.  path >�-�  

54.  sand >����  

55.  fire  ��  

56.  smoke A��?  

57.  ash H���=  

58.  mud "�-�  

59.  dust A���  

60.  gold ���  

61.  tree 1H  
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62.  leaf ��%  

63.  root ���  

64.  thorn ��?T�  

65.  flower |J �  

66.  fruit |�|J �  

67.  mango  ?�  

68.  banana �� ��  

69.  wheat(husked) �!�?  

70.  barley �g  

71.  rice (husked) $�"�  

72.  potato  ��  

73.  eggplant 	�-�  

74.  groundnut >8�"  

75.  chili H���&�=  

76.  turmeric >����  

77.  garlic ����  

78.  onion ����  

79.  cauliflower ��M��  

80.  Tomato ���	�T�  

81.  cabbage >�8�  

82.  oil %��  

83.  salt ���  

84.  meat "���  

85.  fat (of meat) >���  

86.  fish "�/�  

87.  chicken $V��  

88.  egg <�T�  

89.  cow ��E  
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90.  buffalo 	r�=  

91.  milk 8�A  

92.  horns ��[  

93.  tail ��h/�  

94.  goat >�भ�  

95.  dog �� �� �  

96.  snake ��& (��?�)  

97.  monkey >�?8�  

98.  mosquito ��"H�{�  

99.  ant ��"��  

100. spider "��� ��  

101. name ��"  

102. man "��/�  

103. woman  j"�E  

104. child >h$�  

105. father >�>�  

106. mother  "�  

107. older brother 8���  

108. younger 
brother 

	�j  

109. older sister 788�  

110. younger sister >
!�=  

111. son /���  

112. daughter /���  

113. husband ����� (ौ="��)  

114. wife ः�ः�= (ौ="%=)  

115. boy �� -�  

116. girl �� -�  

117. day 78�  
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118. night ��%  

119. morning 
!��  

120. noon "@���!  

121. evening ��?u  

122. yesterday 
!��  

123. today  �  

124. tomorrow 	���  

125. week !�� (��%�)  

126. month "
!��  

127. year �&  

128. old >J2�  

129. new ���?  

130. good ��ॆ� (<��)  

131. bad ���ॆ� (H��>)  

132. wet U$��  

133. dry ��FH�  

134. long ��"�  

135. short /�-�  

136. hot %�%�  

137. cold U$��  

138. right 8�
!��  

139. left 8�ो�  

140. near �U��  

141. far -�2�  

142. big xJ ��  

143. small ����  

144. heavy �॑C  

145. light !����  
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146. above "��4  

147. below %�  

148. white ��%�  

149. black ����  

150. red ��%�  

151. one B�  

152. two 8�E  

153. three %=�  

154. four $��  

155. five ��?$  

156. six /  

157. seven ��%  

158. eight  x  

159. nine �g  

160. ten 8G  

161. eleven BZ��  

162. twelve >�॑  

163. twenty >=�  

164. one hundred B� ��  

165. who ��  

166. what ��   

167. where �!�?  

168. when �
!��  

169. how many ��%  

170. which �� �  

171. this ��  

172. that p��  

173. these 
��=!1  
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174. those M�=!1  

175. same M!�  

176. different |�� (<��)  

177. whole �>)  

178. broken |� -���  

179. few 4��)   

180. many A��)   

181. all �>)  

182. to eat H���  

183. to bite -�e��  

184. to  be hungry 	���M��  

185. to drink 
�M��  

186. to  be thirsty �%H�&M��  

187. to sleep ��p ��  

188. to lie �V-��  

189. to  sit >ः��  

190. to  give  78��  

191. to  burn T2�M��  

192. to die "��&  

193. to  kill  "���&  

194. to  fly M¡��  

195. to  walk  
!?¡��  

196. to run 8gT��  

197. to go ����  

198. to  come  M��  

199. to  speak >�V��  

200. to  hear ��p ��  

201. to  look !���&  
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202. I  "  

203. you (informal) %?  

204. you (formal) %��E  

205. he �  

206. she M�=  

207. we (inclusive) !�"= (�"��G=)  

208. we (exclusive) !�"= (<�"��G=)  

209. you (plural) �%"=!1  

210. they M�=!1  

 


